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THE BREEDING OF
College campuses
are being looked
at for the spread
of popular
urban legends

By )ffT nmdenjCn
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

FOLKLORE

TVvo college roommates are gel ling ready for the night. One
decides she is going to go out to
the bars and the other decides she
is going to stay home and get
some sleep.
Right after the first roommate
goes out, she realizes she has forgotten her ID. She rushes back to
the room, deciding not to turn on
the lights so she doesn't wake up
her roommate.
After a night of parrying, the
roommate returns to the room,
only to find her other roommate
slain and written on the wall
above her, in blood, are the words,
"Aren't you glad you didn't rum on
the lights."
Folklorists are seeing more and
more urban legends, such as this
one, focusing on college situations. According to many, this is
became coHege campuses have
been and still are breeding
grounds for these legends.
"Think about it, a large somewhat enclosed community, alternately curious and bored, without
the memory to have heard many
of these stories in their early incarnations," Said Victoria Simmons, a
UCLA folklore professor. "A college campus for the spread of legends and rumors is like gay baths
used to be for the spread of AIDS."
While folklorists are studying
the common trend, different
opinions on what causes the
Sara SriplirBG News
spread have surfaced. Michael DEAD PEOPLE ON CAMPUS: The Oak Grove Cemetery, located in the middle ot campus, is one of the only cemeteries in the country built on a college campus.
Preston, a folklore professor from
the University of Colorado at
Boulder, believes it has to do with
I KNEW SOMEONE, WHO WAS FREINDS
"A college campus
the common familiarity with the
WITH SOMEONE, WHOSE BROTHER....
college situation.
for the spread
"College is something that's a
...woke up in a bathtub after a night of heavy drinking, only to
part of many Americans' experidiscover his kidneys had been stolen in the night by med students
of legends and
ences," he said. "And everyone
selling organs on the black market: "The Kidney Heist."
engages in idle chatter about toprumors is
ics that they're interested in. When
...went into his sleeping roommate's bedroom to borrow a book He
the 'setting^ of a legend relates to
didn't
want
to
wake
the
roommate,
so
he
took
the
book
without
turnthe interest of students, such as
like gay baths
ing on the lights. In the morning, he returned to find the roommate
picking up someone in a bar, then
dead,
and
the
words
"Aren't
you
glad
you
didn't
turn
on
the
light?"
the legend works."
used to be for
scrawled in blood on the wall: "The Roommate Massacre."
Ian Brunvand, the author of
several books on urban legends
the spread
...heard that a psychic on Oprah said that on Halloween, on a college
and a former professor at the
Sara Siljsoy BG News
campus with a graveyard, dorm buildings shaped like H's, and railUniversity of Utah, thinks that the
ofAIDS."
road tracks, a man dressed as Little Bo Peep is going to kill any stutrend has to do with a form of
BREEDING: Sara Sikorski (left), freshman, social work major, and
dents he sees; "The Halloween Massacre."
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JoAnna Papageorgiou talk at Founder's. Students sitting around and
talking one of the major reasons for the spread of urban legends.

VICTORIA SIMMONS,
UCLA FOLKLORE PROFESSOR

Ghost haunts sorority
Sisters look to ghost as
explanation to weird
happenings in Chi
Omega house
By Stetanie Suemors
MANAGING EDITOR

Bowling Green State University
is the home of two of Ohio's most
famous ghosts, according to
"Haunted Ohio," a publication by
Chris Wbodyard, which highlights
haunted places around the state.
Bowling Green's most famous
ghost is Alice, the ghost of an
actress who haunts both theaters
on campus
There are several stories
regarding Alice's death. In one
Sara kWfJG News story, Alice was killed by a falling
object during a show, and in
HAUNTED: There have been reported ghost sightings at the Chi
another story she was killed in a
Omega house on campus.
car accident.
»

female ghost is making her presence Icli.
It's believed that during the
early I will's a girl named Amanda
rushed for the Chi Omega sorority. The night she was going to be
made a sister she was killed by a
train.
She was so desperate to join the
sorority that legend has it she
returned to haunt the house.
Breanna Discs a senior communications major and Sarah
Poole, a senior education major,
lived together in the Chi Ornega
house last year. Both girls believe
in Amanda's ghost.
Poole described one cent
where she experienced the
haunting of Amanda
"One day I was in my room
with one of my roommates. I
went downstairs to get something, and when I came back,
things were off my shelves and
some of my things were all turned

Regardless of the story of her
death, legend has it that The ghost
of Alice must be invited to all of
the performances that take place
at the theaters.
Tradition holds true that the
stage manager must stand alone
on the daikened stage and formally invite Alice to the show
after the last dress rehearsal
before opening night. If this does
not occur, bad occurrences can
happen in the theater, especially
during the shows.
There are reports of sets falling
apart, items falling over, lights
going out and sometimes much
worse if the tradition is broke.
Alice has been spotted in the
theaters on more than one occasion. She has been seen wearing
clothing that appears to date back
from the 1920s and she is very
pale with long hair.
Alice may be the most famous
ghost on campus but another
'■

around," she said. "My roommate
was nowhere near any of my
things and I just could not explain
what had happened."
The legend states that during
the late 80s members of the
sorority named one of the rooms
in the house "Amanda's Room"
and it's here that she makes her
presence known.
Diso and Poole said that all
they know is that in recent years
Amanda has haunted the entire
house.
"I'm not sure if it's one room,
but from what I have heard things
have happened all over the
house," Diso said.
Diso and Poole both reported
that they have heard stories about
things falling off shelves and
walls, lights turning on and off,
doors locking and unlocking,
things being moved around and
many other weird occurrences.
6H0ST. PAGE 2
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Change in recruitment process mimics women's rush
By April Elliott
STAFF WRITER

Men and women looking to
join a Greek organization this fall
will come face to face with two
different experiences.
The recruitment process for
women at the University is held
to a national standard, while the
recruitment process for the men
is held to the University's
Interfraterntiy Council's own
standards.
This past year, however, the
two groups have been trying to
find a middle ground when it
comes to the recruitment
process. The men especially are
looking to change recruitment
into a more formal process, but
not as formal as the women's.
Sarah Bateson, vice president
of recruitment for the Panhellenic
Council, said that everyone living
on campus will be presented with
the chance for recruitment when
they first move in.
"Registration forms will be at
the front desk of all the residence
halls," Bateson said. "Every door
will have a door hanger on it with
a registration form on the back."
Boxes will also be at the front

desks so that students can drop
off their registration forms. The
boxes will be picked up once a
week until the first day of recruitment
From here the process for the
men and women takes two separate paths.
The women who fill out applications are contacted by a Rho
Chi member, which is a sorority
member who becomes disaffiliated from their sorority from May
until the end of September to
help with recruitmenL
Men looking to join a fraternity
who fill out an application will
simply be mailed an informational booklet.
Recruitment for the men then
begins on Sept. 13 and 14, and
continues on the 18 and 19.
According to lason Farmer, vice
president of recruitment for the
Interfratemity Council (IFC), is
trying something different this
year.
As the women have Rho Chi,
the men have a staff of representative members. Unlike the
women, however, these members are allowed to affiliate with
their fraternities throughout the
entire recruitment process.

These representative members
will be giving presentations in the
residence halls and will be giving
tours of the fraternity houses during fall formal recruitment.
"We encourage them to come
on the tours," Farmer said.
One thing to remember, however, is that men looking to rush
do not have to fill out an application, and do not have to participate in the September recruitment dates.
Men are allowed to go to a
house whenever they want, and
can be invited to join a fraternity
anytime during the year.
"There is a fraternity on campus for every type of guy, you just
have to find the right fit," Farmer
encourages.
Men who go through the formal recruitment process in the
fall will be contacted by the different fraternities no later than Oct.
1.
Women, on the other hand, go
through two weekends of much
more formal recruitment.
After being contacted by their
Rho Chi member, women going
through recruitment have an
information session on Sept. 14.
Here, women who sign up will

Legends on campus
LEGENDS. FROM PAGE 1

entertainment for the students.
"It's the sensational and sometimes funny subject matter of the
legends that pulls students in," he
said. "Also, the population of people from roughly the same age
and demographic group, and the

thirst for some kind of entertainment or information not covered
in the standard curriculum."
Simmons, on the other hand,
thinks the trend is coming from
the fact that college is a new experience for more students.
"A college campus is a place
where traditionally children have

receive an information booklet, a
T-shirt and meet their recruitment group.
Each group consists of about
20 to 30 members and is headed
by two Rho Chi members.
Recruitment for the women is
then split into two weekends, or
two rounds. The first round takes
place Sept 16 and 17.
During this first round each
group will visit all 14 of the chapter houses. The potential new
members are then invited back
by the chapters, and they must
chose eight houses to visit during
round two.
Round two is on Sept. 22, 23
and 24, and brings women back
to the different houses. Potential
new members visit the eight
houses during what is called their
philanthropy round.
During this round they sit
down with members of the house
and make a craft or do a project
for the organization that sorority
supports.
After this round, invitations are
again sent out to potential new
members who then have to select
three houses to revisit.
These visits are one-on-one
and are more formal, requiring

skirts or dresses, and consisting of
having dessert at each of the
houses From here potential new
members list their preferences
and turn them in.
The Panhellenic Council then
enters the preferences into a
computer and generates bids.
Bids are an invitation for potential new members to become part
of a sorority. Bids come out on
Sept. 25, which takes place at
Anderson Arena
"Recruitment is really exciting,"
Bateson said, "You meet hundreds of women, who can't wait
to bring new members in. It can
be a bit overwhelming, meeting
so many people in so many chapters."
However, Farmer reminds
potential new members and
everyone else on campus that
they need to keep an open mind.
"Keep in mind that you need to
form your own opinions about
the Greek system at BGSU, and
that you need to make the decision that is best for you," Farmer
said. "We're not looking for the
particrs, or the drinkers. We want
individuals who want to be
involved, who want to program
different events, and become

leaders. We want to get back to'«
the values we were founded on."
Bateson and Farmer offer the
student body, especially incom-.
ing freshman, reasons to go *
Greek.
"Greek Life offers individuals.
unlimited options in order to *
develop themselves in anyway imaginable, whether making ,
friends, developing leadership or
doing services for others. It also '
gives you the opportunity to leam'
about your career, leam about
diversity and leam about your- '
self," Farmer said.
Bateson said that she had no
intentions of joining a sorority
when she came to school. After a
few weeks of school, however, she
was bored and lonely and she
heard about the recruitment
process.
"The first time I entered my
sorority house 1 loved it from the
start," Bateson said. "I joined for
friendship, and I've learned so
much about life, leadership and
interpersonal skills because of it."
"I think women join for friendship," Bateson said, "but
«they» love and gain much
more from it."

Ghost haunts sorority

their first experience out from
under the control and the protection of their parents," she said.
"The change in family life, and
experiment in adulthood, causes
anxiety for both students and parents."

GHOST, FROM PAGE 1

"1 have heard stories of disconnected phones ringing, turned off
radios playing and items missing," Diso said. "£)ne story I heard
was that a member of the house
lost a necklace downstairs. She
could not find it and then one day
she went up to her room and it
was on her desk in the shape of a

heart."
Diso believes in Amanda, but
also considers that a lot of the
things she hears are second hand
stories.
"This is a legend but I believe
Amanda does haunt our house,"
Diso said.
Both girls admitted not being
afraid of the ghost.
The sorority believes if they
treat Amanda with respect she

will be the friendly ghost they
have always known her to be.
"She has become a part of our
tradition and has never done anything to scare or harm us," Diso
says.
Amanda has become such vital
part of the Chi Omega history that
in past years they have included a
blank spot labeled "Amanda" on
their composite.

Need a job? The BG News is hiring for the fall semester!
news writers, sports writers, opinion columnists, photographers, copy editors, graphic designers

Domino's Pizza
Choose Your Crust
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353-MEGA
(6 3 4 2)

1616 E.Wooster, Unit 1

Free Delivery
Minimum $6.00
We accept personal checks

Store Hours:
Sun-Wed
11:00a.m. til 1:00a.m.

.^^ .^^
■MasterCard]
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Thur, Fri, Sat
11:00a.m. till 3:00a.m.
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COKE, DIET COKE, SPRITE, & DASANI WATBl H 20 01 FOR $1EA. - COKE & SPRITE H 2 UTERS FOR $2 EA.

Carry Out Fantastic Deal Weekender
Special
1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
8 twisty bread
add. toppings $1.25 each

1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
We'll deliver 2 Mon.-Thurs.
add. toppings $1.25 each

1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
10 Buffalo Wings
8 twisty bread
2 20 oz. bottles of pop
add. toppings $1.25 each

Deep Dish $1.00 extra

Deep Dish $1.00 extra

Deep Dish $1.00 extra

Cinna
Stix

4 Large 1 Topping Pizzas
add. toppings $1.25 each
add. Lg. 1 toppings $5 ea.
Deep Dish $1.00 extra

Twisty
Bread

$3

BREAD

$2

8 Piece

10 Piece

8 Piece

8 Piece

8 Cinnamon Bread Stix
with a cup of sweet icing

10 Buffalo wings, Hot or BBQ
with bleu chees dressing
add ranch for 25 cents

8 Twisty Bread Stix
with a dipping sauce
add cheese dip for 25 cents

8 Bread Stix with 2 cheeses
with a dipping sauce
add ranch for 25 cents
.
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The third page of The
BG News is a break from
the news of riots, war,
politicians and money.
Humor, entertainment
and the crossword are all
hallmarks of Page 3.
It is a island of enjoyment amidst a black gulf
of serious news.

46 Dine
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By I. Michael Bestul
P»C! 3 EDITOR

Welcome to BGSU. failhful
neophytes of the university
system.
As you look around the
campus, you may notice a
couple of strange sights sitting right out in the open.
First, in the center of the
causeway by Moseley Hall,
there is a large stone mural in
tribute to the Black Swamp.
This swamp is the name
given to this area by the pioneers many years ago.
Even more striking is a
wrou^t-iron gate that surrounus the Oak Grove
Cemetery. A cemetery isn't
exactly a strange sight, but
when it is in the center of a
campus, it tends to draw
stares from newcomers.
. What most students don't
realize is that there are
numerous odd and outr£
things about BGSU. The staff
at Page 3 has decided to cover
tfte legends and myths you
won't find anywhere else in
the paper, or on students'
lips.
But Page 3 isn't afraid to
blow the whistle on such
unsightly tales...

The Union
According to University
records, there used to be a
clandestine building known
as "The Union." Information
about what "The Union" is
hazy, but it seems to have
been a "late-night" or
"between-class" "hang-out"
for students.
Inquiries into the exact
nature of "The Union" have
been met with blank stares
and violent beatings, but one
anonymous former employee talked. According to her,
this place used to serve such
items as "cinnamon bread,"
"pizza," "breadsticks" and
"subs" at all hours of the
night. If one could find a way
inside earlier, one might also
find "burgers" of all shapes
and sizes.
Rumor also abounds
about "beer" and "bowling"
in the backroom, but no
sources would go on record
to confirm this.
Administration officials
claim that a new "Union" is
"under construction," so a
voyage was undertaken to
ascertain the validity of this
legend. Under the facade of a
new "Union," there was
found to be what looked like
a crypt. Unfortunately, this
investigation was cut short
due to a thrashing by formless inhuman spawn.

MacDonald
Before there was Bowling
Green (the city or the university), the Black Swamp played
host to a furtive and strange
group. Known only as the
"Tcho-Tcho," these people
lived in areas students now
walk along.
As innocent as they sound,
anybody familiar with Von
Junzt's "Unaussprechlichen
Kulten" knows the truth. The
Tcho-Tcho are the result of
breeding between humans
and monsters. They were
known for their cannibalistic
tendencies.
A cursory examination of
what lies behind the closed
doors of the MacDonald East
and West ground floors
reveals an astonishing sight.
Machinery, much like what I
saw on my free tour of the
sardine factory when I was a
kid. Except the scale of these
machines were much bigger.
This couldn't be confirmed, as intruders in this
area are viciously beaten by
inhuman humans, when discovered. But the evidence
suggests that the location of
the MacDonald dorm used to
be a human meat-packing
facility during the Industrial
Age. Humans were packed
into tiny confines for extended periods of time.

The Seal
All students arc told the
old tale about the University
Seal. If two young lovers
stand on the seal at midnight
during a fool moon, and they
kiss, they are destined to get
married. Or something.
This legend is more difficult to penetrate than the
others. If anybody is interested in helping this reporter
crack the mystery (for journalistic purposes, of course),
apply at 210 West Hall.

The Lakes
A pair of strange locations
are the two lakes on campus.
When asked what made the
lakes so mysterious, BGSU
residents only replied with
quizzical looks. Thankfully,
there were no violent beatings.
But silence cannot stand
in the way of a story. Using
state-of-the-art surveillence
techniques learned from bad
spy novels, the lakes were
staked out. The results are
terrifying.
First,
listless
bodies
walked past both lakes at all
hours of the night, but never
the day. According to occu-

pants of the nearby buildings,
many experience dreams
telling them to go to "the
lake." Add to these incidents
a strange idol that was found
when diving in one of the
lakes, and one clear deduction rears its ugly head.
Somehow, these lakes are
the epicenters for the cult of
Glaaki. According to the
"Fncyclopedia Cthulhiana,"
Glaaki bears semblance to a
"slug with three eyes on stalks
and innumerable metal
spikes rising from his back."
This being draws unwitting
victims to its residence (a
lake), takes one of its spines,
jabs it through the victim's
chest, and injects some kind
of fluid.
The end result is a group of
subservient zombies, right in
the middle of campus. Such
servants are described as
having a "plastic" appearance, and rarely venture out
during the daytime.

The Painted Rock
If a person were to wander
between the quads, that person would stumble upon a
large rock sitting in the middle of the grass, lying next to a
lake (!). There are countless
colors of paint splayed all
across its earthen surface.
Most people pass it off as a
vandalizer's favorite, or perhaps
an
example
of
school /fraternity/sorority
spirit. But if one were to
examine exactly what is put
upon this metamorphic
monolith, a different picture
would form.
During any point in time,
the letters "ia" can be found
somewhere on the rock.
Different slogans blend
together and form words like
"ghatanothoa" and "cynothoglys." In combination with its
close proximity to the aforementioned lake, and the
occasional splattering of
University of Toledo colors, it
becomes clear that this is no
rock. It's the center of occult
ritualism.

The Truth
In light of the frightening
prospect of all the ghost stories, legends and myths of
BGSU, one might begin to
doubt such tales. But take
heed, new students.
After all, this is a city built
on a swamp, and this is a
campus built around a legion
of rotting corpses.
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STRANGE BEAUTY
Having Jennifer Lopez sitting in a grand bedroom
wearing this might be a
male fantasy right now.
After seeing "The Cell,"
however, seeing this
image won't be too
pleasant.
Check out what Jeff
McGinnls thought of "The
Cell" on page 2B.
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Two lakes, neither of which look wholesome.
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Home to the legion of rotting corpses.
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About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 37 Across?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
at the bottom of the page.
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AccuWeathet* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures
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WORD OF THE DAY

MYTH
Pronounciation: 'mith
Function: noun
Etymology: Greek mythos
Date: 1830
1: a usually traditional
story of ostensibly historical events that serves to
unfold part of the world
view of a people or explain
a practice, belief or natural
phenomenon;
2a: a popular belief or tradition that has grown up
around something or someone; b: a false notion;
3: a person or thing having
only an imaginary or
unverifiable existence;
4: a body of myths;
5: a computer game that
causes insanity.
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ADAM
By Adam Green
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Custard tarts
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As you may have noticed,
the map on this page really won't help you get anywhere. If you want a map
that is actually helpful,
turn to page 5.

The alleged location of "The Union."
MacDonald, where they pack people in tight.
A1954 penny was found on this spot.
The Great Seal of Bowling Green State University
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Thickets, Hourman, da
Dread, Mug cream soda,
Vivarm, Delta Green, the
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Boys Town is now Boys and Girts Town
BOYS TOWN, Neb. — It's now Girls AND Boys Town.In
a shower of confetti and balloons, Boys Town officials
announced Thursday that residents had approved a
name change for the home for troubled youth.

NATH1

Only the fittest has survived
CBS draws audience
of 51 million in twohour "Survivor"
finale
By Rachel Zoll and Frazier Moore
ASSOCIATED

PRESS

And the sole survivor was ...
Rich. But the big winner was CBS.
An estimated 51 million viewers watched the two-hour
"Survivor" finale in which
Richard Hatch was crowned king
of the island, making it the mostwatched TV program this season
except for the Super Bowl,
according to preliminary Nielsen
ratings released by CBS.
According to the figures,
Wednesday night's broadcast
won a huge 28.2 household rating
and 44 percent share of those
watching TV during that period.
This compares to the 433 household rating and 63 share for this
year's National Football League
championship.
In addition, some 36.7 million
stayed tuned for the live reunion
special after the show.
Final audience numbers, to be
released by Nielsen later
Thursday, may change the pic-

ture slightly.
The figures showed that
"Survivor" continued to be a
boon to CBS in another way,
demographically, by drawing
younger-skewing viewers who
usually tune elsewhere and arc
most sought-after by advertisers.
As if all this weren't enough.
CBS will re-air the series from
Sept. 19 through 29 (except
Sunday, Sept. 24). In its
announcement, the network
dubbed the marathon "the
Olympic Alternative."
In any case, two things are sure.
The audience exceeded all expectations, but didn't put "Survivor"
among the Top 100 household
rating hits. The show certainly
didn't approach the recordbreaking numbers for the last
"MASH" episode (TVs all-rime
champ with a 60.2 rating and 77
share), or even 1980s "Who Shot
J.R.?" revelation on "Dallas" (53.3,
76), with which Wednesday's
"Who Won 'Survivor'?" episode
has been often compared.
All summer, viewers had
debated which castaway would
outlast the others. Finally, the
secret was revealed.
Hatch, who had been taunted
for his penchant for nudity, stood
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out as the only openly gay contestant and condemned as a snake
by a fellow castaway, emerged
with another label: millionaire.
The 39-year-old corporate
trainer took home the cash prize
and a new car, confounding those
certain his scheming would cost
him in the end.
"I didnt think he'd win it," said
Andrew Gold, co-owner of Golds
Wood Fired Grill & Cafe, where
Hatch ate almost dairy while he
trained for the show. "He wasn't
worried if people liked him or
didn't like him. You can hate him
for that or call him arrogant.
Obviously, it worked."
Outlasting Susan Hawk, Rudy
Boesch and Kelly Wiglesworth,
Hatch became the sole survivor
from the original 16 who
marooned themselves on the
remote tropical island Pulau Tiga
at the series' launch in May.
The final choice — between
Hatch and Wiglesworth — was
handed down by a jury of seven
former tribe-mates. Their vote —
The only "Survivor": Richard Hatch became the sole survivor outlasting 16 others who marooned
some complete with personal vit- themselves on remote Pulau Tiga.
riol — was a squeaker: 4 to 3.

E-mail a reporter today!

Special Improvement
District Manager
The Bowling Green Business Special Improvement
District is accepting applications for the position of Special
Improvement District (SID) Manager. The Manager will be
responsible for coordinating and administering the "Plan of
Service" to be provided by the SID. These service activities include as a minimum: management of a maintance
program for the district (such as regular sidewalk/parking
lot vacuuming and landscaping maintance program),
promotion of the district, and marketing of the district
(retail, tenant recruitment and retention).

we are the world's largest
grassroots organization working
towards the protection of human
rights everywhere

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
JOIN AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL

Candidates must be energetic, entrepreneural, well
organized to manage multiple priorities and capable of
working well independently and as part of a team.
Excellent verbal and written communications skills are
essential. Prior experience in business, marketing, or a
closely related field is a plus, but not required.

;

i:

Starting salary commensurate with experience to $27,500.
Submit resume, letter of interest, and three references by
September 5, 2000 to Richard Gordley, Chair, Bowling
Green Central Business Special Improvement District,
Inc., Mid Am Bank, 222 S. Main Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio 43402.
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email: aibgsu@yahoo.com
Meetings every Monday @ 9:15p.m.
BA 105, starting September 11
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Accessibility Codes
AA
Totally accessible
A
Accessible wHh telephone*.
fountains, no accessible restrooms
B
C

Accessible Ant floor
Totally accessible, limited facilities

Buildings with no designation are considered
nonaccessible

AdminisiraUon Building 44.C
Admissions 60. A A

Commons Dining Center
ChHy's Express Convenience Store
Compton HaH 6.AA
Conkhnnall 30
DarrowHall 9.AA
Day Care Center I01>A
Delta Gamma Sorority 753
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity SS
Delta Upsilon fraternity 26
DunbarHall 143
Early Childhood Education Center 72
East Hall HAA
Education Building 42.AA
Educational Memorabilia Center 39
Eppler Center 473
Eppier North 46
Eppler South 48
Eva Marie Saint Theatre S13
Family and Consumer Sciences Building 61.A
Field House 107, AA
Financial Aid 64 C
Fine Arts Center 3I.AA
Founders Hal 62. AA

Alpha Chi Omega Sorority BO
Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority 17
Alpha Omicron Pi Soronty 79
Alpha Phi Sorority 76
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity 9S
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity 29
Alpha XI Delta Sorority 74
Alumni Center 4AA
Amanl IB
Anderson Arena 433
Anderson Had HAA
Art Center 31.AA
Arts and Sciences. College of 64 C
Ashley HaH 8 AA
Bate helder Hall 5.AA
Beta Iheta PI Fraternity 25
Bookstore ll.A
Bromfield Kail 10.B
Bursar M (
Business Administration Burfdlng 44.AA
Campus Safety and Security 'M
Central Services 102
Centre* Building 41
Chapman Hall n AA
Cht Omega SororRy 81
College Park Offke Building 99.AA
Commons J8.B

Keepers Food Court
Keepers Snack Bar
Club S7 Dining Room
French House 78
Camma Phi Beta Sorortty 73
Guh Film Theater 52

GortClubhouse 108
Graduate College 60 A A
Greenhouse 98
Guest House S6
HannaHall 52
Haishman Quadrangle 12. AA
Galley Snack Bar
Hayes Hall 49.C
Health and Human Services, College of 104.A
Hearth Center 104.A
Heating Plant 65
Housing 33>
Ice Arena 33
Jerome Library 32.C
Johnston Hall 71
Jordan Family Development Center I0I.AA
Kappa Alpha Order 21
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity 96
Kappa Delta Sorority 77
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority 22
Kappa Sigma Fraternity 20
Kohl Hall 40
Krerscher Quadrangle 7.AA
Sundial Food Court
Shadows Snack Bar
Silver River Cafe
lambda Cht Alpha Fraternity 28
Library 32,C
Life Sciences Building 69.A

Mathematical Sciences Building 90.AA
McDonald Dining Hall 86.AA
Street Side
Country Side
GT Express Convenience Store
Towers West Restaurant
McDonald East Hall 83
McDonald Norm Hall 85
McDonald West Hall 84
McFall Center 60.AA
Memorial Hall 43
Mtletl Alumni Center 4,AA
Moore Musical Arts Center 105>A
MoseleyHall 503
Off-Campus Student Center 503
Offenhauer Tower East 88. A A
Offenhauer Tower West 87 AA
OlscampHall4SAA
Overman Hall 9I.C
Park Avenue Warehouse 100
Parking and Traffic Division 38
Perry Field House 107.AA
Perry Stadium 2.AA
Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity 24
Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity 35
Ph. Mu Sorortty 70
Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity 59
Physical Sciences Laboratory Building 92.AA
Pi Beta Phi Sorority 15
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Student Recreation Center 106AA
Student Services Building 33>
Student Union 69. A A
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Go Back
in Time at
Easystreet

We feature: Appetizers • Soups • Salads • Sandwiches
Entrees • Delicious Desserts • Over 70 Imported Beers
We are open seven days a week to serve you.
Saturday, Ausust 26th 9:30 p.m.
Student Recreation Center
Ram Site: Eppler South Gym
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Student orgamration o(
Social Workers
■ students for A Free Tibet
■ Students for Cultural Understanding
■ Students lor Quality Education
■ Studio Clarinet 10S4
• Sunshine
• T»i Chi Chuan Club
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• The Key Yearbook
• The way Campus Fellowship
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• TWO Dimensional Artist Association
- UCF Community and Spiritual
Development Center/Reachout
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■ undergraduate Student Government
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■ united Karate System
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- University Chess Society
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stop violence
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Technology Annex 103
Technology Building 97. AA
Television Station 57,A
Tucker Telecommunications Center 57, A
Union 69.AA
University Hall S1.C
Visitor Information Center IX
Warehouse 100
WBGU-TV 57.AA
West Hall 63.C
Williams Hall 68.C
Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity 23
93 Psychology Building AA
94 Reed St Warehouse
95 Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
96 Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
97 Technology Building AA
98.Greenhouse
99 College Park Office Building AA

Enjoy a refreshing atmosphere of casual elegahce
in our turn-of-the-century cafe.
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Prout Hall 8 2.AA
Psychology Building 93.AA
Recreation Center 106.AA
Reed St. Warehouse 94
Registration and Records 64.C
Rodgers Quadrangle 36
ROTC 433
Saddlemire Student Services Bldg. 33.AA
Science Library 90.AA
Shatrel Hall 66
Sigma Alpha EpsJon Fraternity 19
Sigma Chi Fraternity 18
Sigma Kappa Sorority 16
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity 37
Social Philosophy and Poky Center 58

Sponsored By

$12 HAIRCUTS
$30 HIGHLIGHTS

owling Green Community

PI Kappa Phi Fraternity 27
Planetarium 92,AA
Popular Culture Center 54
Prout Chapel 673

County
County
County
County

committee on Aging
Humane Society
Nursing Home
Park District

We also accept:
Carte Blanche and Diners Club

104 S. Main

Downtown
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FROM RIBEAU'S OPENING DAY REMARKS, 1998
While the core values were established two years ago this
summer marks the indoctrination of these institutional
values into the Orientation and Registration Program
This is truly exciting as entering students are discovering
"who we are" and "what we stand for" as soon as they
arrive on campus... Additionally, students now associate
each core value with a specific color.

OPINION

President Ribeau
PEOPLE
welcomes students back

Back-to-school crises
consume populace

ON THE STREET

Welcome io Bowling Green
Stale University and to the collegiate experience for which you've
planned, worked and prepared. I
am pleased to welcome you to
an academic community committed to excellence, and most
importantly, where students are
at the heart of the institution. You
represent the vision of the future
and together we will build on our
past accomplishments as we
become the premier learning
community in Ohio and one of
the best in the nation. I am particularly pleased to welcome you
to campus via our dairy student
newspaper, The BG News. The
BG News is an important
resource for campus, stale and
national news and it is my hope
that you remain informed on
current issues by reading this
publication every day.
By choosing BGSU. you have
chosen an institution known for
putting students at the center of
its community. BGSU has been
recognized by Kaplan/Newsweek
College Catalog 2001 as 'academically competitive" and one of
33 colleges and universities considered a "best value" when
ranked for academic quality and
affordability. And while there
may be many factors that have
contributed to your arrival on
campus, starting today, you
become one of the most important criteria by which those outside the University judge its
excellence. With this in mind, it
is our responsibility to not only
live up to your expectations, but
also to set higher standards of
excellence for you... and for the
University.
As you settle into your daily
routine and become a part of this
dynamic learning community,
you will join those of us who
work to exemplify our core values of respect for one another,
cooperation, intellectual and
spiritual growth, creative imaginings and pride in a job well done.
But while we look to the future,
our values have remained constant since our inception. Our
core values today still reflect the
sentiments of our first president.
Homer B. Williams, who in his
welcome to the incoming students of 1935, referred to the
BGSU tradition as one of" high
standards of scholarship, honorable conduct, good sportsmanship and serious purpose." By
reflecting on these values, you
will come to understand that by
attending classes you will gain
knowledge, but by participating
fully in the college experience,
you will receive an education.
Through the process of intellectual inquiry and critical thinking

you will develop a perspective
that will serve you well outside
the classroom.
Asa residential university,
BGSU has much to offer in the
way of co-curricular activities.
There are hundreds of student
organizations on campus, and
the variety of recognized clubs
and groups is as diverse as the
interests of our students. There
are also numerous campus
events worth attending: music
concerts, dance performances,
opera and theater productions,
comedians, lectures, film showings and art exhibits. Organized
sports are offered at the intercollegiate, club and intramural levels. The Student Recreation
Center and other facilities on
campus are excellent for developing physical health and wellness There are many opportunities for students to volunteer
their time and energy to help
others. Whether raising funds for
charity or volunteering your time
at a local elementary school or
agency in the community, you'll
discover that BGSU encourages
service learning because it's the
right thing to do and because
students, faculty and staff
involved in these activities find
the experience personally
rewarding.
I am sure that as you have
walked about the campus you
could not help noticing evidence
of the construction work taking
place. This big dig represents our
commitment to establishing an
environment where technology
and its application enhance and
improve teaching, learning and
research at BGSU. It will mean
greater technological capabilities, greater efficiency and better
facilities and services for you.
Our focus on computer technology is one of our more notable
successes. Very few colleges and
universities throughout the
country offer their students the
access to computers and computer technology that BGSU now
offers. Our present BGSupemet
project will ensure that we
remain both current and accessible In the area of technology with
the purpose of graduating students that are technologically
capable.
It is our hope that you will
leave the University with fond
memories, intellectual curiosity
and professional skills, complemented by a heightened social
consciousness. We hope that the
education you receive at BGSU
will prove to be the way to a better self and, ultimately, one of the
ways to improving the state of
Ohio and the nation.
Although this letter is intended

to welcome new students, let me
take the opportunity to also
address our returning students,
faculty and staff.
To those of you returning to
the University, I want to offer a
hearty "welcome back." I hope
that the past year was successful
for you. It is my sincere wish that
you have returned to prepare for
personal and intellectual growth.
You are our future leaders who
are quite capable of getting
involved and making a positive
contribution to this learning
community. Because of this, we
expect a great deal from you and
look forward to celebrating your
success.
To the faculty and staff, let me
say, thank you. Over the past few
years, your efforts to recruit
excellent students, and nurture
them intellectually and developmentally during their time here
has been noted and much
appreciated. I realize that on any
given day, you serve as teachers,
arbitrators, salespeople, confidants, mentors and substitute
family members. I am proud to
know that the things you do
today have an impact on the students with whom you work, and
the world in which they live. The
fact that you want to make a difference in the lives of our students means you already have.
Finally, while all of us are hoping for the best, I realize that
probably each of you will run
into some "rough road" on your
way to a degree. Remember that
the University has many
resources that stand ready to
serve you. All you need to do is
ask. Again, a very heartfelt welcome to Bowling Green State
University, and I look forward to
meeting many of you over the
course of your career here at
BCSU.
Sincerely,

What is your favorite
urban legend?

■■■Mi
ERIKA HOPSECKER
JUNIOR
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.

"The kidney one,
where they write 'help'
on your stomach and
take your kidneys."

%
JENNIFER WILSON
SOPHOMORE
SECONDARY ED.

"Thegang initiation...
When you drive
around without your
lights on and flash
people who flash their
brights at you."

LAURA SALASEK
SENIOR
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
"The story of Eva
Saint Marie.... She
supposedly died before
her premier performance. Supposedly
she haunts the theatre
today."

■■
DAN CLARK
SOPHOMORE
PRELAW/HISTORY
Sidney A. Ribeau
President

"Probably the one
where if your roommate dies you get
straight As.

STEPHANIE WRIGHT
JUNIOR
FINANCE

"I thought it was a
movie."

Welcome to Planet Earth, your
back-to-school central intelliMICHELLE
gence headquarters.
REITER
Every year from mid-August to
Opinion columnist
mid-September the planet
explodes into a flurry of anxiety
when the crisis of all annual
Just then our television procrises occurs — kids go back to
gram was interrupted by an
school.
emergency news bulletin. A
School may be almost as old as familiar local news anchorgiving birth and prostitution, but
woman appeared with worry
that is never a reason not to
lines creasing her forehead.
panic.
"Channel 12 1/2 has just
In an effort to nurse people
received word that No. 2 pencils
through this moment of hardare no longer the approved writship, the local TV stations have
ing utensil for Ohio elementary
established hotlines. The newsschool children," she cried, strugpapers print tips and warnings
gling to keep control of her emofrom the Ohio Department of
tions "We are live at the state
General Nervousness and
house with our back-to-school
Suspicion of Unsafe Practices.
crisis reporter, Willard Fret. Hi
Children are bundled from head
there, Willard. Can you tell us
to toe in padded, educational,
what is happening in Columbus
climate-controlled, back-totonight?"
school suits that sing out the
Fret filled the screen wearing a
alphabet when the child remem- gas mask, motorcycle helmet,
bers to look both ways before he
knee pads and oxygen tank.
or she crosses the street
" Whemmblust commm lafe
To some people, the Back-to(loo eckly," Fret wheezed safely.
School crisis has become routine. Subtitles appeared below Fret's
But for people like my 65-yearchin strap, informing us that No.
old father, it's nothing less than
2 pencils were recently discovbewildering.
ered to cause childhood depres"When I was a kid. we just
sion. The Ohio Department of
went to school," he told me.
Education issued a state of edu"Without helmets?" I asked.
cational emergency until another
'Without Ohio Department of
writing utensil could be found as
Health-approved buttons and
a suitable replacement.
zippers? Without vitamin supple"Perhaps something in
ments and Ritalin? Without hotTupperware." a state representalines?"
tive in the background suggestYes. that's how they used to do
ed.
it, he assured me.
A spokesman for a No. 2 pencil
He went on to say that most of company said that while the
the kids went home for lunch
recent news would be devastatrather than eating in the cafeteing to the company's sales, they
ria.
are already attempting to devel"The scliool didn't feed them?"
op a No. 2 pencil with Prozac in
I asked, gasping. "How did they
the led.
eat?"
"When they chew on the led.
He told me that their parents
all of their chemicals will autofed them. As a matter of fact,
matically re-balance," the
there were no after-school
spokesman said.
latchkey programs either. The
When asked about lead poihours during which school was
soning, the spokesman looked
not in session, their parents were off into the distance and started
responsible for them.
to hum nervously.
"Parents?" I repeated dumbly.
Within a couple of years, I '
Apparently, bark in the 1940s,
expect them to start advertising
when parents produced children, airtight back-to-school boxes in
it became their responsibility to
which parents can deliver their
take c ire of them. The school
children to school, coming in
board had very little to do with it. name brands of the day. Children
Furthermore, the child's success
will be wheeled from class to
in school was solely his or her
class by experts dressed in bright
responsibility.
orange Hazmat suits with
"What sorts of self-esteem
Department of Education seals
builders did the school system
of approval on their lapels.
offer when a child failed?" I
Knowledge will be automatically
queried.
inserted into their brains via
"Well, they flunked." my father
microchip with built-in tracking
said. "We had a couple of 12systems, lest they start heading
year-olds in my 1st grade class."
for the playgrounds on the sly.
Survival was also the child's
When kids come home from
responsibility. "We had a kid in
school, parents can just put the
our class named Gerald Van
children in a storage closet till
Reeson." Dad informed him. "We dinner.
beat him up every day just for
My father will be able to interthat."
act with his grandchildren with a
"Well. I hope you were all
Quality Time Simulator 2012: a
taken to court on charges of
pair of rubber gloves, a face mask
assault." I said indignantly.
and a script provided by a local
Dad snorted. "The kid had a fat child protection agency.
lot of nerve going around with a
If he tries to say, "When I was a
name like that." he said. 'Besides, kid, we just used to go to school,"
he also wore this stupid little cap. government thugs will appear
We used to take it off and throw It out of the woodwork and present
in mud puddles till he cried."
him with Gerald Van Reeson's
1 tried to make sense of this.
psychotherapy bill.
"So," I said, "he eventually grew
up, bought illegal assault rifles,
Michelle Relter can be reached
took them to school with him,
at reitecm@bgnet.bg5u.edu
and—"
"Now he's a successful attor^ney," my father said.

Do you want to be heard?
Then be more assertive If you want to be published in The BG News, on the other hand,
send us your Letters to the Editor (300 or fewer words) and Guest Columns (fewer than 800
words, please). E-mail them to arnettj@bgnet.bgsu.edu or drop them off at 210 West Hall.
For verification, please include your name, phone number and local address. Submissions
may be edited for length.
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Divers diagnosed with cancer
TEL AVIV Israel — After each dive into the polluted

WORLD

Kishon River, Israeli navy seal Yuval Tamir spent nearly
an hour scrubbing putrid grime from his skin.
Commanders brushed aside his health concerns and
Tamir logged 1,100 hours in the dark waters during a
23-year career—until he was diagnosed with skin and
colon cancer 18 months ago.

Flight 072 crash kills all 143 passengers
By Susan Sevartid
ASSOCIATED PRESS

MINA SALMAN PORT, Bahrain
— A man's black shoe, a plastic
sandal and bits of yellow foam
padding bobbed Thursday in the
waters off this tiny island nation,
where families were burying
loved ones a day after Gulf Air
Flight 072 crashed, killing all 143
aboard.
Bahraini authorities and U.S.
Navy divers based in the Gulf
recovered both "black boxes" —
the flight data and voice cockpit
recorders—near where the plane
slammed into shallow water off
Bahrain's shore. Neither box
appeared damaged, according to
Bahrain civil defense chief lames
Windsor, who received the voice
cockpit recorder Thursday from
U.S. Navy divers who brought it
to shore.
Authorities were awaiting the
arrival of experts from the U.S.
National Transportation Safety
Board for help with the Bahrainiled investigation. Six French government experts and an Airbus
Industries representative flew in
Thursday evening
Ali Ahmedi, a spokesman and
an acting vice president for Gulf
Air, said it was too early to speculate on what caused the plane to

crash as it circled the airport
before coming in to land. But he
said there was no indication the
pilot was anticipating an emergency landing.
"The pilot did not make any
kind of statements of problems in
the plane," Ahmedi said.
Transportation Minister Sheik
Ali bin Khalifa Al Khalifa said he
was hopeful the black boxes
would provide some clues. "Any
news, anything out of it would be
a help," he said.
Under the best of circumstances, a water landing is risky,
said Michael Ban, director of the
aviation program at the
University of Southern California.
Even a pilot coming in relatively
slowly onto the water, hoping to
skip across its surface like a stone
tossed by a child, could clip a
wing and lose control, he said.
And the depth of the water
would make little difference to
the landing experts said: A large
airplane that crashes at high
speed is going to be destroyed,
whatever it hits.
Evidence of that destruction
lay off Bahrain on Thursday. In
waters often less than 10 feet
deep, shadowy bits of wing and
fuselage, mostly in small pieces,
were resting on the sandy sea
floor. A few recognizable pieces of

the Gulf Air Airbus 320 protruded
from the water a ripped tail wing
with the airline's black, red and
gold logo, skin of the fuselage
with the letters 'LF AIR' above the
surface.
Most traces of the 143 victims
were collected in the hours after
the Cairo-to-Bahrain flight
crashed Wednesday evening.
I -uggage and clothing that Boated
to the surface were removed so
they wouldn't be swept away with
the tides.
Like the plane, many of the
bodies were shattered, and relatives struggled to identify loved
ones so they could claim their
remains for burial.
At a hotel in the capital, relatives sobbed as a Gulf Air official,
his voice choking read out names
of victims. Family members were
asked to make identifications
from photos taken after the bodies were recovered.
"This is the worst day of my life.
I lost a part of me," said Khalifa al Hashil, 45, of Saudi Arabia His
35-year-old
brother,
Mohammed, died in the crash.
Fifteen victims were buried
Thursday at Manama Cemetery,
the country's largest. Mohammed
lassim, 45, an undertaker at the
cemetery, washed disfigured
faces and mutilated bodies with

Devastated: Relatives of victims in the crash of Gulf Air Airbus A320 arrive in Bahrain to identify
bodies of loved ones. All 143 passengers and crew died in shallow Gull waters while trying to land in
Bahrain
rose water before the remains — the cemetery to unload victims in in the region are ending vacations
still in body bags tagged at a tagged body bags. Chants of "God at this time of year.
Amjad Obaid, a physician, was
makeshift morgue—were placed is Great" and mournful wails
wafted over the cemetery during burying his sister-in-law, 4-yearin freshly dug graves.
old niece and 10-year-old
"It's a painful sight," he said. the burial.
Thirty-six of the 143 victims nephew. He said a disaster alert
"I've handled dead bodies before,
were children, officials said. All on his pager had summoned him
but none so dreadful to look at."
In 15-minute intervals, white appeared to have been traveling to work.
Health Ministry vans pulled up at with their families. Manv families
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Hydrovue
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$35

MANE STYLE SALON
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873-1184
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26597 N. Dixie Hwy (Near Churchills in Perrysburrg )
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25 Eye Exam!

Gel a complete comprehensive eye exam for eyeglasses by our
independent Doctors of Optometry— Only $25
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Heidelberg
Distributing
Company
Welcome back BGSU students
Heidelberg- for all your party needs
State minimum prices on all kegs

United Parcel Service
United Parcel Service" is a global, Fortune 500 company that is considered in the
industry the leader in package distribution.
We are currently looking for permanent part-time employees who are interested in
working from 3 to 5 hours per day.

We Offer:
Excellent entry level pay of $8.50/$9.50 per hour
3 1/2 to 5 hours per day
Weekly paycheck
$3,000 per year in Education Assistance

Full-time benefits for part-time work
Advancement opportunities
Holidays and weekends off
ConSern" Student Loan Payback Program
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Heidelberg Distributing Co.
912 Third Street
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
20 minutes from BGSU
(Easily accessible off I-75 at
Buck Road in the Ampoint
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(419)666-9783
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EXERCISE: The
Student Recreation
Center offers programs
to lose weight; PAGE 13
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Suicide
rule nonexistent at
U
Rule about gaining
a 4.0 after roommates suicide not
in campus charter
By Stelinie Sizwnore
MANAGING EDITOR

! -

FRIDAY

A daily independent student press

You arc in danger of flunking
out of college and the end of the
semester is coming. You partied
too much and spent too many
mornings in bed rather than
class. What options do you
have?
Go talk to your professors and
beg for passing grades?
Study like you have never
studied before and hope for the
best during finals week?
Pray to the grade gods?
Kill your roommate and get a
4.0?
The last option may be morbid, but believe it or not one of
'the most widely spread urban
legends on college campuses
today is the dead roommate legend.
Students at present day colleges and almost any person
who has ever attended college
has heard : If your roommate
kills him/herself or dies then'
you will get an automatic 4.0.
"This is absolutely not true,"
(ill Carr, assistant dean of students said. "I heard this legend
when 1 was in college and we are
still hearing it today but there is
no truth behind it."
Regardless of the truth this
legend has been circulating
around colleges for decades.
The popularity of the legend
was found in the 1980s when
William Fox, a sociology professor at Skidmore College, conducted a survey.
He found thai most students
had heard of die legend and half
of the 82 students surveyed
believed that their college had
such a policy. He also found that
four out of five students thought
the policy had at least existed at
some other colleges.
This legends popularity also
increased in 1998 when
Paramount Pictures released the
movie "Dead Man On Campus"
which centered around the
dead roommate legend. This
movie depicted two college students on the verge of flunking
out and their search for a suicidal roommate to solve their
problems.
Kelly Bowman, junior, social
work major, saw the movie
about the popular urban legend.
"I saw the movie and it made
this legend out to be true but I
do not believe it, she said. "It
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"It's just like
looking at
the clouds
and seeing
anything
you want
to see."

FORM
FOLLOWS FUNCTION
JIMMcARTHUR,

asst. U. architect

Students see buildings as different shapes,
architects say ifs in the mind of the beholder
By Craig Gifford
CAMPUS EDITOR

While walking the campus, a student will pass by
many buildings and just think of it as another building.
However, there are four buildings at the University
which are considered to be unique due to their structures.
According to many, Jerome Library, Saddlemire
Students Services Building, the Student Recreation
Center and Moore Musical Arts Center each resemble
a different object.
Jerome Ubtary supposedly resembles a shelf of
books; Saddlemire, a slide projector the SRC, a falcon;
and the Music Building, a grand piano.
It is unknown whether or not these buildings were
intended to look like these images or if it's all in the
imagination.
Jim McArthur, assistant architect for the University,
said that architects do not have that intent.
"While architects may not intend to design buildings
to resemble something, they may add something subde as they are building." McArthur said. "It's so subde,
it's up to the viewer's discretion to decide if it's valid or
not, which makes it interesting."

"This allows people to make their own judgements,"
McArthur said.
McArthur does not feel that these buildings at the
University were intended to look like anything in specific.
"It's just like looking at die clouds and seeing anything you want to see," he said.
The campus tour guides have used the rumored
shapes of the buildings to draw attention to them during tours.
"I will mention, on occasion, that the SRC looks like
a falcon," said Matt Lyons, a campus tour guide.
Lyons feels that at least one of the buildings on campus was intended to have a distinct look.
"The music building probably was," he said. "When
it first opened, there were 88 practice rooms, one for
each key of a grand piano."
Lyons thinks that having these rumors helps draw
attention to these buildings.
"It makes you look at a building in a different way,"
he said. "Until I tell people about the SRC looking like a
falcon, they look at it as just another building."
Lyons added, "It gives better association to a building
and helps people recognize it better."

BUILDINGS ON CAMPUS MAY BE SHAPED LIKE OBJECTS
STUDENT RECREATION CENTER: This building Is supposedly
shaped like a falcon when viewed overhead or straight on.

to have exactly 88 rooms in it representing the 88 keys on a
piano.

JEROME LIBRARY: This building is supposed to be shaped
like a shelf of books.

SADDLEMIRE STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING: This building
is supposed to be shaped like a film projector because of
its round shape.

MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER: This building is supposed
to be shaped like a grand piano from overhead and is said

SUICIDE. PAGE 11

Seal legends sprout from rumors
By Craig Gifford
CAMPUS EDITOR

The University Seal, which
currently sits between McFall
and Williams Hall, has been a
part of the University since the
1960's.
Since then, a number of legends have arose surrounding it.
It has been rumored that
under a full moon at midnight,
if you stand on the Seal and kiss
the one you love, you will be
married. However, if you and
Sin Gnpky 80 News your lover walk past the Seal on

THE SEAL Brittany Hooker, sophomore, graphic arts major, and
her mother, January Hooker, walk past the seal on their way to
Founder's.

oppose

sides

-

vou

«*> ««U

Another romantic legend

states that if you are walking
alone, and pass the Seal on the
right hand side, you will marry a
student from the University.
One final rumor concerning
the Seal is that if you walk on
the right side of it, you \vill have
good luck in all your classes; if
you pass it on the left side, it will
be an automatic "E"
According to Ron Zwierlein,
who attended the University
when the Seal was put in, the
legends have not always existed.
"When it was first put in, no
one walked across it just
because it was elevated and
would have been disrespectful,"
i

he said.
The legends, instead, have
grown over time through word
of mouth.
The campus tour guides, a
main source of relaying information about the University,
are a reason that the legends
have continued to grow.
"We usually do tell them
{incoming studentsl, at least the
one about passing to the right
for good luck," said Matt Lyons,
campus tour guide.
Lyons feels that the tour
guides do play a role in keeping
the legends going.
"lust by repeating it keeps it
going. That's going to keep any-

thing going," he said.
According to Lyons, the legends help to bring attention to a
part of the campus that would
otherwise be overlooked.
"All schools have a Seal, but
because it's the BG Seal, it is
unique to Bowling Green," he
said.
It is undetermined whether
or not there is any truth to the
rumors concerning the Seal.
According to Zwierlein, they
are rumors made up by the students.
"A lot of it is superstition.
Legend or lore, somebody
made up and it sounded it
good, so it continued," he said.
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USG plans year of community involvement
USG start their new
'effective' platform,
list of goals at
Campus Fest
ByAphiElott
SI«FF WRIICR

"This organization has
so much potential and
so many resources and
we need to get as much
out of this as we can."
REBECCA NIEIO, VICE PRESIDENT

The
University's
Undergraduate
Student
Government has been working all
summer to insure a successful
2000-2001 school year.
"We're trying to maximize our
efficiency. This organization has
so much potential and so many
resources and we need to get as
much out of this as we can," said
Rebecca Nieto, vice president of
USG.
The organization will begin the
school year by working on a set
list of goals it has established for
itself. The list comes from the

FREE BGSU MUGS!
BGSU mugs are available "FREE"
to NEW Freshman
who have one of the following
meal plans:

platform Marcos Popovich, USG
president, and Nieto ran under
during last year's election.
Improving on student success,
building community on campus
and working to make USG more
efficient are the three main goals
for the year.
In hoping to improve student
success, Popovich said, "We want
to give students the ability to
achieve their goals, to get what
they want out of college."
Here, USG hopes to work on
increasing the amount of money
available for academic scholarships, increasing the funding for
student organizations, making
academic
advising
equal
throughout campus, and improving the first year experience.
USG is also hoping to improve
the community on campus.
"We think its important for different people, different organizations and different offices to work
together toward common goals,"

Popovich said.
A starring point for USG working on campus community is
Campus Fest 2000, which will be
held on Sept. 8. Campus Fest,
which was once a totally Greek
affair, will now encompass all of
campus.
Also at Campus Fest, Popovich
will be making his State of the
Student Body Address.
Popuvich said that he and
Nieto are also hoping to make
USG a more effective tool for
change.
"We want students to come to
us with issues or concerns,"
Popovich said. "We want them to
have enough trust in USG to
come to us."
In hopes of building that trust,
USG will be supplying the campus with a bimonthly newsletter
contained inside The BG News.
The first of which comes out on
Aug. 30.
Popovich encourages incoming freshmen, or any other stu-

Welcome Back
Students!

dents interested in becoming
involved in USG to come to their
first meeting on Monday, Aug. 28
from 7:30-9:30 p.m. in Olscamp
113.
If a student is interested in running for USG positions they
should either come to this meeting or contact USG as soon as
possible. Elections will be held
Sept. 11-14.
USG is looking for college senators, district senators and at-large
senators. Freshmen are encouraged to run for the position of college senator or a district dorm
senator.
USG will also be holding an
informational meeting for freshmen during Welcome Week,
which will be on Sunday, Aug. 27
from 10-10:50 am. in Olscamp
117.
Students are encouraged and
welcome to attended any of the
USG meetings, which will be held
every Monday night starting
again after elections on Sept. 18.

• Heinz Apartments ttd.
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments

ARENA

• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments

With ID, Students Pay;
$2.00 admission
$1.00 for skates of all sizes

• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments

COMLIMENTS OF DINING SERVICES

• Bentwood Subdivision
• Plus Many Other Locations

Individuals who do not have a meal plan
but, wish to purchase a mug
may do so for $1.99
at any dining facility.
BGSU

All fees bursarable!

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

PUBLIC SKATING SCHEDULE

Effective October through April
Wednesday 8:30p.m.-10:00p.m.
Friday
12:00p.m.-2:00p.m.
8:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
Saturday
8:00p.m.-l 0:00p.m.
Sunday
3:30p.m.-5:30p.m.

Refill your mug
with your favorite beverage and
receive a 20 cent disccunt.

*

GREENBRIAR, INC.
UNIVERSITY
DINING
SFPVICES

224 E. Wooster
Bowline, Green, OH 43402

"Excludes specialty beverages.

REDUCE REUSE RECYCLE fm J |

MARCOS POPOVICH, PRESIDENT

BGSU

• Mercer Manor Apartments

MINIMUM, COMFORT, SUPER, & SUPER PLUS

"We want students to
come to us with issues
or concerns. We want
them to have enough
trust in USG."

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-I p.m.

Fall 2001
Leasing starts Mon. Oct. 25

7:00p.m.-8:45p.m.
Public skating will not be available when the vanity hockey team it at home

CALL 372-2264 for more information and
confirmation of these times.

BEST OF LUCK FALCONS

Welcome students!
33.6K, 56K & 64K ISDN only $6.25/month

Low-cost Unlimited
Internet Access
$75/year includes 4MB storage for your e-mail and
personal Web site
Tech Support 35»-6313
8a-3p M-F 8a-N Sa! 4p-8p Sjn

HJef

Individual Account Application
$75/year, Includes: 4mb storage, one e-mail
account & unlimited dial-up Internet access
Enclose check for $75.00 to WCIC and mail to
PO Box 207, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Address:

Phone:

$9.75-$ 11.00 per hour

Parent/Guardian (if under 18):.
Mac

PC

other

1. Select a login. If the account name you select is already
in use, we will do our best to create a unique name similar
to your first choice. ■
• The name consists of 3 to 8 lower-case letters or
numbers (NO OTHER CHARACTERS)
• The name MUST begin with a letter.

2. Select an e-mail address. This will be the address you
give to your correspondents. E-mail addresses are not
case-sensitive.
• Your e-mail address may be up to 35 characters long.
U3E letters, numbers, periods ('.'), and underlines ('_')
ONLY. DO NOT use spaces or any other characters
,

Tuition assistance
Paid holidays & vacations
An easy drive from BG
Call Our Jobline Today! (419)867-9911
*press option 6

GLOBAL

@ wcnet.org

3.1 agree to WCNet's standard Terms & Conditions as
published at the WCNet Internet site (www.wcnet.org).
I Signature

BAX Global has immediate openings at our Toledo Hub.

Check Out These Benefits:

Name:

Type of computer:

Did you know 75% of BGSU students
have a job while at BG?

DtK

(formerly Bwiington At Elxpress)

One Air Cargo Pkwy. E., Swanton, OH 43558
M/F/D/V. EOE
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Suicide rule non-existent at University, other campuses
SUICIDE, FROM PAGE 9

definitely made more people
believe it though."
In contrary to student's beliefs
this policy does not and has not
ever existed at any college
While the legend of the dead
roommate may seem absurd, it
may be based on some truth.
Colleges across the country
do have policies that allow them
to do special things to help
grieving students cope psychologically and academically.
"Nobody gets an automatic
4.0 or anything like that, but we
do work with the students
affected," Carr said.
Bowling
Green
State
University tries as hard as possible to work with students that
are faced with this situation.
They work with faculty and
counselors to accommodate
any student or students faced to
deal with the death of a roommate or friend.
"We work with professors and
counselors to help the student,"
Carr said. "We sometimes may
move a student or help them
with classes but nothing like
what the legend states."
Carr said that when the staff
hears students comment on this
legend they are quick to correct
them.
"There are a lot of legends that
float around college campuses
and just like this one we try to
correct them and stop them
from becoming a problem," she
said.

DEAD MAN: Josh and Cooper are two college students that are trying to I I their roommate so they can get a 4.0 in the movie 'Dead Man on Campus.' The rule does not really
exist on college campuses.

Looking for a campus job?
The BG News is now hiring for fall positions
Bowling Green Summer Musical Theater presents
rodgers & hammersteii, s

Oklahoma!
September 8 & 9
All performances at 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall • Moore Musical Arts Center ■ BGSU
Tickets SS, $10 £ $12 • Sox office open weekdays, noon to 6 p.m.
For ticket Intomvatlon call (419) 372-8171 or (900) 589-2224
A University/Community Production • Presented by the College of Musical Arts

MISS MOM'S
HOMEMADE COOKIES?
STOP BY AND TRY
OUR HOMEMADE COOKIES

We Missed You!
Come see us for
all your party needs!
Bigger & Better

.1

'Buggg Q/kip 'Bahyy

1616 E. Wooitar * Greenwood Center
(AcroMfeBBMlltftolbal1 Stadium)

easuCarnpua
_ AaTwtstiMon
~ fcMng
Thuntin S

5s

ATM on
promt**

353-3525
130 E. Court Street

Next to
lava Supreme

Welcome Back Students
KIRKS COIN LAUNDRY

BGSU

Student Health
Service

709 S. MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
PHONE: 352-0397

BGSU Student Health Service
prevides quality, outpatient
health care to all University
students and their spouses.
•••Accredited by AAAHC***
Located in the Health Center
Building on Ridge Street.
Appointments are encouraged to
minimize waiting time.
Call 372-2271.

fmi&MH

OPEN 24 HOURS
Friendly personal service
Attendant on duty from
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
7 days a week
KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY

110 North Main Street
419-352-9222
Lunch • Dinner • Spirits
Largest Vegetarian Menu in Town!
Live DJ Every Night
Bring Your Requests

Services Offered
•Core for
Acute/Chronic Illnesses
•Well Check-up
•Allergy Injections
•Immunizations
•Medications and
Supplies
•X-ray A Lab tests
•Physical Therapy
•Women's Health Clinic
•Wellness Connection
Regular Office
Hours

JOHN AND GREG LIVE
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

r- Junction Bar and Grill Open 7 Days A Week
Get here early to beat the lines

709 S. Main Street
ONE FREE WASH AND DETERGENT
WITH THE COUPON
(up to $1.50)
one coupon per visit
KXPIRKS 12-31-00

Men, Tue, Fri. Sam to 4:30pm
Wednesdays 8am to 7:30pm
Thursdays 9:20 to 4:30pm

No Cover Before 11
Sunday Full Liquor License
Open Dates for your Fraternity & Sorority Parties
Make Reservations NOW

.
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Academic Quiz Team
Similar to high school
quiz how! and jeopardy formats. BGSU s nationally
rectagiMied program competes in inlercollegiale
Academic Garnpetitions all across the United States
The Academic Quiz Team offers a peat opportunity
tor menial challenge, camaraderie and travel
Accounting Management Information Systems
To allow students to interact with people directly
involved in the field* of accounting management
information lyitemi.or information systems audit
a and control in order to increate their knowledge
undemanding of the fields.
Active Christian* Today
Active Christum
Today is ■ community whose foundation is Christ
Our purpose is to heto people establish and develop
a relationship with Christ and become productive
leaders in God's family

BGSU Colfegetlub Falcons To provide college itudenis across the nation with free e- mail votcemail,
chat and WrbPages in order to increase online com
munications To increase onbne arid oflstne communications between students to help achieve a
true college experience.
Black Student Union
The purpose of the
Black Student Union is to provide many useful edu
cational. and political programs to the Bowling
Green community in order to promole interaction.
intellectual and cultural growth, and fulfill our
objectives The Black Student Union was designed
Co articulate the black student perspective on matters of importance

Actuarial Science Society
Aid students in passing Ac tuarial test and provide assistance in job
placement after graduation

Black Swamp Rangers
The purpose behind
the Black Swamp Range's is to increase the confidence and small unit leadership of students and
cadets at BGSU It also provides physically and
menially challenging training experiences to each
member

Advatising Club
To provide members
with an opportunity so learn more about the field of
advertising from speaker meetings with advertising
professionals and by participating in advertisingrelated projects ana competitions.

Board of Black Cultural Activities
BBCA u
a programming board providing activities and
functions expressing African Culture for black students, the entire campus community and local surrounding areas

African American Graduate Student Aisoc.
Promotes the scholarship, arlistn and literary inter
esls of African American graduate students and
other graduate students of color It also encourages
discussion of issues of importance to African
American graduate students and international students at BGSU' The association programs events of
special interest to African American graduate stu
dents

Bowling Green Radio News BG Radio News airs 5
newscasts per day, S days a week on each of the
campus radio stations We also air a weekly talk
show that discusses current issues that are important to students We alto report focal and campus
news.

African People's Association The organization seeks
among other things, to promote undemanding.
oneness and cooperation among its members; to
loster closer relationships between all people of
African descent, the University community and the
Bowling Green community in general
Afr^ana Dance Troupe
To educate the BGSU
and surrounding communities on African culture
and dance. This organiution also serves as a creative and social outlet for BGSU students of color.
Members need not be skilled dancers to participate,
but must be highly motivated and energetic
Air Force ROTC
To train students in
the skills necessary to be leaders in the United
States Air Force
Alpha I (-si Ion Delta
Alpha Epsifon Delta is
a pre-medieal honorary society/, it is a nationally
recognized undergraduate society for pre-med students The meetings include speakers from numerous specialties of medicine, medical school representatives and presentations by medical school students AED's activities include "shadow a doctor"
program and trips to medical schools.
Alpha Eta RhoTo gain eipenence and knowledge
within the aviation industry. To increase aviation
awareness in the BG community
Alpha Lambda Delta
To encourage superior
academic achievement among students in their first
year of college, to promote intelligent living and a
continued high standard of caring and to assist
women and men in recognizing and developing
meaningful goals for ihnr rotes in society
Alpha Phi Omega
The purpose of this
Iralernity (non-Greek) shall be to assemble college
students'in a national service fraternity in the fellowship of the principles of APO; to develop leader
ship, to promote friendship and to provide service
to humanity
Alpine Ski Team
Inlercollegiale ski race
competition. Slalom andgiant slalom. All levels
welcome (for men and women)
American Chemical Society Student Affiliates
To provide chemistry oriented serv ices to the
University and promote an appreciation for chemistry in the community.
American College o( Healthcare Executives To provide students networking opportunities with
healthcare professionals and foster a better understanding of current issues within the greater healthcare industry
American Culture Students Organization
Promotes an interdisciplinary approach to the study
ot American Culture among students at BGSU It
seeks to encourage the interpretation of both contemporary and historical culture events and trends
from multiple viewpoints, recognizing the complex
interrelationships at work in U.s society h believes
thai cultural understanding, historical content, critical thinking and innovative approaches to scholarship can help improve the context in which we live
outlives
American Institute of Architecture Students
To promole excellence in the education training and
profession of architecture; lo foster an appreciation
for the art and to organize students and combine
their effort lo advance both the art and science of
architecture.
American Marketing Association
The
Bowling Green Chapter of the American Marketing
Association strives lo provide to its member's career
direciion.professioruloevefoprnenl activities, leadership skills, community service projects, specialized marketing experience, and social interaction
with others!
American Production and Inventory Control Society
American Society of Interior Designers
The
mission of ASID is to encourage excellence in Che
practice o( interior design, assist its members to
professionally serve the public, demonstrate the
value of the profession, and work for a favorable
environment for the practice of interior design.
ASI l> Student Chapter member* can participate in a
wide range of learning experiences and programs
which complement their academic training
Through industry and professional interaction, students are introduced to new developments in the
field and develop professional skills that will be
used throughout their interior design careers.
American String Teachers' Association
The
purpose of ASTA is lo promole the appreciation and
enjoyment of music through string teaching and
playing
Amnesty International
Amnesty International
is an independent, worldwide movement working
impartially for the release of all prisoners of conscience, lair and prompt (rials for political prison
ers, and an end to torture, capital punishment, "disappearances" and extra judicial executions. It ts
funded by donations from members and supporters
throughout the world.
Arnold Air Society
Arnold Air Society is
in honorary service organiution who is dedicated
to offering time & service for the betterment of the
surrounding community
Art Historians Association AHA* purpose is Co
mentor art/art history majors Si minors, provide
study and tutoring support for (hose needing it lor
ARTH classes, and arrange museum and gallery
viewing along with other (un activities. AHA ts open
to anyone with an interest in art
Asian Communilies United To promole unity and
pride among Asian Americans and Asians on campus V* discuss current myths, stereotypes and
racism that occur against Asians and Asian
Americans
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)
To provide networking with computer science pro
(essionals during monthly meetings Learn how
computers are used in industry and gain insight
into the fulute of computer science.
BACCHUS
As members of che BACCHUS
(Boosting Alcohol Conscience Concerning the
Health of University Students) and GAMMA
(Greeks Advocating the Mature Management of
Alcohol) Peer Education Network our organization
encourages peers lo consider talking honestly about
and developing responsible habits, attitudes and
lifestyles regarding alcohol and related issues
Baseball Club (Men's)
To bring together stu
dent, w ho enjoy the iport of baseball and to represent BGSU in a sportsman-like manner on and off
the field of pkty.
Beta Alpha PsiThe National Honors Fraternity for
financial information professionals The Fraternity
recognizes academic achievements in the fields of
accounting management information systems and
finance and promotes association among members
and practicing information professionals.
BG 24 News BG 24 Newt is Wbod County's only
local television news source. A total student run
organization that produces a daily newscast airing
on cable channel 24 lave five days a week at S JO
Purpose is to give students hands-on experience
while also providing Wood County with local news
coverage
BG Christian Students
Our purpose is to provide an atmosphere for students who are exploring
Christianity and for those who desire to grow in
their wa'k with Christ Our activities include con
ferencet, small groups, and summer leadership
training protects and community outreach programs
BG Council of Teachers of Mathematics
BGCTM
is a student-centered organization that helps to
introduce nKmbers to the profession of leaching
mathematics in grades K through 12.
BG Student Development Association
The
BGSDA serves as the student group for the Masters
student! in the college Student Personnel program.
This organization represents Ibe needs of the students in the program and facilitates programs and
events for prc^eaaiond dtwlopnwnc, community
building, and other student near)'.
BG/UT Student Education Science Organization
BGSU Ballroom Dance Society
to provide meant for interested students to learn and
practice ballroom dance

Bowling Green Radio Sports Organization To provide the Bowling Green community with the most
professional andextensive coverage of BGSU athletics. At well, to assist and prepare prospective
announcers,producers, reporters, engineers, and
salespeople for immediate employment following
graduation
Bowling Green Student Education Association
The BG Student Education Association is a pre pro
fessional education organization The purpose of
the organization is to give its members the cutting
edge as a future educator. BGSEA otters that something "extra" to a student's education
Business Professionals of America
To prepare Business Education majors with the necessary
experience to successfully fulfill their rolet as future
educators by providing leadership opportunities
and student organization invotvement.
Campus Crusade for Christ Campus Crusade for
Christ it an interdenominational Christian movement existing for the purpose of helping college students know Christ and make Him known. Activities
include fellowship meetings, prayer, and training in
ministiy. Bible studies, retreats, and conferences
Campus Tour Guides
Give guided tours of
campus to prospective students and their parents
Also doe* same (or special groups who visit campus. Preview Days and days of large visitation
Serves as a public relations person for University
Caribbean Association
To promote Caribbean
culture, history and politics To loster a continuing
sense of unity on campus and in the community
Chinese Club The Chinese club it organized for all
students, who want to have fun and be informed
about the Chinese culture.
Chinese Students St Scholars Association CSSA,
one of the largest international students and scholars' organizations at BGSU. commits itself to che following missions (I) providing all kinds of help.
support and services to the members of the association and to the whole Chinese community in BG.
(2) introducing Chinese culture, history, customs.
education, economy and so on to all faculty and
staff members and to all students on campus, (J)
organizing various kinds of colorful activities to
enrich the campus life
Chorus (Men's)
The Bowline Green
State University Men's Chorus, esuMished in 1971.
is a University student organization organized for
the purpose of sharing a love of male singing with
the Bow ling Green campus, the slate of Ohio, the
continentalUnited Slates, and the World Our Motto
is "Brothers Sing on.* exemplifying the fraternal
bond that exists among the members of this organt
■MB,
Chorus (Women's)
Christian Science Organiution
Informal meetings in which ideas and experiences
are shared in relation to the study of Christian
Science.
Circle K International
Circle K is a marketplace of service, leadership, friendship, and good
will We have many activities ranging from helping
the community, having socials and making longlasting friendships
Club FOTO To explore the community by accessing photo (Art) opportunities. To generate funds to
draw artitts lo the community as an educational
tool for student growth.
College Democrats
The purpose of BGSU
College Democrats is to encourage political activism
on campus. This is achieved through voter registra
lion, working on campaigns for national and local
candidates and educating students about political
issues thai affect them
College of Musical Arts Student Advisory
Committee TheCMA Student Advisory
Committee exists to promote understanding and
unity within the College of Musical Arts and to provide a liaison between Ihe (acuity and administration and the undergraduate student body
College Republicans
Our purpose is to promote the ideals of the Republican Party by supporting party candidates, hosting speakers,arid
strengthening friendships between Republican students. Our chib was also the recipient of Ihe award
'Most Outstanding Club in the Nation.*
Collegiate 4-H To provide service to the community
and BGSU campus, to enhance personal development and leadership, to promole social inter action,
fun and recreation
Collegiate Chorale
The Collegiate Chorale
is a select group of music majors and music minors
which endeavors to explore the fundamentals of
choral instruction, and also puts those fundamentals into practice within the Bowling Green community and throughout their worldwide travels.
Collegiate Council of the March of Dimes The
Mission of the March of Dimes is to improve the
health of babies bv preventing birth defeccs and
infant mortality through community services, advocacy, research, and education The Collegiate
Council will serve to further this goal, peer education and campus irrrolvernenl.
Computer Art Club
To form an organiution co relay information about computer arc and
related issues
Criminal Justice Organiution
The
Criminal Justice Organiution is an educational and
soculgroup Members are oriented to the Criminal
Justice field through speakers and field trips The
group also participales in social sponsored (un.
Rons
Dance Marathon (Children's Miracle Network)
CMN Dance Marathon is a professional organiution thai raises funds for our local chiUrens hospital through an event called the Dance Marathon
while at the same time teaching students Co run a
business with real-world challenges and experiences.
DayspringCampus Fellowship
Reconciling students to Christ • transforming the
univertity.lhe marketplace and the world To provide a group on campus to meet the spiritual needi
for members of Ihe Dayspn ng A ssemoty of Cod
Church.
Delta Sigma Pi
We are organized to
foster the study of business in universities Co
encourage scholarship, social activities and the
association of students for their mutual benefit by
research and practice.
Dietetic Experts of Tomorrow
DIET is
a student organiution for people interested ir
dietetics, restaurant or institutional food service
management The group provides a fun way to
meet other people in your field, be exposed to similar experiences that your career will offer as well as
help you set a networking system that is essential to
your field of study.
Dry Dock
Dry Dock is an organization dedicated lo providing an alcohol-free environment for fcl
lowihip, fun. and entertainment
exonomici Club
To provide economics
majors, minors, graduate itudents, or those with
interest in economics with the opportunity Co
explore and discuss issues oulside the classroom
environment Activities include discussions, semi
nars. field trips and social gatherings
Electric Falcon Motorsporii The purpose of the
Design and Race Tram is to organize and motivate
and encourage Bowling Green State University students who want lo solve technical problems, experience and participate IP a motor racing team, work
with university faculty and industrupmarketing
partners, develop electric vehicle systems of the
future, and showcase, sharpen, and develop individual talents and skills
Environmental Action GroupThe Environmental
Action Group is an organiution dedicated to raising
the awareness and concern (or environmental ittuei
here at BGSU.
Environmenlal Health Student Group

nary scholarship.

University bands at well as the collegiate band
movement in this nation.

Falcon Spirit Team
To plan accivities to
encourage BGSU students to attend and have fun at
athletic events Work in cooperation wich the
Athletic Department. Residence Halls. Athletic Band
and other organi rations on campus to promote a
stronger BGSU community.

Kappa Mu Eptifon
We are a mathematics
honorary which emphasizes social and academic
interaction among members, non-members, faculty
and graduate students Eligibility rules apply for
rriemoership.

Fashion Merchandising Association
The
purpose is to supplement classroom material with
activities and professional speakers connected with
the fashion industry. The organiution is open to all
majors
Fellowship of Catholic University Students (FOCUS)
FOCUS seeks to assist BGSU students in coming to
know. love, and serve the Lord fetus Christ ander
the guidance of the Roman Catholic Church through
a dynamic atmosphere of fellowship, education, and
support Activities include weekly fellowship meetings, prayer groups, Bible studies, ret reals, and
social events.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
The
purpose of the group is to present lo athletes and
coaches the challenge and adventure of receiving
Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord, serving Him. in
their relationships and in the fellowship of Che
church The purpose ii Co provide a spiritual
emphasis to our athletes
Fellowship of Christian Graduate Students The lei
lowship of Christian Graduate Students provides a
forum for graduate students to integrate (heir faith
with their academic discipline and to meet rather
Christian graduate students and faculty
FencintClub The overall ripansion and development of fencing skills and knowledge thai goes
beyond Ihe physical education curriculum in a
relaxed,open atmosphere.
Film Students Committee To improve the film
program at BGSU. produce independent films,
sponsor film festivals and bring independent filmmakers to campus. Open to student in the Film
Studies program and anyone else interested in film

a

ing Team The BGSU Flying Club is a member
[the National Intercollegiate flying Association
(NIFA) in Region III. The (light team competes
with other universities in ground and flight events,
w ith not only a challenge.but a future competitive
edge in the aviation industry.
French Club To explore and promote the French
language and culture. We hope lo accomplish this
through several socially oriented vet cultural activities.
Friends of Ihe Deaf Community
Friends
of ihe Deaf is an organiulion thai promotes awareness about the deaf community and its culture and
itrives to develop opportunities to meet othert and
improve communication skills
Friends of Che Humane Society
Friends
of the Humane Society seeks lo raise awareness of.
and provide assistance to, abused and neglected
animals in the Vfood County
Gaming Society
Promote role-playing
games and gaming awareness.
GAMMA (Greeks Advocating Mature) Management
of Alcohol
Greeks Advocating Mature
Management of Alcohol (GAMMA) it dedicated to
promoting mature behaviors in regards to alcohol
The group aims to provide programming and other
opportunities in order to educate campui Greeks
about how to safely and maturely deal with alcohol
German Club To promote the knowledge and
appreciation of German Language and culture
through social activities, cultural events, presentations, outings, and other activities open to all
enrolled students of any background, with or without the knowledge of German.
Golden Key Nat ional Honor Society
Our
purpose is to recognize the top 15% of students •
academically - in their Junior and senior year at the
University.
Gospel Choir The purpose of che BGSU Gospel
Choir is Co promote Christian Drvefopment focusing
on die social, intellectual, and moral welfare of its
membert and community These goaK will be
achieved by proclaiming the ministry of Christ
through gospel music and other Christian activities.
Giaduate Business Student Association
To
enrich the academk experience of graduate business students Facilitate placement of graduating
students. To provide social activities for students
and to promote faculty/student interaction Provide
students with a link lo the business world. To parlicipate in the culture of business programs.
Giaduate Student Senate (GSS)
The
Graduate Student Senate is responsible for assessing, r("resenting, and addressing the needs of
BGSU graduate students The Senate Assembly is
comprised of representatives from all graduate academic disciplines and graduate student organiu
lions GSS committees propose legislations to the
administration, sponsor programs, and plan activities for the graduate community We wekome any
graduate student concern, usue, or idea
Graduate Students of Technology
The
purpose of this organiution is to provide a forum
lor graduate students to communicate and exchange
ideas and concerns about technology and society.
All activities shall emphasize and promote the
exchange of ideas among the members of the college of technology. BGSU and the BG community
Graduate Writers dub
A professional forum
of graduate creative writers seeking colleague support (or audience building and style development
Philanthropy: Supporting Mid American Review

Pi Kappa Delta
To stimulate progress
in and further the interests of intercollegiate speech
activities and communication and at ihe same lime
encourage a spirit of fellowship, brotherly cooperation.andincenlrve lo achievement.
Pi Omega Pi Alpha Psi Chapter
Pi
Omega Pi is a business education honorary, which
serves business education and marketing education
majors. Membership is based on academic, excellence, leadership ability, and dedication to Ihe profession of business andvor marketing education. Pi
Omega Pi participates in community and focal
activities every year A national project is completed each year, in which we haveplaced as one of ihe
top ten chapters in che nation for several years. Our
overall purpose is to create a fellowship among M
low teachers of business and marketing education

Kinesiotogy Klub
Korean Martial Arts Club
This organization provides students the opportunity to learn Korean arts
(Tae Kwon Do and Hapkido) and practice these
skills with others lo develop a practical method ol
sell defense
Lacrosse (Men's)
Tocompetein
Lacrosse matches with other Unisersit / ebb 'earns.
Lacrosse (Women's)
To open opportunities
for women who have played and/or would like to
learn how to pray lacrosse
Latino Student Union
To meec che Latino
needs and to educate Bowling Green Slate
University and the community of its diverse cultures.
Latter-Day Saint Student Association
To provide Latter- Day Saint students at well as any other
interested students a chance lo fellowship with one
another in the campus environment

PRAECEPTA Prsecepta is an organization thai
exists lo increase awareness and understand ing of
new musk among students and the community al
large, and lo encourage the performance of new
mutK. Praccepta it an inclusive organiution open
to any person interested In ihe composition and
performance of new music
Praii ie Margins
The purpose of Prairie
Margins it lo provide a quality, literary magazine
for undergraduate students
Pre- Physical Therapy Club The purpose of Che
Pre-Phyiical Therapy Club is to inform students of
the necessary steps foe applying to MCO and also
make them aware of alternate paths. We also provide a network of interaction between students that
have the same goal • Physical Therapy.
Precious Stones
This organiucion
seeks to allow women the opportunity to heal
through self-discovery by promoting respect, tove.
empowerment, sisterhood, and spirituality
Public Relations Student Society of America

Law Society The Bowling Green Law Society it
designed to provide a forum for students interested
in pursing a career in law to explore their opportunities and legal interests It seeks to provide the
pre-law student with the insights into the legal community to expose the prelaw student to a variety of
academk opportunities, and to provide ihe necessary information for preparation for a legal career
Lutherans k Other Faiths Together
The
LOFT is organized by ELCA Lutheran students and
provides a place for all students seeking a "spiritual
sanctuary* to rest, study,eal meals or have refresh
menu, use computers, sociable, and take advantage
of programs, counseling, and other needi as they
arise, with others seeking the same, during iheir
undergraduate or graduate student years at BGSU.
The LOFT is located at the west end of the Family
Life Center of St. Mark's Lutheran Church. J15 S.
College Drive. Phone JS3M05 or 3S3-0042 (or further info
Marine Biology Association To inform all students
about the Marine Biology program and to improve
Ihe current state ol the Tab Tftis is lor all students
who are interested or want to learn more about
marine biology
MGCA
To plan the annual MGCA conference
and support the MGCA Association
Mortar Board A prestigious senior organiution
basing itself on the principles of scholarship, leadership and sen ice.
Muslim Student Association A cultural and educational organiution aimed at meeting the needs of
Muslim Students on campus as well as increasing
awareness of Islam, its culture, and related issues
National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People
To increase membership on che campus ol Bowling Green State
University To promote leadership training lo students of color at BGSU. To encourage students to
advance educationally, socially, politic ally, and economically at BGSU
National Pan-Hellenic Council
The
National Pan-Hellenic Council stresses and provides
action strategies on matters of muiual concern and
serves at the conduit through which effective action
plans are implemented This philosophy is exemplified in NPHCtheme "Unanimity ol Thought and
Action"
National Society of Penning Rifles
We are a
non-Greek national fraternity associated with army
ROTC. We provide color guards for all BGSU home
football games and a majority of men's and women's
home basketball games In addition, we provide
support and color guards for community events
National Student Speech Language and Heaung
Association The National Student Speech
Language and Hearing Association is the national
organiution for graduate and undergraduate slu
dents interested in the study of communication disorders. Our purpose is lo keep students updated on
current issues of the field and to give valuable eipe
nentes within the various environments within the
field or speech pathology and audiology.
New Greek Council
Organiution serves
students in their first year of membership in Greek
Letter organiulioni thai belong to the 11 < . NFC
and NPIlt As new Greeks, we sitess scholarship,
leadership, philanthropy and service Meetings are
a time to learn about our collective history, prepare
ourselves for upcoming leadership roles, and establish community among all BGSU Greek chapters
Newman CKibThe Catholic Student Connection
brings Catholic students of Bowling Green State
University together to extend the Catholic experience beyond the church walls, fostering the growth
of the whole person (spiritually, emotionally, intellectually, and physically) through social activities.
service to the community, religious events, and edu
c at lonal oppor I u nit tes

Public Safety Organiution
PurchasingClub
To develop understanding and professionalism within the Purchasing
majors through networking, group meetings, guest
speakers and involvement with the National
Association of Purchasing Managers
Reachoul
To reach out through student volunteer programs to the poor, homeless and marginalized, especially children, in our NW Ohio communi"7
Recreation Majors Association
To provide students of recreation with Ihe resources thai
exceed what is available in the classroom setting to
prepare them for professional development
Retident Student Astocianon
The
Resident Student Association is a student-run organization that exists lo serve che oncampus residents of BGSU. We work to improve on campus life
in the residence halls and smafi group living units
through upgrading physical facilities, programming
and education All oncampus residents are members of RSA. and are welcome to attend meetings
and participate.
ROTC Royal Greens
The purpote of che
ROTC Royal Greem is to provide community service
for Bowling Green. We plan to help the people who
are needy, lo clean up Irash found along the part of
(he highway the ROTC has 'adopted' and any other
new ideas that are brought up

Russian Club To pros ide all those undents who are
interested in the Russian culture an opportunity to
learn mote Also, lo help diversity the college's
extra-curricular active membership base by allowing alt those who are interested to attend regardless
oAnowfedge Finally, to increase awareness of
Russian heritage across the campus
Sailing Club To educate and instruct college students in Ihe useful arts of sailing, seamanship and
safely and to exemplify the CORE values of BGSU in
an intercollegiate environment.
Sales and Marketing Club Sales and Marketing
Club is a professional organiution dedicated to providing members with experience in developing
profit and nonprofit protects, providing service to
the community, gaining hands-on selling and martoiiuexperience, and networking opportunities
wjih BGSU' alumni
School of Communication Studies Graduate Student
Alliance
The organiution will serve as a sup
port and camaraderie group for Graduate students
in the communication studies department ll will
serve as a network for information and support and
will be doing activities as a group
Sigma Alpha lota
Sigma Alpha tola it a
music fraternity for women We take place in proyecu in and out of university sponsored musical
activities and we perform service projecU through
the community
Sigma Gamma Fpsifon
The objectives of Che
Society are Che scholastic, scientific, and profession
al advancement of its members.

Socieus ClatSKa (Classics Society
Promotion of Ihe Classics and Romance Languages
Programs Discussion ol historical, classical and
academic topics. Fellowship for both majors and
enthusiasts of the classics

Omega Phi Alpha
The purpose and goals
of this sorority shall be lo assemble its members in
the fellowship of Omega Phi Alpha, to develop
friendship, leadership, and cooperation by promoting tervke to the university community, the community at large, to the rnembers of the sororily and
lo the nations of Ihe world.

Society for Creative Anachronism
The
society studies the Middle Ages by reproducing
many aspects of the arts, sciences, and everyday life
of ihe Times. Members do calligraphy, period cot
tumr, fighting, dancing and many other skills in
period style

History Society
To provide students
with opportunities to expand their knowledge of
history and historical materials

Ornkron DeHa Kappa
Ormcron Delta Kappa
is a national leadership honor society thai promotes
and exemplifies leadership in areas of athletics,
scholarships, campus/community service.and the
arts. We recognize these individuals as representative students Tor all phases of college life

India Student Association The BowlingGreen
State University India Students Association (ISA) it
open to all students, (acuity, scalf. and members of
ihcBo*lingGreencommunity Two main goals are
endorsed by members of ISA I) to wovide networks of support for all Indian and IndianAmerican students and their families and 2) to
sponsor programs which will promote a critical
awareness and understanding of a broad range of
Indian and Indian-Amernan events, issues, and
experiences.
Interiraternity Council (IK l lo (osier loyally to the
ideals of the University, to promote intellectual, cultural, and social growth Serves as the governing
body of the fraternity system here at BGSU.
International Business Association
The
International Business Association is organized to
promote awareness, understanding, andinformalion in all areas related to international business
The IBA shall provide members with information
on internships, study abroad experiences, scholarships, and opportunities to interact with executives
and business professionals
Interpersonal Communications Club (I PC Club)
To provide IPCO majors with the opportunity to
learn more about potential careers in the communication field. The club offers a variety of activities
such as seminars and speakers
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
We are a
student lead organiution who, lor the love of God
and our campus are committed to passionately
knowjni ana obeying God. and eagerly making God
known We do this through regular meetings on
Thursday night and Bible studies full of thoughtful
discussion and prayer.
Intramural Advisory Board
Spanese Club "he lapanese Club's purpose it to
ing together students and faculty interested in
Japanese culture, politics, and economics. The club
alto providet information on programs offered by
the Imversiry concerning Japan
Kappa Kappa FSi
Kappa Kappa Psi operates as a student service organiution with a primary goal to serve coJkgute bands through band
membership, concentrated service projects and
leadership Tte honorary nature of membership it
bated on our premise that "it it an honor to be
selected to serve* Ihe Bowling Green Slate

Orientation Board
Orientation Board is
responsible for recruiting, selecting, and training
Orientation Staff for FalfOrientaiion You must
have served as an Orientation Staff member previously to gain membership on Orientation Board.
Pagan Student Union
The purpose of the
Pagan Student Union is to strengthen ihe student
pagan community by educating ourselves about
paganism, facilitating interactive discussion,
encouraging the spiritual growth of our members,
and sponsoring various social activities The Pagan
St udent Uuon is also dedicated to encouraging har ■
monious interactions between pagan and nonpagan communities It is open to all open mmoed
ana interested people from any spiritual paths with
an Earth centered, pagan, magical bent.
Panhdlenic Council
Pinhellenic Council is
Irtegovermngbodyofallwomen'ssoronties The
council strives to promole community service
involvement in a unified manner. This organization
governs the 14 sororities at BGSU and offers ihe
chance to expand women's leadership opportuniPhi Beta Kappa
To honor outstanding
liberal arts juniors and seniors (or their academic
workPhi Eta Sigma Phi Eta Sigma is a National Honor
Society for college Freshman. Our goal is lo encourage and reward academic excellence among firstyear students in institutions of higher learning.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonta
The primary purpote
of this fratern'ty shall be to encourage ancfac lively
promote the highest standards of creativity, performance, education, and research in music In
America. Fur thee purposes shall be lo develop and
encourage loyalty to the alma mater, to foster the
mutual welfare and brotherhood of students of
music to develop the truest fraternal spirit among
its members, and lo instill in al I people and aware
nets of musics important role in the enrichment of
the human spirit
PhiUpiilonOmicron
To recognize and
encourage academic excellence To develop quali
ties of personal and professional leadershjp To provicfeop^iunicWforseryKetotheprolesafon To
esxouiage personal and professional integrity.

Sigma Phi Omega
To promote scholarship, research, professionalism and eicellence in
gerontol ^y and aging services and to recognize
nigh a» inment in the pursuit of academic and
clinical i aeifente in these areas
Soccer (Men's)
To compete against
"
other universities and colleges at a competitive colaiate level The men's club soccer team is open to
men who attend the University Tiyouts arc held
every Sepcember
Soccer (Women's)

Society for Human Resource Mariagernent To pro
vide professional arid social Ktivicies for students
in Human Resource Management, IK and other
related fields of study.
Society for Technical Communication
To
inform and educate its members about Ihe theory
and practice of the arcs and sciences of technical
communicalfon
Society of Physics Students To promote public
interest in physics and physical sciences To assist
students to develop knowledge, competence, and
social responsibility To dewtop colfegiality among
studencs and (acuity To stimulate interest in
advanced study and research Recognize high
scholarship
Sociology Oub
To promote commum
cation among students and (acuity of the Soc iology
Department and to provide information and
resources in the field of Sociology
Sociology Graduate Student Assoc.
Sport Management Alliance To give si udent s the
opportunity to become involved professionally in
the areas of sport management SMA helps to
develop peofeiiional skills such as networking, lead
enhip,
and lime management through organiu
Warn""
tional
participation and committee involvement
lal par<
SMA also provides an arena for undergraduates to
learn ther latest tren
trends
' and intricacies in ihe field of
sport management
Student Alumni Association The purpose of SAA is
to provide a link with Ihe future for current students to work with the Alumni AssociaCion on
developing loyally and support of the university,
and to encourage interaction among alumni, parents, faculty.current and prospective undents and
the community
Student Art Education Association
To Bye
art education students experience and knowledge
beyond the classroom.
Student Art Glass Association
The
Student Art Glass Association forms a community
among students and creates awareness of Glass
related arc in the area. Ii alto raises fund* for the
support of tse glass department here al the
University
Student Art Therapy Association
The
purpose of SATA IS to provide educational devel
opmeni in the field of art therapy, lo provide peer
support and peer advising for students and to
familiarize trie University s faculty and students and
surrounding community with the field of art therapy and have fun al che same lime.
Student Association of Family and Consumer
Sciences
To encourage an understanding of
the Family and Consumer Sciences profession
through speakers and student programs, lb promote social experiences within the group and facilicaw interaction among reUteelMganitationi in the
area and contntHile socially worth while projectt of
the college, university and community.
Student Ceramic Organi rat ion
SX.Q.
has been founded lo organize the Ceramic studio,
which involves (he building and firing of kilnt and
establish a sense o( community within ihe ceramic
Hudio

>

P

Students For A Free Tibet
An international organiution made up to educate people about the occupation of Tibet and work toward a peaceful liberation of Tibet
Students for Cultural Understanding (Anti-Racnt
Action)
We intend to do the hard work necessary to decrease racism, sexism, hcterotexism. and Semilism, and the unfairness which is often suf
fered by the disabled, the young, the old. and the
poor.
Students for Quality Education
The
purpose of SQE is to improve the quality of education at BowlingGreen Stele University by making
faculty aware of expectations regarding the learning
process and likewise empowering the students to
form a partnership with the (acuity for ihe belterment of higher education
Studio Clarinet I0S4
Tai Chi Chuan Club
Organizes people
interested in Tai Chi Chuan and the Chinese Internal
Attt To perfect growth at human beings and tense
of community through a balance of mind, spirit and
body Members choose lo grow, learn and share
experiences within themselves, fellow membert.
community and most of all have fun'
Tau Beta Sigma
The purpose of Tau
Beta Sigma, honorary band service torority it to
serve an of the bands of Bowling Green State
University so thai they may function efficiently and
effectively

Theta Alpha Phi
The purposes of this
nd stimulate creatiseness.
honorary are lo i
and recognize excellence in all of the allied arts and
crafts of the (heater

Off-Campus ConneeCion
Ofl-Campus
Connection is an organization dedicated co serving
off-campus and commuter students We provide
programs and activities so off-campus students can
get involved in oncampus life.

Organiution Development Student Network
ODSN is a student organiution promoting professional development in the field of organization
development, training and human resource development. ODSN provides rnembers with opportunities to practically apply organization development
skills and to learn more about current organiution
development issues

Student organiution of Social Workers
To promote, support and assist in the management of the
educational program of Social Work, lo expand on
classroom experience in the area of human service
professions, (o provide a forum for student expression and is sues in the human scmce professions, to
promote community service and (o promote friendship and unity among members.

Rugby (Women's)
Promote rugby union
football in (he spirit of rugby-sportsmanship, camaraderie, competition, and excellence-both on and off
the field And lo provide those interested with an
opportunity to play, regardless of skill.

HilH (Jewish Student Union)
Hillel is
the Jewish student group on campus, celebrating
Irwish culture, identity and religion. Our activities
urve included movie nights, trip to cultural and
entertainment events, rock concerts, services, and
dinners. Our new facilities in the UCF building, al
11" Thurstin Street, include a multimedia library,
scholarship/trip/activities information, and
resources that fiesp one to lead a Jewish life
Whether you are Cooking for Kosher food.a chance
to learn about Judaism, a ride to services in Toledo.
or just a group ot (un fewjsh students to hang out
with, try HilVrl

Honors Student Association HSA strives to provide
BGSU students with opportunities lo broaden their
horizons through alter native lear rung experiences
and interaction with other students,faculty, et. We
hope to install in all students a respect and understanding for the views of others.

Student Organization of Early Bt Middle Childhood •
Elementary Student Advisory Board
The
purpose of EE S.A.B is to intorm and respond to
the elementary education (acuity's interests and
concerns regarding the improvement of the elementary program, to assist in recruitment activities and
programs and to inform and respend to the student
who is pursuing a career in the elementary field

The Way Campus Fellowship Make available fellow
ship meetings for students and community members who are searching for an in depth understanding to the wrjrd of Godand desire lo walk in the way
ofabundancc and power in the household.

Northwest Ohio Coalition Student Branch of
American Society for Quality
Provides
organization and a forum for students who wish lo
apply and advance ihe quality sciences in their chosen field ot endeavor Provides opportunities for
growth, professional development, contacts and
leadership Firmly believe quality can be applied
anywhere and anytime'

OrderofOmega
Orcfer of Omen recognizes those students who have attained a high standard of leadership in Greek activities while encouraging them to continue along this line and inspire
others to strive for similar attainment.

Student Nurse Association To assume responsibility for contributing to nursing education in order to
provide (or ihe highest quality health care and to
provide programs representative of fundamental
and current professional interest and concerns To
aid in the development of the whole person arid
his/her professional role, and his/her responsibility
for (he health care of people in all walks of life

Rugby (Men's)To promote union and the spirit of
rugby • sportsmanship camaraderie, competition,
and eiceftence and lo provide those interested an
opportunity to play, regardless of skill

Habitat for Humanity Campus Chapter
To cap
cure the imagination, energy, and hope of students
in order to productively aria responsibly involve
them in the work of llibiUt for Humanity Habitat
for Humanity is a nonprofit ecumenical Christian
housing ministry thai seeks lo eliminate poverty
housing from the world and to make decent shelter
a matter of conscience and action

Hockey (Women's)
To provide an opportunity for women of all skdt levels lo successfully participate in the rapidly growing sport of ice hockey.

Student Marketing Education Association To
enhance ihe preparation of future marketing
instructors and DECA adviso/s.

The Key Yearbook
The Key is the
University's yearbook that has been m existence
since 191B Each year the staff provides a 2811-page
book Vokinteeri are always accepted and no prior
experience is needed

Non Traditional Student Association
To provide representation of Non Traditional student concerns to the University administration, (acuity, staff
and community and che opportunity to meet with
peers

Hockey (Men's) ■
To provide the above
average ice hockey player with ihe opportunity to
continue playing ice hockey at a competitive level
while attending classes at the university.

Student Conicruction Management Aisoc To provide exposure to construction related activities not
detailed in the normal classroom curriculum To
give students a voice in curriculum evaluation. To
promote a professional attitude To enhance studvnt
fellowship through social interaction To promote
faculty - student interaction through social activicies.

RowingCluh The purpose of the organiution is to
engage in the sport of rowing and lo promote
enthusiasm towards it at ihe University and in the

H E.A.LT.H Club
The purpose of Ihe BG
II E.A.LTH. Club is to provide an educational organiution to support and assist in Ihe development of
health promotion programs in business.

EnvironmenUl Health Student Organiutton
Eptllon Kappa Theta
To honor academe
achievement, elevate environmental awareness,
encourage commitment to environmenul sustainability, promote professional inquiry in environmental science and policy studies, and to perpetuate » atmoaphere which rncouraget irteroaseipJi-

Kappa Phi Club
The Kappa Phi Club is
a Christ-centered organiution (or University students It provides an opportunity for, and challenges them: to realize their individual potential, lo
develop a deeper understanding of God. others, and
self, to be a supportive community; lo be personally
involved.active participants and leaders in the lite
of the church; and lo commit themselves to positive
action.

BG NEWS
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Two Dimensional Artist Association
Dedicated to the study and promotion of today's
two-dimensional artists ana their work.
Ultimate Frisbee Orgaritacion
To be
able to play competitive frisbee outside of IMs To
be able to get time al the field house turf room
Something to do on weekends
Undergraduate Student Government
USG is
in operation lo work for every undergraduate student al Bt.SU by sen ing as the representative voice
of the undergraduate student body USG strives to
' serve through effective tommunicatKXI with Che
Univenityadministration
Undergrowth "undergrowth" was founded to faci'ilate the development of an undergraduate creative
writing community and lo foster an atmosphere of
constructive (rilkism among thai community Ii
will also serve as a support group and outlet lor
young writers at well as a liaison between the students, the creative writing department, and faculty
United Karate System
University Activities Organiution
UAO is
che largest student programming board on campus
and is responsible for a wide variety of activities at
BGSU rartjpng from weekly films to big name con ■
certs, from Spring Break trips to poster sales
Membership is (ree and open to all BGSU students
University Ambassadors
The University
Ambassadors strive to uphold the standards of
Bowling Green State University by serving as leaders, role models, and supporters of the campus
community While maintaining our sense of pride
and strengthening relations, we will continue to
grow within our organiution, build community
while supporting each other and fostering continual
change to propel us forward.
University Chess Society
It it the purpote of our
society to further promote and encourage playing
and learning chess on the campus of Bowling Green
Stale University
Uniwrrsity Coalition to Stop Violence
awarenesi of safety issues at BGSU

To raise

University Dance Alliance The purpose of the
University Dance Alliance shall be tojwornote all
forms of dance on Che campus of BGSU and in the
Bowling Green community, and to provide dance
related activities in order to expose others to dance
USG- Judicial Board (Student Court)
Thf
purpose of the USG Judicial Board is to give students the opportunity to appeal parking tickets that
ur Riven out by parking and IrarTk
VISION
VISION is the student organiution '
concerned with Gay, Lestsan, bisexual, and support
ive straight issues The purpose of VISION a to
combat misinformation and discrimination as well
as to provide serv ices and activities for the Gay and
supportive communities al BGSU
Volleyball (Men's)
To provide a competitive level of volleyball for men who are interested in
the growing sport Abo. to leach good sportsmanship and fair play
VolfevbaJl(Vforrsens)
Toprovide an organized and competitive volleyball team for women
unable to play at the varsity level.
Volunteers In Progress
VIP is a Universiiv
sponsored program that provides ongoing weekly
community service opportunities lor students inter
ested in volunteerlngon a regular basis Many have
found V|P exceptionally rewarding in their three
programs Campus Sisters.Campus Brothers and
Adopt -A-Grandparent
Wall Disney World College Program Alumni
Association BGSU chapter Promote the Walt
Disney World College Program by recruiting and
preparing students Tor the program. Bring the
magic ofDiiney to the local community by volunteer flr community service projei ts Provide networking opportunities, contacts, and updates of
employment opportunities with Disney. Help
returning college program part* ipants to readjust
to campus life and to provide an outlet for sharing
Disney experiences.
Water Polo (Men's)
The purpose of this
organization ii lo promote t he sport of water polo at
BGSU and to encourage competition on the intercollegiate level by contending against other MidAmerican Conference Schools
Water Polo (Women's)
Water Polo is made lo
be a fun and social sport, while al che tame time
being competitive with other teams.
WBGUM.I FMRadio
To provide the community wich the most diverse music and radio programming. We function to serve che ccimmunity,
campus and alternative voices Jan. urban. Hiphop, world, bluet, folk. Dub, electrnruc. punk. Latino.
progressive. Indie-rock. talk, metal, g
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SRC offers programs to lose Freshman 15
ByKimbeftyDupps
CIH EDITOR

As you walk onto campus for
the Fall 2000 semester, one of the
reasons you chose to come could
have been the Student Recreation
Center. Of the 20 reasons that are
most commonly given for choosing the University, the fourth is
the SRC.
The facilities and programs of
the SRC could help you shed
unwanted pounds or prevent
weight gain that is often associated with a person's first year experience at college.
According to Intelil lealth, an
Internet site devoted to health
and promoting a healthy lifestyle,
the 1.5 million students entering
college in Fall 1999 would put on
an approximate 11 tons by the
time the school year was over.
Such weight gain is preventable.
InteliHealth advises students to
take advantage of the physical
activities that present themselves
on a college campus.
The SRC has over 35 aerobic
classes a week, two pools, four
weight rooms, indoor and outdoor running tracks and areas for
basketball, tennis, volleyball and
badminton for students to utilize.
Approximately 70 percent of students take advantage of the SRC
and the programs it offers.

Brady Gaskins, assistant director of programs at the SRC, said
the aerobic classes can be a good
start for the beginner or an outlet
for those who are more comfortable with exercise and aerobics.
"We have the basic programs
all the way up to some strengthen
and flexibility classes."
Gaskins pointed out the Basic
Step class, which is new this year
for beginners. The class teaches
participants the movements utilized in step aerobics.
There are 10 additional classes
to choose from, including water
aerobics, 7 a.m. to 6:30 pm
Gaskins said the class schedule
is designed to fit into a student
schedule. However, if you are
unable to attend an aerobics
class, there are 185,000 square
feet of pools, exercise equipment
and areas for other forms of physical activity that provide more
flexibility for the busy student's
schedule.
Those who are unsure of what
form of exercise is appropriate or
necessary to accomplish their fitness goals can consult the FitWell
center.
The FitWell center strives to
promote fitness as well as wellness through its services. Located
in the SRC, the FitWell center can
take you on a Personal Fitness
Quest. The Personal Fitness

Quest allows people to find out
their current fitness level and
trainers will help people to develop fitness plans, according to
their ability. Participants will be
shown how to use the equipment
at the SRC properly and safely.
The Personal Fitness Quest is at
an additional cost of $35 for students.
Students, however, can participate in intramural sports at no
cost. There are over 20 intramural
sports offered throughout the
school year.
"Our intramural program is a
great way to get involved, to stay
fit and meet people," said
Gaskins.
If you are interested in the programs that the SRC has to offer to
maintain or attain a desirable fitness level, new students can
attend Late Nite at the Rec on
Sunday from 9 p.m. to midnight.
There will be an information table
for students on SRC services and
an opportunity to become
acquainted with the facility.
Gaskins encourages new students to attend Late Nite at the
Rec, as well as take advantage of
SRC facilities.
"I encourage first-year students
not to be intimu! jted by what we
San Grisby BG News
have to offer," said Gaskins.
RUNNING:
Kirsten
Owens,
junior,
environmental
science
major
runs
by
University
Hall
Wednesday
after"Come in and see what we have
noon.
to offer."

Need a job? The BG News is hiring for the fall semester!
news writers, sports writers, opinion columnists, photographers, copy editors, graphic designers

jdfa Uj New Student Convocation Picnic
M § August 27,2000 5:00 - 7:00pm
jimiM
vfiiSB

BG

Located in the grassy area behind Memorial Hall
In case of rain, picnic will be located
in all dining facilities (ticket required).

EXPERT REPAIR & REFINISHING

We are located at:

The following locations will be open to serve
upper classmen, staff, faculty and guests:
Founders Keepers Food Court
4:30pm - 7:00pm
Founders Snack Bar
7:00pm - Midnight
Harshman Galley
6:00pm - Midnight
Kreischer Shadows Snack Bar/ Pizza Shop
5:00pm - Midnight
McDonald G.T. Express Convenience Store
Noon - Midnight
Commons Chily's Express Convenience Store Noon - Midnight

E. Woosterl

w

We do:

BGSU

Napoleon
00

□ BG Collision

• Free Estimates
• Body Work & Paint Work
• Minor touch ups to major collisions
1011 S. Main St.

353-6820

353-6420

snamm

RECYCLE
%W On Campus
#*
372-8909

BOWLING GREEN
COLLISION
CENTER

LCOME BACK!

200%

BGSU

STUDENTS & FACULTY
ALWAYS
RECEIVE

10° OFF

GUARANTEE
In the unlikely event you And
a lower price on the tame tire
anywhere In Ohio up to 6 month*...

WITH VALID UNIVERSITY ID

VJ

W
W

o

BGSU Collection Containers
are provided in:
• residence halls
• cafeterias
• classroom buildings

Aluminum Beverage Cans - Steel Cans - Phone Books
Newspaper - #1 & #2 Plastic Bottles - Glass Jars and
Bottles - Magazines - Mixed Office Paper - Catalogs
Corrugated Cardboard - Scrap Aluminum and Foil

w

UGmTWCKTKSFOHPlCK^rfSIWV'S

PASSEWHTHSFMEKW k DOMESTIC CARS

EBZ9Z33 3 5.0 O O

BRIGADIER
SIDEWINDER

MILE WARRANTY

$24

BLUE BINS available for
residents in participating
apartments - condominiumsmobile homes
Call your landlord for details.

24-Hour Drop Off accepts:

We'll REFUND 200%
OF THE DIFFERENCE!
Tiraman WILL NOT
BE UNDERSOLD!

FREE Mounting • FREE Balancing • FREE Valve Sttms
.: FREE Alignment Check • FREE National Warranty

RED BIN
City Curbside Collection
available to residents in
houses.

Bowling Green Recycling Center
1040 N. College Drive

o

GSU STUDENTS
& FACULTY
Lowest Prices On Brand Name Tires GUARANTEED!

Off Campus
%p
354-6227
354-9297 #*
Red Bin
Blue Bin %w

w
^^

IfiiiuuESTuiie

99
$59

99

TR£A0 DESIGNS
MWVAflv
20S/75RH
HVrMlS-WMEA
iniWRU-JBHSA
10WR1S-M2WEA IT23V8W16-W99EA
tf!tt<MRI6-l7»»EA

WV WAflY

P155/80R13
P1WTW* - SHM EA P21&7W5 - **i 99 EA
P'9&?»i*-0999EA P20VW5KB99EA
P20S/7W4 • 13999EA P?1S7Qfi*S -M099EA

£;!*5.98islOOrT:FREE!:FREE!!
LJJ

- , LUBE
HIRE OIL I ANY
AUV DDAUC
rj
BRAKE >J
* 1 & FILTER '

i
0

IT

For More Information, Call the Wood County
Solid Waste District 354-9297

Thank You for Recycling!

».p«-4LMSAVE •« |

I Most cars. Call tor your
I appointment today.
I

■J ALIGNMENT
Al IftUUCUT !i

TIDE
TIRE

SERVICE ! INSPECTION!

Most care. Call lor your
appointment today.

J ,

'>
!

NO OTHER OBCOUNTS APPLY. I NO OTHER OSCOUNTS APPLY I NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APRY
I NO CflHEROSCOUNTS APPLY
LMT1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER |UMJT I COUPON PEP. CUSTOMER. jUMTh COUPON PER CUSTOMSR
MIR I UMTTICOUKINKR CUSTOMER ■ I—I
PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON PAGE ANY TIME. ONLY ONE COUPON OR

SCOUNT PER VISIT ALLOWED™ '

WE DO IT RIGHT - RIGHT FROM THE START

-*

s

CHECK

Most care. Call lor your ■ Most cars. Call lor your ■
appointment today.
appointment today.
"

"

10 CONVENIENT
Mk NORTHWEST OHIO
■3?'
LOCATIONS!

In Bowling Green At
999 South Main St.

aS^mOTP SERVICE CENTERS (
90-DAY SAME AS CASH AVAILABLE!

HUZ32

thetireman.com

352-5788
UMOYALt
t
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Parking paves lot, increases fines over summer
Parking changes
were added to ease
short-term parking
for administration
building
By Kimberty Dupps
CITY EDITOR

Summer was not a time of
relaxation for the University division of Parking and Traffic.
After the Union construction
began last spring, the parking lot
behind the Union. Lot 17, was
closed. The closing of the parking
lot displaced 35 short-term,
metered parking spaces.
To replace the 35 spaces, Lot E
was expanded and repaved, in
conjunction with the Heating
Plant Project. The spots were
moved to ease parking hassles for
those who have short business to
conduct in or around the
Administration building. Lot E is

across from the Administration for a total fine of $250. The
Building at Thurstin and Court increase is in compliance with a
change in the Ohio Revised Code
Streets.
The new meters cost the driver made earlier in the year. Parking
25 cents per half hour with a max- and Traffic have been changing
imum time limit of two hours. the signs that mark the spaces
The new meters will only accept and the fines throughout the
summer, according to Enriquez.
quarters.
The fine for a regular meter vioThe older meters that accepted
lation
will
nickels and dimes
remain at $10,
have been phased
PARKING FINES
as will all other
out and replaced
Fines for parking in a handi- parking violawith only quarter
capped parking space went
accepting meters.
tion fines.
up $150 to bring the total
Stacie Enriquez,
However, the
fine
to
$250.
The
cost
for
manager of Parking
cost to park on
parking
on
campus
went
up
campus
has
and Traffic, anticifrom $33 to $40.
increased from
pates that the meter
$33 a year to
change over will be
$40 a year.
completed before
Parking lots that students
the start of classes.
The process of introducing a would be parking on have been
new handicap violation fine will trenched and repaved over the
also be completed by the begin- summer, as a part of the new
Sara Gilfstiy BG News
ning of classes. Those who illegal- infrastructure being added to the
ly park in a handicapped space University.
Parking: This summer, parking and administration repaved, expanded and added meters to parking
will face an additional $150 fine.
lots E and 17. They also raised fines.

How do you like the new design? Send your comments to iistproc.bgsu.edu
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CHURCH
DIRECTORY

Bowling Green
Covenant Church
Welcomes all college students to join our
contemporary worship service and Bible
centered teaching in a casual atmosphere.

-H-

10 am Worship Service
Dr. Gary Blair. Sr. Pastor
Chris Stuffleben. Campus Pastor '

1165 Haskins Road • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Pastor Jerry Fliger

1161 Napolean Rd. • 352 3623

www.wcnel.org/-bgcc

<$«
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
Welcomes BGSU Students
We invite you into the family of God
Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
Contemporary Worship with Communion" each
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m.
Worship Services on Sunday
8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
Saturday Worship (Communion)
Sunday School lor all ages
315 S. College Drive
419-353-9305

5:00 p.m.
9:45 a.m.

GKXE

GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH

DC

Just North of the Woodland Mall
Free Transportation Available. Call Pastor Pete 9 352 0672

123 E. Court Street
373-1913
E-mail: wotcc@Juno.com
Pastor Jerry Hunt

Daysprlng Campus Fellowship
|_j @Proui Chapel. BCSU

Dr. Clay Wolph
Dr. Lora (Poignon) Wolph
150 N. Main St.
Downtown BG

A 'jiffy' is an
actual unit of
time for
1/100th of a
second!

353-6394
Free Consultations

J2k

"Treating People, Not Just Backs "
•Clip for Free Surface J
Electromyography Test I
on initial visit.
Same Day Appointments
Wjlk Ins Welcome

(419) 353-6394

Fax: 419.354.0350

419.352.2289

I I I I COMMUNlTYof CmiS
LUTHERAN CHURCH & STUDENT CENTE!

Mil 1124E.WoosterSt.

352-5101

Adult Bible Study and
Sunday School @ 9:15a.m.
Worship Service 10:30a.m.

Join us for friendship and fellowship
Everybody Welcome

Fun Fact

lolPh Chiropractfr»,_lfHnm rrnifT
• Natural Health Care
• Quality Care At
Reasonable Rates
• Evening & Weekend
Appointments
Available
• BWC Certified
• Children Welcome Family Practice
• Insurance Accepted
• 100% Organic
Hair/Skin Care
• Vitamin, Mineral
& Herb Shop
• Nutritional Advice

e-mail: captainscholll@msn.com

1291 Conneaul Ave.

Diiyspriii» Assembly of God

Saturday Worship 7:00pm
Sunday Morning 10:30am ^g^^
• School of the Bible 9:30am
Tneiday 7i30pm

Childrens Minister: Tina Mitchell

Director of University Ministries: Capt. Bob Scholl
www.bgnazarene.org

17360 N. Dixie Hwy • 3520672 • www.daysprlngassembly org

Tunday Sarvicai:
Sunday ScrviM*:
Adult Bible Study ■ 7 00 p.m
Morning Worship ■ 10.30 a.m.
Crossroads youth Ministry
Evening Services • 6 30 p.m
Rainbows (ages 3-5)
Childrens Church • 10 30 am
Sunday School 9:30
NURSER* PROVIDED FOR All SERVICES

5:00p.m. Saturday: 10:00a.m. Sunday
School Year Times:
11:30a.m., 7:00p.m. Sunday

Multiple Morning Worship Services
University Potter Hour: 11:30
6pm Service .
Sunday School for All Ages
Senior Pastor: Scott Estep
Minister of Youth & Worship: Eric Stetler
Associate Pastor: Roger Blough

STUDENTS AND INTERNATIONAL WELCOME!

/ Christian Center

University Church

CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

121 S. ENTERPRISE ST. (WALKING DISTANCE FROM BGSU)
SUNDAY WORSHIP-9:30 BIBLE FELLOWSHIP-11:00

3 Blocks South ot Campus
e-mail: stmarkbg@wcnet org

St. Thomas More

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
God loves you and has an answer for your life
9:30 am Sunday School classes for all ages
(including College and Career Class)
10:30 am Morning Worship
6:00 pin Evening Fellowship Hour
7:00 pm Wednesday Evening Bible Study & Prayer
Anytime! Come & Talk
749 South Wimcrgardcn Road Paslor David K l-'jih
(419)352-0417
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

9:30 a.m. Sunday School - All Ages
10:30 a.m. Worship Service

(419) 352-8483
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Alliance Church of Bowling Green
"Great place to make new friends"

Joel Larson.
Youth Pastor
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OBGYN exams necessary for freshman
Jacoby walks
through a visit to
ease students minds
By Wendy Suto
SIAFF WRITER

The American Cancer Society
recommends that women obtain
their first gynecological exam at
age 18, or younger if she is already
sexually active.
"While educating young
women about their bodies is of
primary importance, having an
exam at such a young age also
allows any developmental problems to be picked up early," said
Elayne lacoby, a certified nurse
practitioner (CMP) and coordinator of the Women's Health Clinic
at the University. "It is an opportune time to explain what is normal and what is not, to dispell
fears, myths and to learn how to
best protect a young women's
reproductive health."
Many women have fears about
their first gynecologic exam. They
have fears about the exam itself,
as well as fears about discussing
such personal and private information about themselves to a
total stranger. Women are afraid
the exam will be painful for exam pie.
"Most of it stems from their
fears of the unknown," Mary
Krueger, director of the Women's
Center in llanna Hall. said.
"Because there is no concrete,
ttuthful, accessible information
out there, more and more women
today arc mostly afraid of what
the clinician may find wrong with
them."
"The key to making them comfortable is to be open, nonjudgmental and to be a good listener,"
lacoby said. "I pay attention to a
woman's concerns and address

them during the visit I tell them
that everything they tell me and
everything we do is strictly confidential."
What is called the "annual
gynecological exam" is basically a
routine check-up, quite similar to
what a young woman may have
had from her pediatrician, with
the addition of the pelvic and
breast exam.
"For all women, making a personal commitment to having an
annual pelvic exam is an excellent way to take care of their bod ies and experience self-determination regarding their present
and future health," said Krueger.
"It is important and women are
worth it"
The first time a woman is seen
at the Women's Clinic they fill out
an initial history form. Some
women may become nervous
just completing this form, which
asks a number of questions about
medical, menstrual, sexual and
family history.
"These questions are often
quite personal, because we are
dealing with areas that are very
private." lacoby said. "For example, we will ask about the number
of sexual partners in order to
determine what kind of testing
needs to be done."
Some of the more personal
questions include:
-At what age did you begin to
menstruate?
-On what day did you begin
your last period?
-Have you ever been pregnant?
-Have you been having any
abnormal discharge or pain?
-Have you ever engaged in sexual intercourse?
-How many sexual partners
have you had?
The information that is
obtained on the history form is
then reviewed with the woman
while having a consultation with

the CNP in her office before the
start of the exam.
"I also try to make sure they
understand the rationale for the
questions asked, as well as
explain everything that I do
during the actual exam," lacoby
said. "I want the explanation of
the exam to be as clear as it can
be as to what to expect during
the actual exam."
When the clinician has enough
information about the woman,
she will be ready to examine the
woman physically, to check her
health, including her reproductive organs.
"The clinician can visualize
and test for conditions the
woman cannot see or may not be
able to feel herself," Krueger said.
"The exam is part of taking care of
themselves as independent
women. Women have the duty to
respect their bodies and take care
of it. None of these fears are justifiable reasons for NOT having a
pelvic exam."
There is an emphasis on teaching during the exam.
"I tell them it is a head-to-toe
examination, not just a gynecological exam," lacoby said. "I
check their thyroids, their breasts,
listen to their heart and lungs,
and check their overall skin texture."
So that for example, while listening to a woman's lungs, the
CNP may discuss smoking, or
while examining the skin the risks
of tanning are reviewed, or how to
properly take care of tattoo's and
piercing's if they have any. In this
way, it is hoped that the woman
will be educated about more than
her reproductive system.
The woman is advised that if
she decides at any time throughout the exam that she does not
wish to proceed, she can stop.
"They need to know they are in
control of the situation and not

"Because there is no concrete, truthful, accessible
information out there, more and more women
today are mostly afraid of what the clinician may
find wrong with them."
MARY KRUEGER, DIRECTOR OF WOMEN'S STUDIES

me," lacoby said. "If someone
touches you, it can be scary. If it is
too uncomfortable, it is OK for
me to stop."
The pelvic exam includes a Pap
smear, which is a test to check for
precancerous or cancerous cells
on the cervix, as well as signs of
infections and sexually transmitted diseases. A woman may
decide she needs to have this
done because of a particular
problem she is currently experiencing or she may have specific
questions.
During the actual exam, there
are relaxation techniques that
help to keep muscles as relaxed as
possible. These are typically
explained to the woman while
the exam is being done and often
helps considerably.
"I try and help them find a
focus point and to keep breathing
deeply," lacoby said. "It is also
helpful to know that the exam is
being done by a woman, who
herself has experienced a 'first
exam,' and therefore knows what
it is like."
After the exam, the CNP and
the woman will again meet in the
practitioner's office to review
what was just done, answer questions that may have come up during the exam, or provide any
counseling that maybe needed. If
the woman wants to discuss birth
control it will be thoroughly
reviewed at this time as well as
any issues the woman is interested in.
"Interestingly, many women

just want to know if they are normal," Krueger said. "The exam is
an opportunity to talk about
women's reproductive and sexual
health. The conversations need to
be had preferably when the
patient is dressed, when both
patient and clinician have equal
power."
Some of the most common
questions asked by college
women are about menstrual
cycles, cramps, vaginal discharge,
breast changes, and/or birth control. Women who a'e sexually
active, or are contemplating
becoming sexually active, may
want to learn more about protecting themselves from sexually
transmitted diseases, or understanding their own sexuality.
According to lacoby, it is not
unusual for a woman about to
enter a new sexual relationship to
come to "be sure everything is all
right"
There are seven CNPs at the
BGSU Health Center and women
are encouraged to request to see
anyone they choose, if one clinician makes her feel more comfortable than another. Women
should look for this omfort in
any exam and clinician.
"I think women should look for
someone who does not rush
them along, explains what she is
doing, who will answer their
questions and concerns respectfully and explain step-by-step its
purpose," Krueger said.

Ribeau's
speech to
focus on
B!G picture
By Berth Shoemaker
News EDITOR

President Sidney Ribeau's
opening day address won't focus
on the present as much as the
future.
The speech, titled "Seeing the
BIG picture in 2004: Meeting the
Challenges and Realizing the
Possibilities," will be given at 10
am. today in 101 Olscamp Hall. A
fellowship, with refreshments,
begins at 9:30 a.m.
In his address, Ribeau will celebrate the progress the University
has made and will launch a vision
for the future. The speech will
highlight his plan to continue on a
journey to become "the premier
learning community in Ohio and
one of the best in the nation."
According to Melody Bennett,
interim research associate in the
president's office, Ribeau's speech
will also unveil his Institutional
Priorities for the 2000-2001 school
year.
"These are goals he sets each
year, the things on his agenda that
he'll work for," she said. "The
focus on various components of
University life - from faculty to
student concerns, academic to
community issues."
The "B.'G picture" address will
provide benchmarks for both
University and community members to assess how well the
University will have met the challenges and realized the possibilities set before it.
"This is a wonderful opportunity to hear the president's perspective on what's going on. what to
expect - both academically and
non-academically -- and how
you, as a student, fit in the big picture."

Need a job? The BG News is hiring for the fall semester!
news writers, sports writers, opinion columnists, photographers, copy editors, graphic designers

E-mail a reporter today!

Pepsi-Cola General Bottlers of Ohio

WELCOME HOME! Welcome Week is for everyone!
Check out the following Welcome Week Events!
Bowling Green
State University
FALL 2000

Monday, August 28
2 p.m.
Student Involvement Fair
featuring BGSU student organizations
Anderson Arena

8 p.m.
Mark Reedy, Comedian
101 Olscamp Hall

Tuesday, August 29
8 p.m.
Tuesday Night Live with Tom DeLuca, Hypnotist
Anderson Arena

Wednesday, August 30
4 p.m.
Serve BG Community Service Project
101 Olscamp Hall
6 p.m.
Service Celebration
featuring the music of Tom Gorman
101 Olscamp Hall

Bowling Green
State University
Students

Thursday, August 31
2 p.m.
Band, Jim's Big Ego
Outside Saddlemire Student Services Building

Friday, Septmember 1
3 p.m.
Stress Busters! Stress Management Workshop
Pallister Conference Room, Jerome Library
7 p.m.
Say What? Karaoke
8 o'clock Dining Room, Kreischer

we give thirsty people

G

QStttaNK

Saturday, September 2
6 p.m.
Multicultural Performance
featuring the Gospel Choir, Africans
Dance Troupe, and a Step Show
101 Olscamp
8 p.m.
Dance througth the Decades at BGSU
The Galley

Pepsi-Cola General Bottlers of Ohio, Inc.
3245 Hill Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43607
&

Sponsored )>> \Uv OHHT of Student I ilV, l>i\ isinn of Student \tt';iirs

(419)535-8701
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Factline aids students
with common questions

OPINION'

Sexuality reporter to
encompass wide range
using sex as a gimmick sells practically everything these days.
And the media know this fact
very well, especially here at
BGSU where approximately
18.000
luintysomethings
engage in sexual behaviors or at
least think about sex frequently
So, why have I been chosen to
fulfill this carnal desire of writing
about sexuality issues? Well,
besides being a bisexual, a sexual
assault survivor, a nude model
and a young vivacious woman
who developed her own minor
in human sexuality, I am also
hoping to attend University of
Minnesota's medical school to
become a sex therapist in a few
years. And what is the point of
being a journalist anyway if I
cannot have some fun with it?
University students, faculty
and staff can look forward to
reading about such issues like, a
day In the life of a tiansgender
individual, the ins and outs of

By Wendy Suto
. S'»!F WRITER

"I am a free lover! I have an
inalienable, constitutional and
natural right to love whom I may,
to love as long or as short a period as I can, to change that love
evervdav if I please." (Victoria
Woodhull, 1838-1927)
During her time, Woodhull
was considered a radical in her
beliefs about sexual freedom.
While I do not consider myself a
radical, I am a liberal-minded
young woman about to embark
on a most fascinating journey
this semester.
I am The News sexuality beat
reporter, a beat I suggested be
added onto the numerous list of
peats at BGSU. Why. you might
ask? Well, I am a strong believer
in educating and entertaining
ihe BGSU community about
sexualiiy....after all. what is more
intriguing than sex? In America.

BG NEWS

goal is to make students lives easier," McLean said. "We want to
answer any questions and give
out any information that students
need, and I think we do exactly
that."
Campus fact line is made up of
14 employees who use a large
variety of resources to answer
questions over the phone
Monday through Friday 10 a.m. midnight and Saturday and
Sunday from noon to midnight.
The fact line hears questions
that range from where is a building to where can 1 get my clothes
dry cleaned. For every question
they try to have the answer.
"Of course we do not claim to
be able to answer every question,
but we try our best to at least
direct every question to the right
answer." Mclian said.
McLean said that the questions
vary throughout the year.
"It really depends what is going
on at that time of the year and
that also affects the number of
calls we receive," he said.
Last year the campus fact line
handled approximately 180,000

By Stefanie Sizemore
MtNAGIrlG EOITOR

nude modeling, why consider
stripping during college, is bisexuality an option or something
inherent, profiles of rapists, a
guide to spiritual sex, genital
body piercing's, the world's first
pregnant male, how sex affects
those with disabilities, unusual
fetishes and numerous others.
I will do my very best to provide insightful features every
Wednesday in The BG News, but
occasionally there will be opinion columns and random sex
tidbits I have discovered while
searching for bizarre sexuality
issues online.
Please feel free to suggest any
sexual topic to be covered this
semester, by e-mailing me at
wendysuto@yahoo.com or by
calling the newsroom at 3726966.1 look forward to this position, and I hope everybody at
BGSU will also find these stories
educational, entertaining and
insightful.

They do not claim to be able to
answer all the questions, but they
come very close.
Thirty years ago this spring, the
campus fact line, which can be
reached at 372-2445, was started
as a service to control rumors surrounding student protests against
the Vietnam War.
"The fact line was started in
1971, the spring semester after
the Kent State shootings as a tool
for students to get answers about
all the war demonstrations," said
Gardner McLean, supervisor of
campus fact line.
The ninth call of the phone service's existence came on its second day when a student called
requesting a pizza place phone
number. From then on fact line
was not only used as a rumor
control service, but as an aid for
students to use request information.
"Our first goal is just what it was
when this started, help students
out in emergencies. Our second
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calls, that is one about every 75
seconds.
With that many calls they hope
some day to add more employees.
"If the budget would allow we
would add more people, but it
just does not," McLean said. "The
only complaint we really get is
when people get put on hold.
Sometimes if you call during the
wrong time of the day you are
going to have to wait, but that is
just the reality of it."
McLean suggests students call
first thing in the morning or last
thing at night to avoid the long
wait.
Autumn Browning, senior, ethnic studies major, has used the
fact line since she came to BG and
thinks it is a great service.
"1 call to get things like phone
numbers and things like that,"
Browning said." I think it is a great
idea and it is run very well."
The fact line will open this
Saturday at noon and will be taking calls at 8 am. everyday during
the first week of school.

Rentals

ORDER

Stop by in November for
our available housing.

The Brothers of KA would like to
welcome everyone back to BGSU.
and extend a special welcome
to the new Greek Affairs
staff.

3525620
332 S. Main (oar only office)
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. VOTED BEST PIZZA 8 STRAIGHT YEARS |

PISfllM€LLO'S
203 N. Main

FR€<= D6LIV6RV

352-5166

$4.50 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri. *Sat. 'Sun.

f ANY 2 ITEM"'
!
PIZZA
Your Choice:

10"

! Sm 5.50

Company
Imaging i solutions

Lg 9.00

16"

Additional Items Extra 12 Slices!
Fajita Chicken = 2 Items

|

A Huge Order
Of BG s Best!

5 Breadsticks Only $2.50
We Now Have Stuffed Breadsticks

l
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...the
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14"

12"
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Committed to supporting BGSU and the
Bowling Green community.
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FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA
352-5166

Not Valid With Any Other Otter * Expires 10-31 -00

I
|
■
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Locally Owned
and Operated.
'8 5 x ll

• Self- and full-service copying
• Color copies
• Graphic design
• Digital printing from disk
• B/W and color transparencies
•tlPS shipping
•U.S. and international faxing
• Mailbox rental

SELF-SERVE

m AM tounv JUSI on CAMPUS
*
O

I

A Great Selection of SALADS & SUBS! -

■r1- Free item "!
on any size Pizza

i

L.

\

1

LAMINATION
SERVICES

8-1/2 x 11. 28«
PHOTOWHITE PAPER

(LIMIT SO, OOES NOT INCLUDE
PRINTING FROM DISK)

To Any Order

I r-PiSOOOllO'S"
■ MZZCT203N MAIN

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

Mailbox
Rental
$5.00 Off,

2 for 1 ! 15% Off
COLOR COPIES

fajita chicken = 2 items
Add Brdstx $2.50

OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER

(LIMIT

3i. 2000

10

ACADEMIC YEAR RENTAL

LINEAL FKCT)

OFFER EXPIRES OKIMUL-

31 2000

OFFCR EXPIRES SEPTEMBER,*30. 2COO

Nol ValKl With Any Oilier Offer • Expires 12-31-00

50 FREE

Eli's Choc. Chip Cheesecake $1.25

f
•
•
•
•
•
•

"CHOOSERS"

7" 1 Item Pizza or Cal/one
5 Reg. Breadsticks
Small Sub
10 Wings
6 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks
6 Ck. Fingers

OR

15% Off

Self-serve

FOR 5.50 j

3/8.00 J

Rubber Stamp

COPIES
OFFER EVPIRES.DCCCMBER

31. 200O

(LIMITprfi SELF-INKING OR TRADITIONAL STAMP)

I
^_m

OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER

31. 2000

FREE DELIVERY J
l*nZZCl 203 NN.

MAIN

352-5166

Not Valid With Any Other Otter • Expires 12-31 -00

J

J

Garlic or Tom. Bread • Garlic Fingers • Potato Skins

L

rjj

525 Ridge Street
(419)354*3278 Fax: (419)352«4281

open
Monday-Friday
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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I BG SPORTS
Women's Soccer
8/25
2 p.m./ Kent

Men's Soccer
8/27
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

5:30 p.m./Cochrane Field (BG)

Do or Die

#

FALL SPORTS

PREVIEW
By Pete Stella
SPOHIS EDITOR

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Coaclt Andy Richards (first year)
1999 recont 5-11-3 overall,
2-6-3 MAC
Returning letterwinners: 20
Preseason pick: Fight out of 12

Outlook: First year coach Richards
has a slew of talent at every position on the field. If they put it
together, the Falcons could be
very dangerous. Seniors Michelle
Lisy, lanicc Mentrup and junior
Tracy Gleixner all have All-MAC
potential.
MEN'S SOCCER

Coach: Mel Mahler (seventh year)
1999 record: 8-10-1 overall,
4-2-1 MAC
Returning letterwinners: 14
Pre-season pick: Four out of seven

Outlook: With the loss of AilAmerican Chris Dore, goalkeper
Ty Fowler and three key starters,
the Brown and Orange will look
for new leaders to get the job
done. Seniors Chris Kraft and
Fred Degand havethe necessary
experience for a winning season.

h
Michael LelunkuNe BG News

FIGHT TO WIN: Two BG linemen battle it out in practice. The loss of starter Eric Curl on the offensive line could give some younger players a chance to see game action.

MEN'S GOLF

Coaclt Garry Winger (third year)
MAC championship finish: Sixth

Birds of Prey look to capture MAC in 2000
2000 Falcon Football
Schedule
Sept 2 At Michigan, Noon
Sept 9 Pittsburgh. 4 p.m.
(Varsity BG and Hall
of Fame Day)
Sept IB At Temple, 6 p.m.
Sept 23 At Buffalo, 7 p.m.
Sept 30 At Kent, 6 p.m.
Oct 7 Akron, 1:30 p.m.
(Homecoming)
Oct 14 At Miami, 2 p.m.
Oct 21 Eastern MBhtgaa
7pm
Nov. 4 Marshall, 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 11 Ohio, 1:30
Nov. 22 At Toledo, 7 p.m.
(ESPN 2)

ALLS OR
NOTHING:
Tailback Joe
Alls. 22,
along with
teammate
Godfrey
Lewis, lead
the Falcon
rushing
attack. The
two combined
for 1,092
yards and ten
touchdowns
in 1999.

By Pete Stella
SPOUTS EDITOR

5*
3-7 in the Mid-American
Conference.
Fifth losing season in as many
years.
Predicted fifth place finish in
the MAC East in a preseason
poll.
For the BG football team,
these statistics hit them in the
face like a Mike Tyson uppercut.
But with a strong core of players returning, including 41 lettermen (five offensive starters
and nine defensive starters), the
Brown and Orange are looking
to make the 2000 season a
much anticipated successful
campaign, which begins at

Michigan Sept 2.
"The attitude, work ethic and
expectations of our football
team are very high." BG coach
Gary Blackney said. "This is
fueled by the way we ended the
1999 season with a great win
against Central Florida."
Offense
"We have all of our skilled
position players on offense
back, who have all benefited
from the playing experience
they have had in previous seasons,"
Blackney
said.
"Collectively, our skilled position players (quarterbacks, wide
receivers, running backs) areas
good as any in the MAC."
Sophomore
quarterback
Andy Sahm returns as the starting signal caller and looks to
build on his 1999 season, where
he completed 77 of 152 passes
for 1,088 yards and seven touchdowns.
"Right now, we are a little
banged up," Sahm said, who
needed stiches in his left
thumb after a mirror accident. "1 think our enthusiam is really upbeat.
Everybody is really focusing on what we are about
to go up against. We will
need thif 'ast week to get the
bugs out."
Sahm burst onto the
scene last year with a 302
yard performance in the
win over Toledo and started the final seven games for
BG.
To help Sahm along, senior
Ricky Schneider also returns,
primarily as a back-up.
Schneider tossed 11 touchdown
passes in 1999 and also gives
Blackney two threats at quarterback.
Tohavethekindofdepthwe
have at quarterback is very
encouraging for us," Blackney
said. "Both are great athletes
and leaders."
Junior Godfrey Lewis and
sophomore Joe Alls are back to

Retiming letterwinners: Five

Outlook Winger returns all five
players that competed in last
years conference championships.
This, along with three talented
newcomers, should be the secret
for the Falcons success.
WOMEN'S GOLF

Coach: Kurt Warner (fourth year)
MAC championship finish: Fifth
Returning letterwinners: Six

Outlook: The vacancy in which
seniors Missy Hinds, Kate
Kolesnk and Shannon Sharp left
behind will put the load on the
shoulders of junior captain
Shannon Smith and sophomores
Shelley Binzel and Stephanie
Elsea.
MEN'S TENNIS
Mlcluel LitimkiiNeBGNem

YOU'RE NOT CATCHING THIS: A Falcon defensive back
knocks the ball away from the intended BG receiver.

make up one of the most dangerous tailback tandums in the
country. The duo combined for
1.092 yards and ten touchdowns last fall, the 10th most
yardage for any returning rushing duo in the country. Both will
see a good number of carries
with junior John Gibson also
thrown in the rotation as well.
The Brown and Orange will
count on junior receivers Kurt
Ceding and Aaron Alexander to
continue as deep threats for
Sahm and Schneider. Ceding
netted 53 catches for 775 yards
and five touchdowns in '99 and
also boasts a streak of at least
one catch in 22 games, ninth
longest streak in the country.
"I thought at the beginning of
the summer, we all looked really
good," Gerling said. "We have
about five or six starters that are
a little hurt but we will be ready
to go against Michigan."
Alexander, who caught 35
balls for 500 yards last fall, steps
in as a starter for the departed
Robert Redd, who transferred to
Louisville last year. According to
Blackney, the loss of Redd is a

positive thing for his football
team.
"It's (Redd's leaving) the best
thing that has ever happened to
our football team," he said. "It
wasn't a positive experience for
him and he wasn't a positive
influence on our football team
and right now, we are a better
football team with his absence."
The graduation of fullback
Brent Martin and tight end
Kevin Steinke, two important
roles in the Falcon offense, will
give other players a chance to
step up in 2000. IUIHOIS Eric
Clark and Doug Kingsbury will
fight for playing time at fullback
while sophomores lason Van
Dam and Ross Durham provide
strong blocking and catching
abilities at their 6-6, tight end
frames.
On the offensive line, the
Brown and Orange return two
strong veterans, in senior cocaptains Eric Curl and Rob
Fehrman.
"The challenge offensively
will be plugging in the other
three parts of the offensive line
FALCOHS. PAGE 20

Coach: lay Harris (fifth year)
2000 spring record: 16-8 overall,
5-1 MAC
Returning letterwinners: Nine
Outlook: The Falcons return
much of the power that won
them a conference co-championship this past spring. The possibility for a repeat is within their
grasp.
WOMEN'S TENNIS

Coach: Penny Dean (11th year)
2000 spring record: 12 -9 overall,
6-3 MAC

Returning letterwinners: Five
Outlook: The Brown and Orange
advanced to the MAC semi-finals
last spring and look to win it all
this fall.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Coach: Sterling Martin (second
year)
1999 record: 11 out of 12 at MAC
Championships
Returning letterwinners: Seven
Outlook: The Brown and Orange
havedepth, including two, fifth
year seniors, to compete for a
championship.

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Coach: Garni Wells (second year)
1999 record: 10 out of 13 at MAC
Championships
Returning letterwinners: Five
Outlook: BG has a chance to
return to the glory it tasted a few
years ago.

SPORTS
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Is ice hockey'ice cold' at BG??
Has the succes of
other BG athletic programs, such as men's
basketball, outshined
the infamous hockey
team?
By Dan lied
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

We're talking about the 'Is' and
the'was.'
The paradox that always
changes with time. Eventually,
the 'is' always changes to the
'was' and a new 'is' is introduced.
Old traditions give way to new
traditions and purists cry, but
there's nothing they can do.
The question today in Bowling
Green State University athletics is
what 'is' and what 'was.' And to

understand this question you
must first understand the story.
The 'was' is Bowling Green
Hockey.
See, BG Athletics are built on
hockey. We have been nationally
competitive in hockey since 1969,
and through those short 30 years
we have built a reputation as a
hockey school.
Think about the facts. Check
These Facts
Bowling Green had two players, defenseman Ken Morrow and
forward Mark Wells on the 1980
Miracle on Ice US Olympic team.
Morrow is the only player in
history to win a gold medal and a
Stanley cup in the same season.
He was on all four of the N.Y.
Islanders cup teams from 198083.
BG's 1983-84 title is the only

team national championship in
school history.
Only one other school,
Michigan State, has sent more
players to the NHL
That's just the tip of the iceberg.
"Bowling Green has a great tradition in hockey and we are a
national power," said BGSU
Athletics Director Paul Krebs "Our
name commands respect in the
sport."
But does it still? Is Bowling
Green, both the University and
town, losing interest in their
beloved hockey team?
The Falcons are still reeling
from the embarrassing eight win
season in 1997-98. Check this
year and record. Since then,
they've showed flashes of brilliance, but a severe case of Incon-

slstency has kept the attendance
numbers dwindling.
Last year, the Falcons averaged
3,007 fans in 16 home games. It
was the lowest turnout for a full
season since the arena was
expanded to hold 5.000 in 198990. What's more, the expansion
season. BG pulled in an average
of 3.969 fans, easily the highest
total ever. Since then, the numbers have fallen and risen and
fallen again. Even though BG has
been a consistent home winner.
In the six seasons since 1994-95
the Falcons are 64 -36-8 at home, a
.640 winning percentage. That
includes a 9-6-1 record last sea
son. Take out the 5-12-1 home
record in the 1997-98 season and
BG has put up a .710 home winning percentage in those five seaH0CKEY, PAGE 21

ICEHOUSE: Tne BGSU Hockey Arena.

The BG Ice Arena has held the Falcons for
30 seasons. But could renovations bring in
better attendance?
By Dan Ned
ASSISTANT SPORTS [OIIOR

TOP 10 ARENA CROWDS
1)5,021 v.Michigan
•Dec. 2,1995

2.) 5,016 v. Michigan
•NOV. 16,1996
3.) 5.013 V. Notre Dame
•Feb. 24.1996
4.) 5,011V. Michigan State
•Nov. ft 1991

5.) 5,009 v. Michigan
•Jan. 27.1996
6.) 5,008 v.Michigan State
•Dec.14,1990

7.) 5,006 v. Michigan
•Nov. 12.1994
a) 5.005 v. Michigan
•Jan. 13,1990
9.) 5.004 v. Michigan
•March 4.1994

l*cr»dL*n*U*BGNmK
BREAK AWAY: Falcon Curtis Valentine dribbles the puck away from a Notre Dame defender. The Falcon
hockey team has seen a drop in home attendance over the past few seasons.

10.) 5,002 v.Michigan State
•Nov. 11,1989

Every winter, the mighty
Falcons would suit up and
skate under the low ceiling with
the bright fluorescent lights
with a little bit of grace and a lot
of hits. Our hockey team just
didn't lose there: 23-1 in 197778. 17-1 1982-83. 17-1-1 in
1994-95. These are home
records that bred winners.
In the 30 seasons since the
BGSU Ice Arena opened, the
Falcons have won 70 percent of
their home games: 408-160-27
It was in that house where the
only BGSU team national
championship banner hangs.
The 1983-84 team went 18-2 at
home that year, en route to setting the pinnacle of the
Bowling Green Athletics program.
Not much has changed with
the Ice House since those days
It's still a great place to watch a
college hockey game, the
sounds are abundant, the
sightlines are clear and it can
get deafening!)' loud with a
packed house. But not much

has changed here at all while
Ohio State just opened a 20.000
seat arena and Michigan State
is renovating their house, and
college hockey catches up to
the rest of the sports world with
corporate arena names and
more seats in lieu of atmosphere, and that may Just be the
problem.
The Falcons still win in the
Ice House, they had a .594 winning percentage there last season, but It seems that the dingy
corridors and the cramped
bench seating have finally
caught up with the Falcons.
The mediocre teams for
much of the late 90s have left
the atmosphere dwindling,
except for three or four times a
year when Michigan and Ohio
State come to town and regularly pack 4,000 fans.
Mediocrity and age have left
what used to be the loudest
and coziest building. In the
country with an empty, meager
cheer on most nights.
Travel around the CCHA and
ICE HOUSE, PAGE 21

WELCOME BACK!
University Bookstore

AA A A
Saddlemire Student Services Building

(Conveniently located on campus)

New and Used Textbooks
• Special Order Book Service • Children's Books • Best Sellers • Paperbacks
• Study Aids • Magazines • Calculators • Computer Software • BGSU Sweatshirts
and T-Shirts • Art & School Supplies • Gifts • Film & Developing
• Greeting Cards • BGSU Imprint Items • Health & Beauty Aids • Computer Supplies

EXTENDED HOURS FOR FALL OPENING
SATURDAY, 8/26 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
SUNDAY, 8/27 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
8/28 Mon.
8/29 Tues.
8/30 Wed.
8/31Thurs.
9/01 Fri.
9/02 Sat.

CLOSED

8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
8 a.m. -8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Phone: 419-372-2851
9/03 Sunday
Book Information & Software
9/04 Monday (Labor Day)
372-77S3 & 372-7782
9/05 T\ies. - Resume Regular Hours
Art Supplies 372-7784
Gift Counter 372-8498
email: bookstor@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Now Accepted at the:
rlKwafi
You must have a signed
authorization card on file.

REGULAR HOURS

Mon. - Thurs. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Fri.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sun.
Closed

The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose of supplying the students with textbooks, classroom materials and to supply your college needs.
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Volleyball 'set for strong year, despite losses
RtekHutm
SI5IANI SPOBTS EDITOR

With a new season just days
away, the big question surrounding the Bowing Green volleyball
team is can the Falcon.', build on
the success from last year's turnaround team? BG coach Denise
Van De Walle believes so.
"The best thing about last year
was we reached several of our
goals." Van De Walle said. "With
all our goals accomplished, to
have 11 of those players return is
huge. With the adition of four very
good freshman on top of that, It
makes for some very competitive
practices."
The Falcons main goal last season was to win 20 games and they
accomplished this feat. They
nearly doubled their total in the
win column from the previous
year finishing with a record of 2112. BG made a run deep into the
post season where they lost in the
quarter-finals to Mia-A: nerican
Conference champion Ball State.
The Brown and Orange won its
first playoff match since 1993
with a victory over Miami in five
games at Anderson Arena. They
had the biggest turnaround of
any team in the MAC.
Now, the Falcons are determined to stay around the top of
the conference, but they will nave
to earn some respect along the
way. The MAC preseason poll
puts the squad in a fourth place
tie with Marshall in the Eastern
Division
with
54
votes.
Coincidentally BG was predicted
to finish fourth last season.
They took the conference by
surprise though and finished a
close second behind Akron in the
Eastern Division.

VOLLEYBALL FACT BOX
1999 RECORD: 21 -12 overall.
12-6 MAC East.
Predicted finish: Tied for fourth
RETURNING LETTERMEN: 10
RETURNING STARTERS: Two
STARTERS LOST: Four

"I think it surprised me where
we were picked," Van De Walle
said. "It surprised the whole
team. It added a little fuel to our
fire. It gives them something to
shoot for to show that the coaches have really misread these
reluming players."
This year's Falcons squad is
missing a familiar sight that BC
fans have grown accustomed to.
Graduated are the heart and soul
of last year's team: setter Heather
Greig,
middle-hitter
Lori
Kemerer, left-side hitter Melissa
Lewis and right-side hitter Kris
Pesorda. All four Falcon starters
combined to play a total of 366
matches in their four year career
and all four players names can be
found numerous times in the BG
record books.
However. Van De Walle's new
squad does not lack experience.
The Falcons return 10 letter winners who all played a role in last
year's turnaround team.
Left-side
The loss of Lewis means the
loss of a big chunk of the Falcon
offense. She was the MAC Player

of the Week three times last season as well as the BG player of the
year. Juniors Amber Vorst and
Shyann Robinson will likely fill
the offensive void.
Vorst came on strong at the end
of her freshman campaign and
has played solid ever since.
Improved arm speed over last
season has excelled the Kallda
native's game. Vorst was hitting
the ball late In the season as hard
as any player on the squad and
finished third in kills. She averaged just under two kills per
game and played solid defense
averaging 2.65 digs per game.
Robinson transferred over
from Oakland University and
played in 41 games. She had a
season high eight kills last year
against St. Francis. The previous
year at Oakland, Robinson led the
Golden Grizzlies In kills.
Another player who should
share some time as left-side hitter
Is Kate Yeo. The 5-foot 7-inch
sophomore will also spend a lot of
time at the defensive specialist
position. Yeo was a surprise with
her strong defensive play. She
averaged over two digs per game.
Van De Walle will use the
Singapore native for her strong
service game. She was second on
the team behind Greig in service
aces per game.
Right-side
With Pesorda gone, the Falcons
will call on fifth year senior Krista
Davis at the right side hitter position. The 6-foot 2-inch Davis is a
solid blocker and if she can pose
more as an offensive threat, it will
be an added bonus.
Davis may be challenged heav-

ily by freshman Laura Twyman.
The red-shirt freshman sat out
last season to learn Van De Walle's
system. Twyman should be
another blocking threat and at 6foot 2-lnches, she can easily get
both hands over the net.
Defensive specialist
Along with Yeo. Juniors Chris
Shepherd and Karen Tangeman
will share time at the defensive
specialist position. This position
will be crucial for the Falcons in
disabling opposing teams from
scoring long strings of points
which the team had trouble with
last season
Shepherd, known primarily for
her defensive skill, helped herself
in the semi-final match against
Ball State with a small offensive
spark. 'Shep' added a couple of
kills to compliment her two digs
on the night.
Tangeman also picked up four
digs in the Ball State match. She
received more playing time from
Van De Walle as the year matured.
The Dayton native had a career
high 13 digs against Wright State
earlier in the season.

Setter
Natalie Becker should perform
the setting duties for the Falcons.
Becker could be the big surprise
for the Falcons this season.
Though not as intense or vocal as
her predecessor Greig, Becker
played well last year when called
upon. She shelled out a career
high 36 assist in a match against
St. John's in 1998. She also added
seven kills in the St. John's game
which was also a career high.

voliEYBALL, PAGE 22
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SPIKE: Fifth year senior Krista Davis spikes the ball during practice. In a preaseason poll, the Falcons picked up the fourth spot in
the MAC East and shared it with Marshall.

When You Absolutely, Positively
Want a Better Job...

Ground
Thursday,
Aug. 31, 11-3
in Career Services
Call 372-2356 for
, appointment,

5 Shifts
to Choo
From

Offers
♦ Year-Round Position
♦ 5 Shifts To Choose From
♦ 3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
♦ Tuition Assistance
♦ Paid Training
♦ Advancement Opportunities
♦ Weekly Pay
♦ No Union Dues
♦ Starting at $8.50-$9.00
♦ $.50 Raise After 90 Days
♦ Great Work-Out

$050

♦ Preload

to

$

♦ Night
(11:30pm to 4:30am)
$9.00/hr
Mon-Fri
♦ Sunrise
(3:00am to 8 :00am)
Tues-Sat
$9.00/hr
♦ Day
(2:30pm to 6 :30pm)
$8.50/hr
Mon-Fri
♦ Twilight
(7:00pm to 1 1:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
(3:00am to 8 :00am)
$9.00/hr
Mon-Fri

•

•

We have immediate
openings on the
sunrise and twilight
shifts
f

RPS
*

We're Easy
to Find

1

Fed Ex Ground
Airport Hwy

V

5

I

1
BGSU

650 S. Reynolds Road Ground
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)

1-800-582-3577
Call Today!
;a-.:,-i-.-SSa 1
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Brown and Orange face tough opening
FALCONS. FROM PAGE 17
since we lost experienced players to graduation." Blackney said.

Fehrman. an AJ1-MAC candidate and a pro prospect, has started 33 consecutive games at left
tackle while Curl will move from
right guard, where he started 22
consecutive games, to center for
the departed Doug Dorley. Curl
recently broke his left foot and
will be lost for three to five weeks,
according to Blackney.
"The loss of Eric Curl, who will
be a three year starter for us, our
center and one of our captains,
that doesn't help the situation,"
he said.
Junior Malcom Robinson converted from the defensive line this
season to help with the losses
sustained from graduation and a
number of young players will
have a chance to make their
impacts felt as well.
"This will give some younger
players a chance to get some reps
and when Eric gets back, hopeful ly we will have some depth,"
Blackeny said. "I think Robinson
is doing a tremendous job."
Defense

Senior DJ. Durkin returns to
again captain the defense from
his defensive end position after
an injury shortened his 1999 season. Durkin has been called the
"heart and soul of the defense" by
Blackney and will have several
experienced teammates at his
side.
"I am very excited about the
upcoming season," Durkin said.
"We have gotten better as a team
and we are looking to turn some
heads this season."
Junior Ryan Wingrove will
retain his starting spot at the
other end and senior nose guard
Brandon Hicks, who shared
defensive MVP honors last fall
with the departed Joe O' Neill, will
again shake things up in the middle of the defensive line.
Sophomore DJ. Owchar can
benefit from the transfer of
Robinson from defense to offense
and could be the lone new starter

MKtmlKhntarteBGNew,
TWO IS BETTER THAN ONE: Quarterbacks Rickey Schneider (above) and Andy Sahm (left) are two of
the skilled position players returning this season for the Falcons. Sahm started most of last season after
a 302 yard performance in the win over Toledo.

on the d-line. Fifth year senior
Rodney Dawson and the Glantzis
brothers. Alex (sophomore) and
Chris (junior), will all battle for
minutes.
"I think our front seven, in
terms of talent and depth, are as
good as we have had in a long
time," Blackney said. "I think the
challenge for our defense is to
find a couple of corners that can
step it up and make some big
plays."
Juniors Kary Campbell and
Garry Fisher will start at the outside linebacker spots and senior
Chris Delia Vella looks to fill in for
O'Neill at inside linebacker. But

sophomores Geno Burden and
Chris Haneline, along with freshman Mitch Hewitt could all see
valuable mini 'tes for the Falcons.
The so called "Achilles heel" for
the Falcons for the past few seasons has been the secondary and
their difficulty in pass coverage.
This season, Blackney is looking
for changes.
"There is no doubt that covering people has been our weakness," he said. "We need a cover
comer and we will look at the
guys we have to do the job."
Juniors Chad Long and Karl
Rose look to lead the secondary
as both have combined to start in

36 games over the last two years.
Long led the Falcons with 111
tackles last fall and will get some
help from senior Ken Dobbs and
junior Sergio Lund.
"We are looking pretty good
and we have a lot of vetems on
defense this year," Long said. "We
are starting to let some of the
younger players get in there and
get some experience which is
what we need. In the secondary,
we have got a couple of younger
guys filling in at the corner spots."
Special teams

With the loss of Jason Strasser.
who hit 24 of 28 field goal
attempts over the past two sea-

sons, freshman Shaun Suisham
looks to fill in at place-kicker.
Sophomore Pat Fleming will
return at his punter spot, where
he averaged 40.3 yards per punt
last year.
Coaches
Blackney did some wheeling
and dealing in the off-season and
shuffled his coaching staff
around. Former Ohio University
head coach Tom Lichtenberg
comes on as the offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach. Al
Seamonson will be the special
teams coordinator as well as the
linebackers coach.
Other new additions include

Jim Bridge (tight ends/o-line),
Brian Jenkins (running backs),
Ron Hudson (o line) and Mike
Ward (d-line). who is the former
BG strength and conditioning
coach.
The returnees include Tim
Beckman (d-coordinator and
recruiting coordinator). Dino
Dawson (passinggame coordinator/wide receivers) and Tim
Banks (defensive backs).
"We got ten new coaches in
1991 and we won the conference," Blackney said. "The quality
of the coaches as teachers and
leaders will make or break a
team."
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00 OFF

YOUR FAVORITE
PIZZA

Excludes other offers.

SPECIALS
LARGE

COMBO DEAL
Medium Pizza
Cheese & 1 Topping

C

Excludes other offers.
Expires KV31AM

91
M200

SMALL 10" PIZZA
Cheese & 2 Toppings

Excludes other offers.
Expires 10/31/00

$51
M1.50
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Cheese & One topping

99

2
PIZZAS
Cheese & One topping

2nd Large Pizza
ONLY S6.99

II

• limited time offer

limited time offer
no coupon necessary
additional toppings
$1.00 each (covers
both pizzas)
good from
9:00pm till close

• no coupon necessary
• additional toppings $1.00 each

BONUS COUPON

May be used with
I other offers.
I Expires 10/31/00

99*

With any
pizza
purchase
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Hockey still main concern at BG Ice house roars
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nlng percentage in those five
seasons.
Even though winning, at least
at home, is commonplace for the
Falcons, the fans seem to have
lost some interest.
Factor in the slew of subpar or
average overall seasons in the late
90s where the Falcons were 110105-15 and that the power balance in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association has shifted
enough to leave the Falcons out
of the regular mix. It might not be
hard to see why fans arent showing up. When the Falcons are
fighting for a playoff spot with the
likes of small schools like Ferris
State and Western Michigan,
while the Michigan's, Michigan
States and Notre Dames are at the
top, interest has a tendency to
drop.
Who would want to come to a
hockey game to see two underachieving teams go at it for the
right to get blown out in the playoffs? Right now, the only way the
Falcons can draw 4,000 fans Is to
play one of the big names in the
conference.
But has the interest dwindled
so much that BG can no longer be
considered a hockey school?
BG assistant coach Brian Hills,
who averaged 68 points a year for
the Falcons from 1979-80 to 82-83
said that the current Falcon mediocrity resembles the cycle he saw
in his playing days.
"I went through the same
thing." Hills says. "You can't stay
on top forever. When I came in as
a freshman, the team had just
won the CCHA and we tost some
good players. We struggled for
two years. My sophomore year,
we had one of the worst records
in the country. And then it turned
around all of a sudden. I think it's

ICE HOUSE. FROM PAGE 18

" When one program has success, it draws attention to the
other and gives great visibility to the school," he said "I
don I feel the success of other teams have taken the limelight away from hockey because the different teams at BG
don't compete against each other They can compel each
other."
PAUL KREBS, ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

the same sort of thing here. We hero, Anthony Stacey wasn't
had a good team last year and we taken in the NBA Draft and has
were close, now if we can build on about a 1 percent chance of makthe end of last season maybe we ing the league. While Mike Jones,
can get back to the top of the a BG defenseman who underachieved last year, was signed by
CCHA."
Did last year's success of the the Tampa Bay Lightning and
Men's Basketball team mark a stands a good chance to at least
change in athletic trends in the see the lights in an NHL arena.
Consider that no Bowling
University? Has Mamey Oestreng
twisted and contorted Bowling Green basketball player has ever
donned a team USA jersey,
Green into a gymnastics school?
To say that it has would be a whether it was for the Olympics,
bold statement. Figure a few an under 22 national team or the
things. There is no other major ice cream social grandma league
sport which Bowling Green has national team. And, set aside
an iota of a chance at a national Hockey's check to see if hockey is
championship. The Hockey team capitalized three Olympians,
has already won one, and with Morrow, Wells and Los Angeles
less than a small miracle, could Kings defenseman Rob Blake,
win another. They're in con- who was named the best
tention every year no matter how defenseman at the 98 games.
In 1998, current BG senior
bad their record is.
While the rest of BG's teams are Ryan Murphy was selected to the
stuck in the MAC the NCAA's USA National Junior Team, and
equivalent to the CBA and the current senior goalie Shawn
Arena League, hockey plays in the Timm was invited to try out for
CCHA, one of the four major col- the team that has launched the
lege hockey conferences in the careers of NHL stars like Chris
country, and arguably the best. Chellos. Jeremy Roenick, Mike
Now, while the MAC is the most Modano, Mike Richter and
underrated basketball confer- countless others.
Krebs doesn't think the success
ence in the country, no team has
a legitimate shot at the NCAA of basketball has detracted from
title. And, without Marshall, MAC hockey. "When one program has
football would be more laughable success, it draws attention to the
other and gives great visibility to
than Al Gore: Rodeo Clown.
Think BG Is a basketball the school," he said. "I don't feel
school? Consider that last year's the success of other teams have

taken the limelight away from
hockey because the different
teams at BG don't compete
against each other. They can
compel each other."
But the general thinking seems
to be that the hockey program
doesnl bring in the kind of players it once did. And the name
doesn't strike fear and respect in
as many opponents as it used to.
How do you solve that? Do you
make changes in the team structure? Do you build a new arena?
Do you just weather the storm
and wait for things to turn up
again?
Sure, competing with the
money and the names of the
CCHA's big schools has been a
challenge, but, whenever you
play on the national level, and
have a tradition so rich, it is
bound to continue, even with a
few down times.
Vince Guemeri, a 1999 graduate who now is now a reporter
with the Pittsburgh HeraldReview remembers his alma
mater as a hockey school.
"I've been to just about every
type of athletic event at BG,"
Guerrieri says. "But nothing compares to the night my freshman
year (1996) when BG knocked off
Michigan. The building shook,
and the roar could wake the dead.
BG will always be a hockey
school. There's still tradition, and
as the team's fortunes change, so.
too, will fan interest. I think
there's a sleeping giant that can
be awakened on campus if the
team wins a few games."
They're not far off from lighting
a match under the student body.
Today's topic is the 'is' and the
was.' Bowling Green was, and still
is. a hockey school.

and you'll see the teams at the
top Michigan (two national titles
in the 1990s. Michigan State (a
perennial powerhouse) and
Ohio State (1998 NCAA Frozen
Four) all have spacious arenas
that cater to fans, not punish
them for going to a game like the
ice house.
It's hurting the Falcons Take
the last two mediocre seasons,
not to mention the embarrassing 1997-98 worst ever eight win
season (5-12-1 record at home,
also the worst ever). It seems that
Bowling Green hockey may be
losing out on the same caliber
players that made it great for so
many years.
"It's hard to have a program
where you can say four or five
guys are going to be NHLers,"
said Falcon assistant coach Brian
Hills. "That's an extreme situation now because there are more
college teams around. From top
to bottom there is extremely
good balance in the CCHA. We
have a few players right now who
have the potential to move on
after college."
But still, you must wonder
how turned off will a recruit be
by a smelly rink that doesn't
even have a private corridor
from the ice to the dressing
rooms? By an arena where the
door to head coach Buddy
Powers' office looks like a janitors closet?
The tradition is still there,
many junior players still consider it an honor to wear the same
sweater that Rob Blake donned
before his Norris trophy as the
NHL's top defenseman, and
Ken Morrow wore before he was
a top defenseman on the 1980
Miracle on Ice USA team and
won four Stanley Cups with the
Islanders. And most players on
the Falcons roster claim to like
playing for Powers and Hills.
And, of course, BG has always
been a fun place to go to school.
So what's the problem? Could
it be that the idea of playing in

the Ice house, an old arena
which is half empty most of the
time, doesn't appeal to a kid
who's other options are Ohio
State's 20.000 seat Value City
Arena, or Michigan's Impressive,
tradition filled Yost arena?
Probably. Compared to many
rinks around the country, the Ice
House can't compete.
"What's hurting the program
is the facilities that have gone up
around the country." Hills said.
"Look at the CCHA alone and the
only schools that haven't made
improvements are Miami and
Bowling Green. Were hoping to
fix that up a little, and hope that
helps us as far as recruiting goes.
Your facility plays a factor, but
you have to make due with what
you have."
There has been talk of renovation. Some seem to think that
would solve all the ails the
Falcons.
"I think a facelift for the Ice
Arena is needed and can be
helpful to the program," said
Athletic Director Paul Krebs.
"Having a quality facility helps to
attract people to play here."
But renovating that old bag
would be like giving Bea Arthur a
makeover. How much difference
could it really make? Maybe we
should lake some of the cash
going into the new union and
invest in a new arena. Trust me,
BG Hockey's tradition would
thrive, not suffer.
In the end, the ceiling of the
Ice House will still be tow enough
to touch from the pressbox, the
dominant color will be 30 year
old white faded into a brownish
yellow, and the promise of an
enthusiastic college hockey
atmosphere when over 4,000
people file in three times a year,
won't be enough to pull the
BGSU hockey program from the
middle of the CCHA.
The Ice House era gave BG tradition. But now it's time for a
new tradition to begin.

BG Barbershop Welcome Back!
Serving Faculty, Students, and Staff for over 100 years.

Come see us for all your car care needs

4- M
I -en line Todd, Jr. Tom Snyder Dick Converse
39 years
35years
48 years

For Men* Hair
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• Look for the Banner
• Appointments &
Walk-ins Welcome

In the LeGalley Insurance Building
412 E. Wooster Suite B
(parking in rear)

Engine Repair • Tires • Exhaust
Radiator & Heater Repair • Towing
Starters & Alternators • Water Pumps
Accessories • Mufflers • Brakes
' Full Alignment Service
' We Rent Ryder Trucks HEGBJJ

352-3316

Sockman Automotive

Hours:

352-3607 or 353-1697
425 Grant

8:30-1:00 pm
8:30 - 5:30 pm
Closed
Saturday Mon.,Tue.,Thur.,Fri Wed. & Sun.

SUNDAY

COLLEGE NIGHT
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ONDAY
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.EDNESDAY
MATEUR CONTEST

Located behind Dairy Queen
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT
www.bgwoodlandmall.com
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MOVIE TIMES & LISTINGS
MOVIE REVIEWS
SPECIAL EVENTS
STORE SALES
STORE DIRECTORIES & MAP
LINK TO CORPORATE WEB SITES

VARSITY LANES
WELCOME BACK
$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT
SEPTEMBER THROUGH DECEMBER
Who:

Any college student wilh college ID

When:

Monday - Thursday,
9:00- 11:00pm

Where: Varsity Lanes -1033 S. Main St
Bowling Green OH. (352-5247)
What:

2 games bowling & shoes,
slice of pizza
& large pop
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1234 N. MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH
419-354-4447
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Price:

Only S5.00
.
per person
& drink specials
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Van De Walle likes outlook
V0OEYBAU,fR0MPAGE19

Middle-hitter
BG will miss the services of the
all-time block assist leader
Kemerer. but should stay strong
i:i the middle-hitter position.
The Falcons have an all-conference caliper player in senior
JoAnna Papageorgiou. Pop' is an
all around player with good leaping ability and a fast arm. An
ankle injury limited her playing
time last season, but she still put
up sold numbers. She averaged
close to 2.5 kills per game and
close to a block per game. 'Pop' is
one of two seniors on the Falcon
squad.
Don't count out junior Caty
Rommeck. who will get a large
portion of playing time as well.
Rommeck transferred over with
Robinson and played very well for
the Brown and Orange. Towards
the middle of the year. Rommeck
became one of BG's go to players.
She had a career high 22 kills in a
crucial victory over Akron last
season and is also a sound block er.
Red-shirt sophomore Kristin
Gamby should get some playing
time in the middle position as
well. Gamby got her first taste of
playing lime last season and with
more match experience, she will
excel her game.
Schedule outlook
BG will play a tough schedule
right off the bat. The Falcons travel to the Indiana Classic in
Bloomington Sept 1 to battle
Cincinnati, Loyola and Indiana.
All three teams made the NCAA
Tournament last year.
The early pre-conference
tournaments are set up to see a
variety of types of teams," Van De
Walle said. "Going down to IU
and seeing those three teams
right out of the gate will be a real

good challenge early."
The Falcons will follow up there
Indiana trip with two more tournaments. They will travel down to
Orlando. Florida the following
week to compete in the Central
Florida Tournament. In mid
September. BG will host it onetournament.
After a string of non-conference play the Falcons go right into
the heart of the MAC schedule.
Their first conference game will
be a rematch of last year's semifinal tournament game against
Ball State at home. One key for BG
will be to win early as most of the
early conference games will be
held at Anderson Arena. The bulk
of the Falcons MAC home games
will be held early in the season.
BG will finish out its last four regular season games on the road.
One game that should spark
some interests with Falcon fans
will be the Oct 6th game at
Western Michigan. The match
marks the return of former Falcon
Heather Murphy. Murphy, now a
Bronco, was among the nation
leaders in kills per game until she
quit midway through the 1998
season.
Newcomers
The new recruiting class is
being highly praised by Van De
Walle.
"The freshman are working
extremely hard and they are
pushing the upper classman for
starting positions,"' Van De Walle
said. "That's a nice problem to
have. I would consider this one of
the best recniiting classes that
we've had in quite a while."
Three of Van De Walle's recruits
played for the USA Michigan
Volleyball Club and the fourth
won the honor of Ohio Division
IV plajer of the year.

Gub to honor four
The Varsity BG Club, which
has membership of over 550 former Bowling Green State
University letterwinners, will
recognize four people as part of
their annual Varsity BG Day
activities on Saturday. Sept. 9
during the BG - Pittsburgh football game.
The honorees include Jim
Whittaker '49. who is being honored as the Golden Letterman;
Bob Hill 72 as the Silver
Letterman; and Bill & Helen
Lloyd as the
Honorary
Letterwinners.
The honorary award is presented annually to someone
who has made significant contributions to Falcon athletics, but is
not a letterwinner. The silver
award is presented annually to a
letterwinner who graduated at
least 25 years ago. but after 1949.
The golden award goes to a letterman who graduated at least
50 years ago.
Jim Whittaker was a four-year
track letterwinner (1946-49)
graduating in 1949 with a degree
in education and In 1951 with a
master's degree. He was a pole
vaulter and set the track and
school mark at 12-feet 10 3/4
inches in 1948. Whittaker also
helped as an assistant coach for
football and basketball. He and
liis wife, Frances, reside in Flint.
Michigan.
Hill earned six letters from
1969-71 at BGSU (three each in
basketball and baseball). He
scored 125 points during his basketball career, and played 100
games with the baseball team

driving in 56 runs. As a junior, he
led the team with 28 hits. 23 RBI
and six home runs. Hill spent
two seasons as the graduate
assistant basketball coach at
BGSU after graduation and two
seasons as a full-time assistant.
He had stints as an assistant
coach at Pittsburgh and Kansas
in the collegiate ranks and the
New York Knicks, Indiana Pacers
and Orlando Magic in the NBA.
Hill has also served as the head
coach of the Yakima Sun Kings of
the CBA and the New York
Knicks. Indiana Pacers, and San
Antonio Spurs in the NBA. He
was a color commentator for
Turner Broadcasting before
being named to his current post,
head coach at Fordham
University, in July 1999.
Bill and Helen (Morrow) Lloyd
both graduated from BGSU in
1948 and have been avid supporters of Falcon athletics for
more than 50 years. Eventhough
"home" for the Lloyd's is West
Unity, Ohio, about 50 miles from
Bowling Green, they travel to
campus about three times each
week for meetings and athletic
contests. All three of their sons
received degrees from BGSU.
Helen devoted 30 years to a
teaching career and is widelyknown through her puppeteering. Bill is a retired vice president
and treasurer of Winzeler
Stamping Co. and currently
serves as secretary-treasurer at
Herbson Manufacturing. They
earned the Community Service
Award from the BGSU Alumni
Association in 1999.
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BACK FROM CHILE: Falcon forward Len Matlea, 14, watches
his shot against Eastern Michigan last winter. Matela and the
Falcons netted a 1 -5 record in their summer trip to Chile.

Nadia
Bedricky,
from
Rochester Hills, is a two time allleague, area metro selection from
Rochester Adams High School in
Michigan. She made third team
all-state last year and will challenge at the right side position.
Susie Norris is a 5-foot 10-inch
left-side hitter who could find
some playing time immediately
for BG. Norris played under former Falcon player and coach
Wendy Watkins. Teaman for the
Toledo Club Volleyball Team.
While playing for Hopewell
Louden High School in Bascom,
Norris earned all-state honors
and was named the Ohio Division
IV player of the year.
Bridget Protas will give BG
more size at the middle-hitter
position. The 6-foot 1 -inch Protas
from Holly High School in Holly,
Michigan was an all-league and
region selection. Protas was abo a
member of the USA Michigan
Volleyball Club.
Sara Sikorski comes from the
same alma mater as teammate
Caty Rommeck at Henry Ford II
High School in Sterling Heights,
Mighigan. Sikorski will challenge
Becker for a position at setter.
Along with beinga member of the
USA Michigan Volleyball Club,
she made the all-district team.
BG also has two new fresh faces
on the coaching staff. The Falcons
hired former Thomas Morse
coach James Neyhouse as assistant coach. She helped lead
Thomas Morse to its seventh
NCAA Division III birth in its last
nine seasons last year.
Pesorda has also joined the
Falcon coaching staff. Pesorda,
the all-time leading assist leader
at a non-setter position also
coaches the men's club volleyball
team.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
SEE US FOR YOUR CYCLING NEEDS!
•20% off all excesories
• 10-15% off all bikes
•1 Year free service with all bike purchases
Offer Expires 9/2/00

181 S. Main St. 353-BIKE
Just two doors South of Kaufmans
SALES & SERVICE SINCE 1939
www.bikebg.com
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after this, the corporate
ladder will be a piece of

ARTICLE AND BRIEFS
CAN BE FOUND AT BGSUFALCONS.COM FOR
THE MOST UPDATED BG
SPORTING NEWS AND
NOTES.
In the course of facing challenges like this, you'll learn

Football
•BG and ESPN Regional television reached an agreement,
which will result in three additional Falcon football games airing on
television this fall. The addition of
the three games - Pittsburgh
(Sept. 9). Temple (Sept. 16) and
Marshall (Nov. 4) - brings the total
of televised Falcon football games
to five.
The Falcons' season opener at
Michigan (Sept. 2) and the regular-season finale at Toledo (Nov.
22) already have been scheduled
for television broadcast
• Tickets are still available for
the Michigan game. They can be
ordered by calling 372-0000 and
will cost $35.
Men's basketball
•The BG Men's basketball team
completed their trip to Chile by
compiling a 1-5 record.
Junior guard Keith McLeod was
named to the All-Tournament
team after leading the entire tournament in scoring.
The Brown and Orange's only
win came in their opener Aug. 11
when they defeated the Club
Sokol 86-67. Six Falcons hit for
double figures and were led by
McLeod. who netted 22. Junior
forward Len Matela chipped in
with 14.
Women's soccer
•The Falcons were defeated by
the Michigan Hawks, a club team,
4-3 Aug. 19. BG received goals
from sophomore Jill Conover and
two from senior Jamie Eshleman.
Sophomore Erika Flanders and
freshmen Ashley Beel split time in
goal. Their season begins today in
the Kent Classic (Kent, Ohio)
when the Falcons face St.
Bonaventure at 2 p.m.
Men's soccer
•BG started the 2000 season off
on the right foot by defeating
Christian Brothers University 1-0
Aug. 20th. Junior Detrick
Matthews scored the lone goal for
the Falcons, who open their season against the University of
Cincinnati Sunday. Aug. 27 at 5:30
pm.
Men's golf
• BG golfer Chris Kucera placed
sixth at last week's Canadian
Junior Championship held at the
Crown Isle Resort and Golf
Community in Courtenay, British
Columbia. Kucera had an opening
round 69 and finished the 72-hole
tournament with a 291. eight
strokes
behind
champion
Michael Metji.

how to think on your feet. Stay cool under pressure. Take
charge. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. You'll find there's
nothing like a little climbing to help prepare you for
getting to the top.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
BGSU Army ROTC
For Information Call 372-2476

Records T^pes
Cocrtpacl Discs

410-353-3.

• I\o Coupons
• No Selection
• No Ambience
• No Class
•No Taste
• No Good
Looking
Employees

We Sell Both Kinds Of Music:

Rock A Roll
143 EAST WOOSTER ST.
DOWNTOWN HG

353-3555
We Pay CASH For Your Used. But

Not Abused, CDs, Ips and
.Tapes!!!
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Reds take out Phillies behind Casey's strong hitting
By toe Kay
AP SPORTS WRITER

CINCINNATI - Omar Daal
stumbled on the bases, let a
popup drop in front of him and
became the first 15-game loser in
The majors as the Cincinnati Reds
beat the Philadelphia Phillies 8-3
Thursday.
The first matchup of M-game
losers since 1992 turned on little
things instead of big hits, and the
Reds did more of them right
Sean Casey had a pair of sacrifice flies off Daal (3-15) and the
Reds scored two more runs on
grounders as they overcame a
two-run first Inning off Steve

Parris (8-14). Casey added a tworun homer In the eighth off Jason
Boyd.
The Reds won for only the third
time in 10 games and finished
another discouraging homestand
at 3-4. They've gone 5-11 at home
since July 24, squashing their
hopes of catching SL Louis in the
NL Central.
The Reds are the only team In
the majors with a losing record at
home (31 -34) and a winning road
record (31-30).
Ken Griffey Jr. got his second
day off this season as manager
Jack IVtcKeon rested another one
of his regulars. Shortstop Barry

Larkin was out of the starting
lineup Wednesday.
The last time two 14 game
losers faced each other was Oct 1,
1992. when Milwaukee's Bill
Wegman (12 14) threw a 10
inning complete game to beat
Seattle's Erik Hanson (8 17) in The
Kingdome7-2.
Daal didn't gel much help from
a defense that turned 10 double
plays during the four-game
series. Shortstop Alex Arias let
Benlto Santiago's potential double-play grounder bounce off
him for an error in the third, setting up a pair of unearned runs.
Daal had a few misplays of his

own He and catcher Tom Prince
looked at each other while Dante
Bichette's popup dropped
between them midway to the
mound in the second inning for a
single.
Daal also got thrown out at
third to undercut a rally in the
fourth. He singled with one out
and rounded second too far after
Bobby Abreu singled to center.
Daal stood Indecisively until
Brian Hunter threw into second,
then stumbled as he belatedly
headed for an easy out at third.
Daal gave up eight hits and five
runs — three earned — in six
innings. Since coming to the

WELCOME BACK

We pay cash for your books
year round!

had three singles and a double
Notes: In his first five career
games batting leadoff, Abreu has
gone 8-for-19 with seven walks....
The Phillies haven't won three
games in a row since they completed a five-game streak on July
5.... Philadelphia finished its trip
3-4. The Phillies havent had a
winning trip since the first week
injury.... Bichette hasn't homered
since July 23. a span of 105 at
bats.... Chris Stynes went 0-for-3,
ending his hitting streak at seven
games. ... Juan Castro is 4-for-5
career off Daal with a double and
a triple.

LF COURSE

Bee Gee
Book Store
NEW & USED
TEXTBOOKS

Phillies as part of the Curt
Schilling trade on July 26, he has
gone 1-5 in six starts with a 6.62
ERA.
Parris, a victim of poor run support much of the season (2.4 per
game), gave up nine hits and two
runs in 6 2-3 innings, overcoming
a shaky first inning. Doug
Glanville, Scott Rolen and Travis
Lee hit consecutive doubles for a
2-0 lead.
Parris has won his last three
starts, giving up only three runs in
20 2-3 innings.
Glanville also had a single in
five at-bats and extended his hitting streak to 11 games. Abreu

.^o* Semester on <he Righf
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
BGSU STUDENT FALL SEASON
$70^

RUSH HOURS
Starting Aug. 27
Sunday
llam-6pm
Monday & Tuesday
8:30am-8pm

Large Selection of BGSU
Imprinted Sportswear
and Other BGSU

Wednesday &
Thursday
9am-8pm

Imprinted Items.

Friday
9am-6pm

Large Selection of

Saturday
9am-5pm

Posters, Dorm Supplies,
School & Art Supplies,
Greeting Cards & Gifts,
Computer Supplies and
Much, Much More!!!

Sunday
12pm-5pm

STUDENT DAILY GREEN FEE
ON THE WEEKDAY
18 HOLES - $11M
9 HOLES - $8°°
STUDENT DAILY GREEN FEE
ON THE WEEKEND
18 HOLES - $13M
9 HOLES - $10°°
BGSU STUDENT? MUST PRESENT CURRENT
VALIDATION AND PICTURE I.D. FOR
STUDENT RATES.

PLEASE CALL IN ADVANCE
TO RESERVE A TEE TIME,

352-GOLF

Wanted! Urgent!
♦ Help a first year BGSU student to grow
♦ Receive undergraduate or graduate course credit
(or volunteer)
♦ Build your resume in a way that makes a difference |
♦ Develop skills and insights—and have a GREAT time
doing it!
♦ Serve your community

Monday
(Labor Day)
12pm-7pm

♦ Get to know super people
Work with a first year student in Springboard to
develop skill in Communication, Analysis, Problem
Solving, Judgment Self Assurance, and
Leadership.

Tuesday
9am-7pm

MasterCard

1121K. Wwster Street • Across

sssa

Way-Friday Darn - 5:30p • Saturday !)am - 5pm

Springboard builds important life skills! Help a
student to move beyond knowledge, to being able
to do what they learned. Your commitment will be
for just this semester-this could be the most
enjoyable course you'll ever take.
Be a Springboard Coach!
For info, or to "sign in" call 372-9439

W

or e-mail spring@bgnetbgsu.edu
Thank-you!

Springboard
I Bowling Green Stale University
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Store/

ALL YOUR SCHOOL
SUPPLIES IN STOCK! FROM GROCERIES, TO HARDWARE,
FURNITURE, CLOTHING, PLANTS ... AND SO MUCH MORE!
B

Students, pick up your Meijer
coupon card at the store and
take advantage of:

*^;5tf?3SFREE
7VB
T
GAS-,
OFF

ALL GIFT CARDS

• 20% OFF CD & Cassette storage racks

202?o
Off

S400
I off

$050
m»m

10S

28$
GIFT CARDS

GIFT CARDS

• $5 OFF Electric Fans

rrf—

scoo
Woff

• BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
24 exposure film

n'l'i'i'iai

FREE

• AND SO MUCH MORE!

$500
SOS
GIFT CAHOS

i~"

*59°

$

10SP

100s
GIFT CARDS

S

5S°

WOMEN .
JEANS

MEN'S
JEANS

REGISTER TO WIN 19" TV/VCR COMBO

MEIJER

Visit Meijer on the Internet! 9 www.meijer.com

2111 East Wooster
Cross Over the 1-75 BridgeJust One Mile From Campus
'i

1-75
w-*-
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MEIJER
Meijer Gas

Wooster
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FRIDAY
GODZILLA: New
Godzilla2K movie
proves just as
entertaining as
previous Godzilla
movies; PAGE 28

August 25,
2000

vnvw.bgnews.com/now
BOWLINE GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
VOLUME 90 ISSUE 1

Summer
hot,
movies
not

WHAT'S

UP?
RESTAURANTS

i

EASYSTREET: 104 S. Main,
good food in a bar-like atmosphere.

JAMES
ELDRED
NOW Writer

AZTEC: Offers a variety of
Mexican foods.

Who likes to see someone gel
killed by an erect penis?
That seemed to be the question that Hollywood was asking
us moviegoers this summer, and
we seem to be answering with a
resounding I do! as a series of
truly disgusting films made their
rounds at the box-office. The. amount of obscene and disgusting acts seen in this summer's"Scary Movie", like volcanoes of
semen, a cross-dressing gym
teacher and her/his revealing
underwear and the previously
mentioned death by phallic,
make previous gross-out films
like "American Pie" seem as
wholesome as a Disney movie.
For comedies, the rule this summer was definitely to be as overthe-top as possible, a trend that is
likely to continue for at least a few
more years.
Of course something this summer had to be over-the-top,
because many of the action
movies of the summer were anything but. There was "Mission: Impossible 2" which tried too
hard to be a lames Bond movie
and not hard enough to be a lohn
Woo movie and "Gone In 60
Seconds" which peaked during
its opening credits. Even "Shaft"
was a bit of a let-down, sure it
was cool, but it should have been
a lot cooler, luckily this looks lo
be a franchise series for
Paramount, so there Ls always
next summer. And of course, if
you are talking about bad summer mr 's, one has to bring up
the epic-of-crap that was
"Battlefield Earth" a film so bad
that anything short of a "Pulp
Fiction 2" probably would not
save Travolta's career. The only
good thing about "Battlefield
Earth" is that we are definitely
never going to see a sequel for it.
On the upside, there were a few
movies released this summer that
we will want to see sequels for,
the best being "X-Men." The only
film in the summer that exceeded
its expectations, it was without a
doubt the best comic book movie
since the original "Batman" film
from 1989. It was also one of the
only summer movies that met
with critical acclaim and massive
popularity, grossing over $150
million to date. Expect part two
by 2002.
Equally surprising was Jackie
Chan's "Shanghai Noon" the first
American film he has made that
felt like his older, insanityfilled. Hong Kong epics of
painful fights and amazing
stunts. In it, we saw lackie
use everything as a weapon,
from trees and horseshoes
to his co-star Lucy Liu
(Would that be Lucy Liu
Fu?) This film may not
have been the best of the
summer, but it was definitely the funniest, and
was able to go toe-to-toe
with "Mission: Impossible 2," an
amazing feat.
Another star that has been big
in Asia for years returned to
America this year with a movie
that was just as fun as "Shanghai
Noon" and three times as stupid.
Of course, I am talking about
Godzilla and his first foray in
American theaters in 15 years
with "Godzilla 2000." The last
time us Americans were treated
with a traditional Godzilla movie
was with "Godzilla 1985" and a
lot has changed since then, especially the special effects. While
Godzilla is still nothing more than
nnn
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SAM B's 146 N. Main, offers a
more formal dinning experience.
BW3:176 E. Wooster. offers a
range of finger foods from
their famous Buffalo Wings to
hearty sandwiches.
BOB EVANS: 1726 E. Wooster,
offers homemade, traditional
family food in a traditional,
family environment
CAMPUS POLUYES: 440 E.
Court, pizza delivery along
with great stuffed breadsticks.
CAMPUS QUARTERS: 1414 E.
Wooster, offers a bar atmosphere for students.
CHI CHI'S: 1616 E. Wooster,
offers a variety of Mexican
foods for students.
SCREAM: (above) In the movie Scream 2, which is a play off the urban legend "The Killer Upstairs," is set on a college campus,
(below) In Scream, Drew Barrymore's character gets a call from a killer on the other line.

CORNER GRILL 200 N. Main.
for the late night appetite
after a night of drinking.
FRICKERS: 1720 E. Wooster,
great greasy food in a bar-like
atmosphere.

Hollywood has recently been using
college campuses for urban legend
movies to target young audiences

JUNCTION: HON. Main, good
food in a bar-like atmosphere.
MR. SPOTS: 125 E. Court, good
food with fast drivers.

Riirtil on

MYLE'S PIZZA: 516 E.
Wooster, great pizza and
speedy service.
PAGLIAISPIZZA:945S. Main,
offers pizza delivery.
PISANELLO'S PIZZA: 203 N
Main, offers pizza delivery.
RANCH STEAK AN0 SEAFOOD:
1544 E. Wooster, good food in
family atmosphere.

BARS
EASYSTREET: Offers a variety
of music and live entertainment for students 19 years
and older.

ByJeflHindenach
C D1T0K-1N-CHICF

A college student goes to a
party. He's drinking, dancing,
enjoying himself. Then he meets
the most beautiful girl in the
world. They mingle, drink some
more and she invites him back to
her room. The next thing he
knows, he
wakes up in a
bathtub full
of ice.
Written on the
mirror are the
words "Call the
Police or you
will die!" He
realizes that
there are two
incisions in his
back, and both of his
kidneys have been removed.
This urban legend, a popular
one around college campuses, is
just one of the legends brought to
life in the new "Urban Legends 2:
The Final Cut" movie
With the upcoming release of
the movie, it is apparent
Hollywood is looking more and
more toward the eerieness of the
urban legend to draw a crowd.
And along with using the legends of old, they also seem to be

using college campuses as locations for these legends to come
alive.
Recently releases such as "Dead
Man's Curve," "Dead Man on
Campus," "Scream 2" and even
"Goodwill Hunting" are all college-based movies with popular
urban legends, that have been circulating for years, as their story
lines. What draws Hollywood to
these legends?
"Since the darkening days of fall
are often associated with college,
there is a mystery and danger
involved that lends itself to the
drama, and rush, of horror films,"
Simon Bronner, a leading folklorist and author of "Piled I ligher
and Deeper," a book about college
urban legends, said. "And there is
an undertone of sexual energy
coupled with vulnerability, especially by women, and an image of
youthful innocence and beauty,
on campuses, that Hollywood
often exploits."
Many folklorists agree with
Bronner in that Hollywood is taking the college campus approach
because it adds to the drama of
the film, not because it has anything to do with the legends. Ian
MOVIES, PAGE 26

CANDYMAN, CANDYMAN. CANOYMAN: Candyman is a popular movie
based on an urban legend.

UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN: Uptown
offers music and dancing for
students 18 years and older
and Downtown offers those
students 21 years an older a
more subdued atmosphere.
TUXES: Tuxes offers music
and dancing for students 18
years and older.
KAMIKAZEE'S: Kamikazee's
offers music and dancing for
students 18 years and older.
MARK'S PUB: Mark's Pub
offers dancing and music for
students 21 and older.
BRAUTHAUS: Brauthaus offers
those students 21 years an
older a more subdued atmosphere.
HOWARD'S: Howard's offers
those students 21 years an
older a more subdued atmosphere.
SKYBAR: Skybar offers music
and dancing for students 18
years and older and a Tiki bar
outside during the warmer
season.
TROTTERS: Howard's offers
those students 21 years an
older a more subdued atmosphere.

NOW MOVIES & GAMES
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Movies fall short
for summer
COLUMN, FROM PAGE 25

a man in a suit, he has gotten a
digital facelift, with computer
effects surrounding the monster
throughout the film. The result is
a film that looks great, although
cheesy.
The best film of the summer
was not cheesy at all, but instead
was a dramatic action-epic that
Hollywood hardly ever makes
anymore, Ridley Scott's awesome
"Gladiator." featuring some of
the best action sequences in
recent memory as well as at least
one performance that will gamer
award nominations later this
year, "Gladiator" had everything
a great summer movie needs;
non-stop action, a great story, an

incredibly evil villain (played
superbly by loaquin Pheonix)
and even some humor.
Finally, a film worth an honorable mention is The Cell."
Original and technically groundbreaking, its remarkable images
help make up for a plot that
seems like it was ripped out of a
movie on Lifetime. The film's
sequences inside the mind of the
killer equally combine images
from Marilyn Manson videos,
H.R. Giger paintings and images
that seemed to be riped from the
depths of hell. It may not have
been the best movie of the summer, but it was the most inventive, and certainly ended a very
lackluster summer on a high
note.

D

The average life span
- of a major league
baseball is 5-7 pitches!
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Help Wanted!!
&GSU StudentsWanted to fill positions
immediately at University Dining Services/.'
Need some quick cash for the weekend? Why
not consider a job in University Dining Services?
Starting wage is $6.20 per hour, with the potential
to earn over $2000 in your FIRST semester!
Make a work schedule that revolves around
your class schedule. University Dining Services
also welcomes students interested in a Federal
Work Study Program.

Call or stop into any Dining
Center for an application.

DTNTO

SERVICES

Commons
Founders
McDonald
The Galley
Kreischer

372-2563
372-2781
372-2771
372-2776
372-2825

Teens targeted in urban legend movies
MOVIES. FROM PAGE 25

the film, not because it has anything to do with the legends. Ian
Brunvand, another leading folklorist and author of several books
on urban legends, is disturbed by
this because it twists the legends
in ways they weren't intended to
be.
"The writers were not very creative. They took the easy way out
in having a creepy professor
teaching a sort of scary course on
a campus where it seemed to be
night and raining most of the
time," he said. "It also allowed
them to make a few nods at UL
scholarship by having the professor bring in books, send students
to the library, etc They exploited
the legends with a campus twist,
or those that could be bent that
way."
Victoria Simmons, a folklore
professor at UCLA, seems to
think the college background has
a lot to do with current culture
trends and marketing ploys.
"Keep in mind the economics
of the entertainment industry,
and the recent glut of movies
aimed at youth, especially slasher movies such as "Scream" and
"I Know What You Did Last
Summer," Simmons said. "Urban
Legend" is part of this trend. Just
as "Scream" has people acting
out incidents from old slasher
films that have become part of
the common culture, "Urban
Legend" also has its killer acting
out commonly shared cultural
possessions, in this case legends.
Basically, "Urban Legend" is
"Scream" with urban legends as
its gimmick, set on a campus

LEGENDS: (above) In the movie 'Good Will Hunting,' which is based on the urban legend about the college student solving an impossible math problem, Matt Damon's character falls for Minnie Driver charcter.

because it targets a young audience."
Another disadvantage that
folklorists see in taigeting this
audience with these movies is
the fear that someone will try to
copycat something they see in
these movies. According to
Michael Preston, a folklore professor at the University of
Colorado at Boulder, folklorists
call this ostention. which is "a
well known phenomenon, but
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but usually, the perpetrators
were either drunk, high or
demented."
With Hollywood targeting
audiences, folklorists believe that
the threat of ostention grows,
especially when those audiences
are younger.
"Film and television are powerful influences, particularly for
youth," Bronner said 'But how
much copycating will occur is
difficult to say."
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"Urban Legends" pushes it to an
extreme."
Brunvand points out that
although some call it copycating,
ostention is not the same
because most legends never
started with a crime to copy.
"During the 'lights out' scare,
some police departments worried about copycat crimes, but I
felt that there had never been a
crime to copy," he said. "People
have microwaved small animals,
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^Godzilla 2000' good for laughs
New lizard movie
brings back old tradidtions, but shows
decades old effects
I

lames Eldred

;

MOD WRITER

5 There are three kinds of bad
ijiovies. Movies so bad you
is'ishc.l you walked out of
halfway through, movies you
JJd walk out halfway through
Id movies that you began
iking jokes at the screen
thin (he first five seconds,
odzilla 2000," the 23rd in the
ries about everyone's favorite
iioactive lizard, fits this last
tegory. Sure it is one of the
viorst movies of the year, but I
ifyed every minute of it and I
vfrant to see it again.
The film begins in, of course,
lapan, as the "Godzilla
Prediction Network" which
consists of a single father and
his annoying girl warn a
reporter that Godzilla should
be emerging out of the water
any minute to destroy a nearby
city. They know this because
they have detected the plasma
iri the atmosphere and

matched it with tremors on
Earth.
Yeah, I didn't know what it
meant either, but that is really
not the point. What is the point
is that they were right and
Godzilla comes running out of
the ocean (complete with boat
in mouth) and begins to tear
this poor little Japanese town to
shreds. Buildings are destroyed,
power grids explode and thousands of Japanese citizens run
for their lives. Good stuff.
At about the same time, a
group of scientists discover a
giant rock deep in the ocean
that holds a vast amount of
power. So, they raise it from the
bottom of the ocean using
giant balloons (that is right,
giant balloons) only to discover
it is not a giant rock, but a
sunken alien spaceship that
wants to destroy them all. To
me, this spaceship looked
identical to the alien ship in
1986s "Flight Of The
Navigator," but that is beside
the point. Soon, a monster
gang war of sorts begins as
Godzilla and the spaceship,
which later morphs into one
ugly alien, fight over the turf
that is downtown Tokyo. So, in
short, "Godzilla 2000 "is just
like "West Side Story" minus

THE WELLNESS CONNECTION
At Bowling Green State University
•Health Resource Library
•Alcohol and Drug
Counseling

the forbidden love and the
musical numbers.
This was without a doubt
one of the stupidest films I
have seen in years, and I loved
every minute of it. I loved the
fact that, in horribly dubbed
voices, the characters said
things like 'Great Ceaser's
Ghost!" and "Gotten Himmel"
when encountering the giant
lizard for the first time. I loved
that there was such an agency
known as the "Godzilla
Prediction Network." I loved
that the voice of the evil scientist sounded like an evil John
Wayne and I especially loved
the special-effects, which
incorporated state-of-the-art
computer-generated imagery
with classic "man in rubber
suit" technology.
That is right, while there has
been over 20 "Godzilla" films
over the course of 46 years, the
special-effects have progressed
about five years. Unlike the
Americanized Godzilla of 1998,
this Godzilla is nothing more
than a guy in a big rubber suit,
not a forgettable computer creation, which is one of just
many reasons why "Godzilla
2000" is vastly superior to that
piece of garbage. Almost everyone knows what the classic

Godzilla looks like, and it is
good to see him back. The
makers of the American
Godzilla film also tried to give a
sense of reason to Godzilla's
rampages, saying he (who
ended up being a she) was
actually just trying to find a
place to lay her eggs. How cute.
Here, Godzilla jumps out of the
water, trashes his tail on some
buildings, destroys the city's
source of power of reasons that
only Godzilla knows, jumps
back in, cracks open a six-pack
of plutonium and calls it a
night, and that is the way it
should be.
Comparing these two films
could be a way to compare
Japanese and American popular culture, not just moviemaking styles. In America,
Godzilla movies are just big,
dumb, monster movies, where
a big rubber lizard terrorizes
fiberglass cities. In Japan, he is
a film institution, a reptilian
"Rocky" of sorts, so it is of no
surprise that at one point in the
film, a character emotes,
"There's a little Godzilla in us
all!"
That must cause some godGODZILLA: Godzi la destroys a city in Japan during the movie
awful heartburn.
Godzilla 2000.'
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'Hollow Man' plot as
transparent as Bacon
leftMcGirmis
HOW WRITER

You often hear the phrase "a
roller coaster ride" in association with summer blockbusters, no matter how good or
exciting the actual film is. Well,
here we have one instance
where the comparison is accurate. In this summer season,
"Hollow Man" is a lot like a
roller coaster. It has moments
that will drop your jaw,
moments that will have you on
the edge of your seat and
moments of truly eye-popping
visuals. Sure, once it is over, it
fades from the memory and
allows you to analyze weak
points in its construction. But
as it is happening, man, what a
ride.
"Hollow Man" features the
best depiction of invisibility
I've ever seen in a movie. From
the early films inspired by H.G.
Wells' classic book "The
Invisible Man," to the higherbudgeted and more contemporary "Memoirs of an
invisible Man," the concept of
a person who cannot be seen
has fascinated moviemakers.
However, more often than not,
their efforts at capturing that
fascination on film have been
less than successful. Usually,
we can see the wires, spot the
trickery and get distracted by
the attempt, rather than
enthralled by the events.
In "Hollow Man," I was
enthralled. There is a point in

the film after, the lead character, Seoastian (played by Kevin
Bacon) is turned invisible, that
a mask of latex is made for his
face so that the others can see
where he is. Eyeholes are cut
out of it, creating tunnels of
vision into the mask. Such is
the detail of the film that when
Sebastian passes in front of a
light, we can see the light
reflected through the back of
the mask and through the eyeholes. I don't know why, but
this effect fascinated me.
Whenever he was on screen, I
was looking at that effect. I
tried to catch the filmmakers in
a mistake, a moment where the
illusion would be dropped and
the figurative wires could be
seen. There never was one.
If only the story of "Hollow
Man" was on par with its special effects, we could have had
a classic here. The story, as it is,
is just standard pretty predictable tale of a mad scientist
and horror. But the effects are
so powerful and so impressive
that, for once, the story takes a
back seat. We are watching an
invisible man, and we can't
take our eyes off of him (pun
intended).
As the film opens, Sebastian
Caine, a brilliant scientist
working on a secret government project, has just cracked
an important problem in his
experiments. He and his team
are working on the secret of
invisibility, and have experimented successfully on

numerous animals, but have
yet to be able to make any of
them visible again. Cain finally
solves the problem and they
rematerialize a gorilla, the first
of numerous bravura effects
sequences.
Then, Caine, fearful that the
government will take his project away from him, decides
not to inform his higher-ups of
his accomplishment, and proceeds into human testing on
himself. His staff, which
includes Linda (Elisabeth
Shue), an ex-lover, and Matt
(losh Brolin), her secret current
lover, inject him with his formula, and he becomes invisible. Then, a problem emerges,
as he is somehow unable to rematerialize, and after numerous days of invisibility, it begins
to effect his mind, and not positively.
More than that you need not
know, as you probably have
already guessed at the rest of
the story, and you are probably
right. But the story isn't really
the point. It is the clothesline
on which to hang the effects.
But, man alive, what effects.
Director Paul Verhoeven,
intense as always, has not
cheated the audience with
half-hearted visuals and
unconvincing long shots, he
puts his invisible man nght in
plain view, like a card magician
daring you to figure out the
secrets. The sequences where
subjects are injected with the
re-materialization formula,

OPERATION: Elizabeth Shue's charcter in the movie 'Hollow Man' injects an invisibility liquid into
Kevin Bacon to see the results.
where we watch the liquid as it
courses through the veins, into
the heart, and slowly but surely
into other organs, provide
some of the most wicked-cool
visuals in recent history.
As important as good story
and characters are to filmmaking, they (like any flaw in the
arts) can be forgiven if you satisfy in your audience some
other requirement. And audiences love to be astounded.
"Hollow Man" is not great cinema, does not feature revolutionary performances (save,
perhaps from Bacon, who creates a pretty complete character even without being seen a
lot of the time) and does not
really have a lasting impact.
But if you are looking for a
great cinematic coaster ride,
there is none better.

INVISIBLE: Kevin Bacon plays the invisible man, and can only be
seen when wearing a mask.
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Silver River Cafe (opens Sept. 6)
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| 'The Cell' offers world
j of amazing visuals
Lopez travels through the minds of a comma stricken child and a schizophreniic killer to save the lives of the child and a drowning victim.
left McGinnis
NOW WRITER

CHAINS: Vincent D'Onofrio plays Carl Stargher, a disturbed schizophrenic killer who likes his women as dolls and his body suspended from chains.

One of the wonders of
moviemaking is its ability to
take the audience to whole
other worlds, to transport them
to new places and show them
things they have never seen or
even conceived of. It does not
happen as often as it could the constraints of Hollywood
budgets and filmmakers' imaginations see to that - but when
it does, that other world can be
a wonder to behold. "Dark
City" and its vast metropolis in
the sky. The Matrix" and its
fields of human gardens. "What
Dreams May Come" and its
freshly painted heaven.
And now, "The Cell," a powerful and disturbing film featuring some of the most eyepopping visuals in recent
memory - all of which take
place inside a human mind. I
will admit, I was skeptical
about this material from the
moment I saw the first preview...from what I can tell, My
mind does not get a huge special effects budget like that. But
as the actual film started, my
issues with the concept were
swept away in a tidal wave of
wonder at the sheer magnitude
of the visuals I was seeing.
What an amazing work of
imagination this film's settings
are.
As the film opens, Catherine
(Jennifer Lopez), a child psychologist, is making the latest
of many attempts to communicate with a litlle boy named
Edward, who is in a coma. She
does this through a revolutionary form of technology which

LOPEZ: Jennifer Lopez travels through the minds of a killer and a child in the newly released movie,
The Cell'.
rules, per se. We also underlate. Catherine informs them
allows her to transport her
that the mind of a schizomind into his, and relate to it
stand that a girl's life is on the
phrenic would be a difficult
on his level. Edward's mind is
line, and that the clock is tickplain to navigate - there would
visualized as a vast desert, and
ing. As a result, we accept the
be no difference between fanshe meets with him there, tryfilm's unique universe, and
ing to bring him out of his con- tasy and reality, no basis in the
allow ourselves to get caught
natural world to keep yourself
dition by communicating with
up in the story.
grounded. She agrees to try,
him. The experiments have
Lopez makes it easy to do
however, and enters Stargher's
reached a stalemate, and
that - she crafts a character that
mind.
Edward's parents begin to talk
is immensely identifiable, and
As thus begins the film's
about pulling the plug, unconallows us to relate to her on a
most amazing sequences, feavinced that any progress is
human level, as she is conturing some of the most starbeing made.
ding and mind-bending visuals vinced that she can help
Meanwhile, the FBI (lead by
ever seen on screen. In
an agent played by Vince
Stargher at the same time she
Stargher's mind, he is visualVaughn) is hot on the trail of a
can save the girl. Vaughn, as
serial killer (Vincent D'Onofrio) ized as both a small, frightened the FBI agent, is equally engagboy and a large, king-like monwho has killed at least seven
ing, and D'Onofrio, as the killer,
ster, ruling his own kingdom
women by drowning them in
is simultaneously horrifying
and doing whatever he sees fit.
the past few years. They learn
and
sympathetic, even as he
Some of the visuals are literally
that he has taken another vicalmost impossible to describe - appears in some of the most
tim before they locate his locabizarre disguises imaginable.
there are twisted city scenes,
tion...where they find him
Pure imagination in cinema
bizarre gardens and fountains,
comatosed from an attack of
is one of our rarest commodia magnificent throne room
schizophrenia. Videos portray
ties. So many movies nowadays
wherein Stargher's cape is so
the killer as he puts his victims
huge, it overhangs the room
in a horrible death chamber
come merely as re-assembled
which fills with water automat- and peels back as he moves
parts of their betters, with as
ically after 40 hours. Thus, they forward ...amazing stuff.
little effort made as possible in
And what is all the more
have little time to find and save
the journey to the screen. As
her, and their one lead as to her amazing is that the incredible
such, when a truly original
and unusual visuals are not
location cannot even be comwork appears, it feels almost
there only for their own sake municated with. Unless...
they actually help contribute to like a breath of fresh air. "The
And thus the FBI takes the
Cell" is such a film. Make no
a comprehensible and underkiller, named Carl Stargher, to
Catherine's medical center and standable story. We understand mistake - this movie is unique,
bizarre, disorienting and unsetasks if she can go into his mind that what we are seeing is a
tling. It is also, in large part, a
creation of a killer's imaginaand try to discern the victim's
masterpiece.
tion, and that there are no
whereabouts before it is too
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SESSIONS

1103 Offenhauer West
3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Fall Semester 2000
BfiSU EMCATIOK ABROAD PROGRAMS
Travel Grant Money is Available to Study Abroad
The Education Abroad Office of BCSU invites study abroad
proposals from undergraduate students who wish to go
abroad during Spring 2001.
Proposal forms can be picked up at the Center for
International Programs (1106 Offenhauer West) starting
August 28, 2000. For more information, call 372-0479.
Deadline: September 29, 2000
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Education Abroad Fair - Thursday, October 5
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Saddlemire Student Services Forum
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'The Replacements' typical sports flick about
underdog team, lots of laughs for football fans
JetfMcGinnis
NOW WRITER

It is a personal bias, I know,
but I have a weakness for
underdog sports movies.
Whether they are dramatic, like
"Hoosiers," or comedic, like
"Major League," or "Necessary
Roughness," I tend to give
them a bit more leeway than I
usually do. Maybe it is the part
of me that sympathizes for the
ones who never get the glory,
as we all do. All I know is, as
your typical sports Hick reaches
its inevitable conclusion, and
the triumphant heroes are seen
in slow-motion images of celebration, a part of me cannot
help but smile.
Make no mistake - "The
Replacements" is a typical
sports flick. It does not aspire
to be anything more. It is about
a gang of odd characters trying
to bond as a team, and working
toward winning The Big Game.
If you have seen any sports film
before, you have seen this one.
Only the names and sports
change. But it is a well-made
typical sports movie, with
funny, if cliched, characters
and energetic direction. To use
a football metaphor, it doesn't
quite reach the end zone, but it
gets a couple of first downs.
As the movie opens, professional football (not "the NFL,"

mind you, as the movie apparently lacks the rights to that
license) is in chaos. It is the
middle of the season, four
games to go and the players go
on strike The owners, convinced that the season must be
finished, decide to bring in
replacement players for the
rest of its duration, lack
Warden, playing the owner of
the fictional D.C. Sentinels,
even brings in a legendary
coach i :.•! ned Jimmy McGinty
(Gene Hackman, who brings
more than a few shades of Tom
Landry to th." role) to take control of his new team.
McGinty brings out a list of
guys he' las been "keeping an
eye on" for years...former football players that he thinks
deserve another shot. We get a
big montage of all these guys,
meeting them; a Welsh pub
owner, a religious guy, a deaf
guy, a pair of twin brothers, a
convict, a sumo wrestler - you
know the drill. The most wellknown is Shane Falco (Keanu
Reeves), a former college quarterback who blew it in a big
game and got a reputation as a
choker as a result. McGinty visits him personally, talking him
into taking this second chance.
"You know what separates the
winners from the losers?"
McGinn asks. "The score,"
Falco replies.

And so the season resumes,
with the new gang of replacement players going through
the basic cycle of all sports
movies - they are green, they
do not trust each other, they
fight, they screw up in their
first game, they get their act
together, problems
emerge...the usual. All the
while, the team is taunted and
tormented by the striking pros,
including a big bar fight, which
leads to a night in jail for the
replacements, which is where
the movie somehow works in a
big dance number to "I Will
Survive." Hey, it got me smiling.
As we head through the season, the players begin to bond
and work as a team, all headed
for the big climax. (The action
is helpfully called by lohn
Madden and Pat Summerall,
who, at least, seem to be having fun in this.)
We also get the obligatory
love interest, with Falco falling
for the head of the cheerleading squad, Brooke Langton,
who, for some reason, holds
her cheerleading tryouts in the
middle of the season. That is
really all an excuse for a pair of
erotic dancers to join the
squad, leading to some of the
most...uh...interesting cheer
routines in recent history. I
doubt that the cast of the
upcoming cheerleader movie

SPINNING OUT OF CONTROL: Keanu Reeves plays a replacement quarterback in the newly
released movie, The Replacements,' while Gene Hackman is his coach.
"Bring It On" will be able to top
this.
No, there'' nothing new
here. We're riding the rails of
the typical sports movie train,
and not once do we stray from
the track. But, it's got a good

cast, it has good energy, and,
above all, it is good-natured. I
could not quite bring myself to
giving this one a full recommendation - it is just way too
standard, .nth too little effort
given to a::y sort of originality,

and neither the cast nor the
energy is enough to make up
for it. But there is a lot of affection in those two and a half
stars, and if you like underdog
sports movies, you will prol .bly like this one too.

'Solider of Fortune* game offers morbid graphics for players
By Jeff McGinms
NOW REPORIER

I'll give them this, the people
who made "Solider of Fortune"
certainly have some guts. For a
company to make a game this
graphically violent in the wake
of school shootings and congressional hearings on violence
in the media either takes a lot of
bravado or a lot of stupiditv.
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Tuffy Does It Rights
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$4495
$5495
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Once this is uncovered, you
are sent across the world to track
down, and kill, those responsible. With stages set from everywhere to Iraq. Russia and
Germany. "Solider of Fortune"
does a good job at making each
mission radically different than
the last. Considering the objectives are the same in all of them,
find or destroy a certain object
or area, kill everyone you see
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LIFETIME WARRANTED

BRAKE PADS & SHOES

4-CYCLINDER

MOM Cars
and Light
Trucks
I Includes oil filter. o>l change with up to 5 quarts of quality
! Varvohne motor oH, chassis lube, arxl a conplete vehefcf
■ safety inspection Rotate all four tires 'In lieu ot other otters
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file game.
The game begins in New
York City, as a gang takes
hostages in a subway station.
You are John Mullins, a mercenary hired by the government to
end the standoff. What begins as
a simple gang war escalates as
you discover a global conspiracy involving the production, and
theft, of a top secret nuclear
weapon from Russia.

"Solider of Fortune" looks
and plays like any other firstperson-shooter. The game, built
on the Quake 2 engine, has
above average graphics but the
gameplay itself offers little, if
nothing new. What "Soldier of
Fortune" does add to the table
though, is an amazing amount of
player-controlled
violence,
something that has never been
seen before in such a high-pro-

Foni t

and move on.

Which brings me back to the
main issue most people will
have with this game, the violence. Unlike other first-person
shooters. "Solider of Fortune"
includes body-specific damage.
What this means is that when
you shoot someone in the neck,
they will not just fall to the
ground. Instead, blood will
shoot out of the wound as they

slowly choke on their own
blood. Deliver a shotgun blast to
(he stomach and (heir intestines
will spill out onto the floor. If it
can happen in real life, odds are
it is represented here. Limbs fly
off. heads explode, torsos are
shattered and flesh burns, it is
very nasly and not for everyone.

402 E. Wooster St.
352-BUTT

(jpHaaa
Beer

Beer

&

&

Wine at
State
Minimum

Wine at
State
Minimum

TOBACCO OUTLET
BUTT'S CHEAP SMOKES and FINE CIGARS TOBACCO OUTLET

COOLING SYSTEM
FLUSH

MAJOR BRANDS
Marlboro, Camel, Winston
Newport
Basic, Doral
Skoal, Copenhagen, Kodiak

29.95
SAME AS
CASH
\^^& fflft 2Li *— B^aa?
353-2444 • 1087 S. MAIN ST.

need a job? *&zz°*
""ovS "*

PRICE
$2.25/pack
$2.70/pack
$1.95/pack
$3.69/tin

All oigarettw at State minimum prices Prices subject to change, excluding non-Mtera, while tuppliea last.
Some prices reflect manufactured buy down.
Surgeon General's Warnings Cigarette smoke contains carbon monoxide

Welcome BGSU Students
Earn your spending money with our team at

0
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At the Telefund Center we work to keep -*#i
Or
alumni involved in the University Family.
Telefund Callers encourage alumni to pledge
financial support to various projects at
BGSU.
We know that you are a student first and we
never work
work with YOU to make Telefund a fun
place to be! Theme weeks, contests, games
and food are just the beginning!
Kiturdoyl
or

BARNEYS

«5>

Look in the BG News on Tuesday August
29th for an application, or come by the
Telefund Center to fill one out!
Telefund is located on the right side of
Harshman loading dock. Go up the stairs
and follow the hallway to Telefund!

T
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CONVENIENCE MART

We Offer:
• $6.75 STARTING PAY
• College Tuition reimbursement
• Referral Bonus Program
• Flexible Hours
Apply at any of the Bowling Green locations:
1091 N. Main
1602 E. Wooster
996 S. Main
or

■«oo*•/

872-3484

103 Anthony Wayne Trail (Waferville)
26520 N. Dixie Hwy. (Perrysburg)
497 W. Dussel Dr. (Maumee)

352-8431

NOW MOVIES

BG NEWS

'Bless the Child' horrorifies
audience with storyline, acting
Jams Eldred
NO* WRITER

Well. I will admit that "Bless
the Child" had me going there,
for a while. It made think that
maybe, just maybe, it had
some original ideas going for it,
and that at the end of the road
this story would have some
actual things to say - some real
message. The film's story is
about good and evil, innocence
and redemption, heaven and
hell...I thought that maybe the
filmmakers took great care in
crafting it, making it both exciting and engaging.
Well, what do I know?
Turns out that for all its
grand ideas and scenarios,
"Bless the Child" is a standard,
rinky-dink supernatural thriller.
Some of the performances are
good and the production values are OK, but when you get
right down to it, you were just
hoping for...more. More originality in its storytelling. More
interesting characters. More of
some semblance of an actual
IDEA in its message. More.
The film stars Kim Basinger
as Maggie, a woman whose
younger sister, Jenna (Angela
Betas) shows up on her
doorstep one night with her
newborn child, jenna leaves
the kid with Maggie, swipes
some cash from her purse, and
bolts from the house. Maggie
takes a shine to the little girl,
named Cody, and raises her as

her own. It becomes apparent
early on that Cody is. different.
She seems disengaged and
somewhat slow. The doctors
want to label it autism, but
Maggie disagrees. "It's like she's
listening to something...something only she can see and
hear," Maggie said.
Flash forward a few years,
and Cody is now six. She
begins to display remarkable
talents, like making things spin
on their own and bringing
dead birds to life. Cody's powers somehow go mainly unnoticed by Maggie. Meanwhile, a
group of five children have
been murdered in recent
weeks, all of whom have the
same birthdate - Cody's. The
case is worked on by a special
FBI agent (Jimmy Smits), who
also trained in the seminary
before deciding to be a cop.
When asked how he made this
career change, he said, "I found
another way to And him." You
are left to figure out exactly
what he means yourself - the
movie does not bother to elaborate.
Meanwhile, Maggie meets a
young woman, the great
Christina Ricci, in what is basically a walk-on role, who seems
to know where Jenna is. Then,
Jenna shows up on Maggie's
doorstep, with new husband
Eric Stark (Rufus Sewell) in tow.
Stark is the leader of a self-help
group named "New Dawn."
and he's cleaned up Jenna, and

the two of them want Cody.
Maggie has little say in the
matter, as they kidnap her right
out from under her. It turns out
that Stark has an interest in
Cody beyond a father-daughter
one - he is the leader of some
type of satanic cult, and Cody
is important somehow to all of
this.. it's all kind of vague.
In fact, therein lies the main
problem with the movie - it
leaves a lot of questions either
unanswered, or answered
vaguely, with no further elaboration. What is Cody? Why does
she have all these powers, and
why do the Satanists want her
so badly? There is a vague
explanation about her being a
tool of God or something, but
beyond that we get no further
word.
The movie equates Cody
with Jesus a few times, making
her out to be perhaps a new
Messiah, but its understanding
and concept of religion seems
so limited that the audience is
not sure how this works. Were
the filmmakers unclear on
their subject matter, or were
they just afraid of offending
anybody by actually taking a
stand?
The cult is dealt with even
less impressively. Sewell, a fine
actor, is given stereotypical evil
dialogue about how the devil is
great and God is bad, etc., but
is not given much else to solidify him as an actual character.
His cult members are a bunch

of brainwashed hooligans who
travel in packs and attack people. The only one who gets any
semblance of an actual personality, Jenna, is a hopeless loser
who would probably have
joined any cult she had to, just
as long as she could be a part
of SOMETHING. And there are
nuns and priests representing
The Big Guy, one of whom said
the line, "The devil's greatest
accomplishment is that most
of the worid thinks he doesn't
exist." So the film's theology is
not only inspired by the Bible,
but by "The Usual Suspects," as
well.
There was a big controversy
last year over the film
"Dogma," a movie which dealt
with religion, faith and the true
nature of God. A lot of
Catholics rallied against that
film, saying it insulted their
beliefs. In actuality, I think
"Dogma" bolstered them - it
had actual IDEAS about religion, it tried to instill those
ideas in its audience, and the
basics of its story were actually
firmly rooted in the Catholic
faith. If I were a religious man,
I'd be far more insulted by a
movie like "Bless the Child,"
which takes the grand ideas of
God, the devil and the nature
of the universe, reduces them
to simplistic soundbites and
uses them to tell a mindless
thriller. Maybe it is time for all
those who damned "Dogma" to
catch it on video.
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NEWS
Classified
Ads

•111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389' Air, Hotel,
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
spri ngbreaktra vel .com
1-800-678-6386

Wanted

372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly accept
advertisements thai discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on the basis of race.
ten, color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status
as a veteran, or on (he basis of any other
legally protected status
The BG News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as those found to be
defamatory, lacking in factual basis.
misleading or false in nature All advertisements are subject to editing and
approval

Female roommate wanted. $175
mo. & elec. 1st month rent tree. Village Green
Apts.
Call
Jessi
(440)366-5509
WANTED ASAP: 1 subleaser lor 4
BR house, dose to campus * downtown. $255 mo. incl. all iff. 4 washer/dryer. Cable, phone extra. Lease
through May 2001. Please call 3533451. ask tor Emily.

Help Wanted

#111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals, Parties! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Activist 866-4463
Environmental
Jobs!
Don't get stuck behind a desk or
writing tables. Help fight toxic dumping and corporate greed. Ohio Citizen Action is now hiring tor our campaign start. M-F 1:30-10:00pm.
$350/wk.. will train. We will be holding on campus interviews Aug. 31.
Call Peg at 372-9294.

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Sell Spring Break 2001 Trips
HIGHEST COMMISSIONS
LOWEST PRICES
NO COST TO YOU
Travel FREE Including tood. drink
& non-stop parties! 11
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS
2000 STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNERS "TOP PRODUCER"
a
MTV'S CHOICE
(Spring Break Cancun Party Program)
1-800-222-4432

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
$6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00am - 10:00am
B Shift: 10:15am- 1:15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm -4:30pm
Possibility ot working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703

Travel
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The BG News is
looking for...

LooMngfor
Christian Fellowship?

BOWLING GREEN
MUSIC & SOUND
BUY'SELL
• TRADE • NEW •
USED

Reporters
Photographers
Graphic Designers
Copy Editors
Layout Artists

%

InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship
Tuesdays at 8:00pm
BA117
Worship, Prayer. Great Speakers
Small Group Bible Studies. Fun
and More
OurVWon:

United, we will devote ourselves
to God and respond to Him m
obedience.

GUITARS • AMPS
INSTRUMENTS
ACCESSORIES
LIGHTING • DJ
PA-SALES
RENTALS • SERVICE
LESSONS AVALABLE
SHEET MUSIC

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

352-6612
132 E. Wooster l
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Student Union administrative offices 215 South Hall
215 South Hall
Space Assignments
103 Centrex Building
Catering Services
204 South Hall
Student Activities
210 South Hall
Campus Involvement
401 South Hall
Student Legal Services
Olscamp Hall
Information Center
2nd Floor, Student Services
Computer Lab
Amani Room, Commons
Design Lab
University Bookstore
Little Shop
112 University Hall
Copy Center
ATM's
Library
Huntington
Founders
Fifth Third
MacDonald
Mid-Am
MacDonald
Founders
Kreischer
es:
Commons
Dining Servic

372-2241
372-2941
372-6951
372-2343
372-2486
372-2951
372-2741
372-2738

1MS1
GOOD FOOD FAST®

^NOW HIRING!
ON-C2KMPUS INTERVIEWS
Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, from lO-U
Room 300 Student Services
Building
Call 372-9294 to set up an
appointment

THE BEST PLACE
TO WATCH
WWF SUMMEPSLAM
UPTOWN

ddomfftwi
SPORT'S BRR & D€ll
SUNDAY 7 PR
$2 UNDER 2! rVO COVER 21

372-2851
372-9633

For updates on the renovation or for further information, please visit our
Web site at vvvtfw.bgsu.edu/offices/student_affairs/welcome/union/index.html
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

Babysitter (Fall Semester) tor 2 preschoolers at professor's house in
Perrysburg. $7 hour. 372-8111.

Health/Fitness
If you have an energetic personality
& enjoy wonting with people. We are
looking for enthusiastic individuals to
loin our team. Floor trainers, member services, sales & front desk. Full
& pt. time, excellent pay & benefits.
Apply in person. The St. James
Club, 7337 W. Bancroft. 841-5597.

Student Support Services
Tutors Needed - All Courses
Sophomore standing.
2.8 gpa or higher Starting $5.50 hr.
App's. avail. 424 Saddlemire Bldg.

2000 Pontiac Sunfire, silver, 2 dr.
Take over lease pymts. of $175.97
mo. Call 872-7615.

Cashier - morning stock new, sales
and copy center positions available
Flexible hours, stop by Staples at
1080 S. Main, (next to Foodtown). to
fin out an application
Chltdcara - Two Maumee families
looking for occasional day and evening childcare. Must have experience and a good sense of humor.
Four year old girl and three year old
boy. Eight year old boy and three
year old boy. Salary dependent on
expenence - we're generous. 8919202.
Day Care - Pre-school
Looking for talented, take charge individuals for infant and pre-school
units. Work directly with children and
interface with parents. Part-lime, afternoon hrs. & high school diploma
required. Call 875-4190 for more info
Earn $6 per hour helping children
Become an America Reads Tutor
Must be Work Study eligible!!
Call 372-2331 tor details, or
Slop by 531 Education Building
Full & Part-Time
Lawn & Landscape Maintenance
Call 354-1923
Herbal weighl loss product distributor needed Call after 6pm 661 5376
Kids Kare teachers & administrators
needed Perfect job for students in
educational field. Part-time avail..
6am-9am and/or 3pm-6pm. Competitive wages, lead daily activities,
help children with homework, attend
monthly staff meetings & training
events. Teachers need high school
diploma & expenence supervising
children.
Administrators need al
least 12 hrs. in educational courses
Call East Toledo Family Center at
419-691-1429; Scott ext 149 or Lisa
ext 152.

Find It In
The BG News!

LIFEGUARD - Lileguards needed at
the Nichol Therapy Pool. Varied
hours available. $7.00 per hour.
Must have high school diploma or
equivalent, proof of current lifeguard
training from the American Red
Cross, Ellis & Associates or YMCA,
CPR andFirst Aid. Application packets may be obtained from the Wood
County Board of MR/DD. Ent. B
11160 E.Gypsy In Rd.BG
8:00a.m -4:30 p.m. EOE
MONTESSORI Lunch Assistant to
work M-F, 11:00am- 1:00pm tor the
2000-2001 academic year S7.25/hr
Exp. w/children necessary.
Also needed: Spanish speaking individual to teach Spanish.
Please call The Montesson School
of BG at 352-4203.
Paragon Services is seeking merchandisers to perform grocery resets at area stores in Bowling Green
and Toledo. Hours are Sunday thru
Thursday 8pm to 5am. No experience needed, will train. $9.00 to
start with paid dnve time and mileage. Must have reliable transportation and phone. Flexible scheduling,
I can work around your school
schedule Call Jeff at 1-800-9687685 ext 551 for more info.
Part or full-time sorters or cleaners.
$7.50 hr. Walking distance from
campus. Apply in person at 441 Pike
St.
Part-time nanny to care for 6 & 8 yr.
old girls in our BG home 10-12
hrs./wk. Must be excellent with children & have own transp. Call 3521956 after 5:30.

372-2677
Telephone order clerks. 2 blocks
from campus. Full & Pt. time. Average earnings $8/hr. 2 shifts available; 9-2 or 5-9. 353-8705.
Waitresses, bartenders, pizza makers & pin chasers wanted. Contact
Jay Young 9 Varsity Lanes. 3525247 1033 S. Main. PM shifts.
Wanted tutor in my home. 1 hr. M-F,
to help my 9 yr. old with school
work. $10 hr. Bel's req. & checked.
Call Kendra Smith 353-9111, 106pm.

For Rent

For Sale

www.atfoiaablf
(800) 864-2345

FORD ESCORT. 1989
$1150. Phone Emilio 9 352-2729
after 6 PM.

2 bedroom furnished apartment
Female ohented
353-5074, Kelly
Apt. avail, immed. 2 Mm., newly
remodeled. Dishwasher, util. incl.
$500 mo., no sec. dep! Call Erin or
Brian 352-5747.

For Rent

Garage Sale - Furniture, oval rug,
kitchen ware, lamps, etc. Sat. 25th &
Sun. 26th; 9-5. 1310 Lyn Rd.

1 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only

HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9%.
For listings 1-800-319-3323 ext4558
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$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Peta Welcome!
Vanity Square ApU.
353-7715

Micro-fndge, dorm safe, $150
Very useful. Needs to go
Call Steph 353-9136

Cinemark Theatres
1234 N. Main St. 354-0558

^"'TheArtotWarW
'
2:00 4:40 7:20 1005
The Replacements (PQ-13)
2:30 4 SO 7 40 9:55

For Sale

The Hollow Man (R)
4:55 10 00
Nutty Professor 2: The Klumps

mi""

1990 Plymouth Grand Voyager 1st
owner, good condition. V-6, $1200
OBO. 352-9999
1990 Subaru Loyale Wagon
4WD, good condition, $2250.
Call 352-3021
1991 SAAB 9000 Turbo hatchback
120.000 miles luxury package-air,
power, tilt wheel, cruise, compact
disc, abs brakes, phone, leather,
sunroof, premium wheels. Lists for
$8,000 will accept any reasonable
offer 891-9202

John Newlove
Real Estate
Rental Office

1992 Yamaha FZR 600
13.500 miles, $3500 or best offer
Call Nate: 352-2433

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS

2 ent. ctrs. fldng Ing chrs. cooler
sngl bed set str & rkng chr & wal S
stdng shlvs & more. 353-4766
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Special person needed. Companion
for developmental^ delayed adult
male. Rec Center swims, dine out,
shop, walks, etc. 5 hours per week.
$8 an hour. Call 352-7143.

No Union?
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THE
TANNING
CENTER

319 E. Wooster St.
(Across from Taco Bell)

Cosmos,

354-2260

Is The Answer!
10 Bed Visits for $20
*>-

Expires Saptambar 15, 2000

3 LOCATIONS

Tin- WASH HOUSE
248 N. MAIN ST.
354-1559
10 BEDS/2 BOOTHS

m

2:20 4.45 7 10 9 4

Coyote Ugly

SomiSiDE LAUNDROMAT
THE HEAT
I
993 S. MAIN
904 E. WOOSTER I
353-8826
352-3588
S BEDS/ 1 BOOTH
5 BEDS
Serving BG since 1980
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...For Studying

Open

mi

Midnight

...Being With Friends
...Healthy Food
...Hot Soup & Drinks
ALSO: Saudi, sandwiches, and DtsMrts

354-JAVA
J26E.Wooster

The Technology Infrastructure Project ■ Building an Electronic Community

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

Let Us Show
Industrial
YOU
Clerical
Technical
the Way
Manufacturing
Customer Service
to Work!
Short term and long term positions available

www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet

Staffmark.,
Try Something Differ.it

Moving right along
Spending a couple summer days on
campus for O-Reg has given new
students an idea of where construction
for the technology infrastructure project
has been.
But students, and faculty, returning
for the first time since May may not
realize how far the outside work has
come.
The heavy equipment that's been
digging trenches all summer moved to
the north and east edges of campus
earlier this month. Despite weatherinduced delays, particularly early on, that
part of the project will soon be finished.
Following the trenching and subsequent installation of conduit for the new
fiber and copper cable came a restoration effort, including grass reseeding,
sidewalk replacement and repaving of
roadways and parking areas.The
cleanup continues, although in the
central part of campus, it was largely
done in time for summer commencement two weeks ago.
Most of the work that will affect the
campus community in the coming
months will be interior construction—
the building modifications which will
wrap up this fall—and cable installation,
which will continue through the end of
the project in fall 2001.

Some class relocations and other
inconveniences can be expected. But
every effort will be made to keep
disruptions to a minimum, and when the
project is finished, the University will
have a faster, more reliable network with
expanded capabilities, such as digital
video and more online student-support
services and instructional materials.
More project information will be
forthcoming in a four-page update
appearing next week in "The BG News,"
and weekly updates can be found in this
space beginning Monday. Construction
information is available via the
BGsupernet hotline (2-0500) and on the
Web at www.bqsu.edu/basuDernet.

1045 N. Main, Suite 6, Bowling Green
Phone 419-353-9425 • Fax 419-352-9154

[www.bgsu.edu/recsports
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
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"Men-! . I I .'.''. ncn'a >Ouble«~\
JtnnU entrleai due itfx.Ty

irtg. dua by 3 00pm
to 130 Perry Field
It hand del" iiirtg,
00Q
House If landingI ajecwonically. antrias ara dua by noon.

Appointments for complete
Fitwell Assessment and
Personal Training programs
can be made in the SRC
main office from
8:00am-5:00pm
Monday-Friday.

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
Sandusky River Canoe Trip
Data:
Saturday, Sept. 23 |
Tim*: 9:30am-4:00pm
Cost:
$25 (students); $30|
(Rec Sports members)
Registration
Deadline: Wednesday. Sept.'
20 at noon in the SRC main office

INSTRUCTIONAL
PROGRAMS

FACILITY HOURS

Kyokuthin Karate
September 1 .-December 6. 2000
Sunday. Monday end Wednesday
7:00-8:00pm
Coat:
Sluctanti: S20
Rec Sport. Members; $36
iplui karate uniform)

loeTrlp^

Call 2-2790 or bcavins@bo,net for
more information.

Student Recreation
Monday-Friday:
Saturday:
Sunday:

Center
7:00a m- 11:00pm
9:00am-11:00pm
Noon-1 1:00pm

Parry Field Houaa
Monday-Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:
Sunday:

7:00am-Midnight
7:00am-6:00pm
Noon-7:00pm
Noon-9:00pm

Participant Limit 20
Hat ha Yoga.
Studant Rac Center Dance Room

BGSU

Walk-in Aiaaiamanti
Blood Pressure
Cholesterol
Body Composition
Generel Information and
other Resources

Looking for a fob?
Intramural officials and
scorekeepers are needed for
Softball. Applications
are available in 130 Perry Field
House or on the Intramural
website. Take-home rules test
will be due by noon on Sept. 5.

Studant Rac Canter Danca Room

Jockeying with a 15-ton concrete manhole
to get the proper placement sometimes
required climbing into the hole with it. In
this case, the hole was located between
Hayes Hall and Eppler Complex.

FTWELL CENTER

Pleoie call 2-2711 (SRC) or
2-9900 (PFH) for specific Labor
Day Weekend hours

September 12-December 7. 2000
Tuesday or Thursday afternoons

4:00-5:.50pm

Cast:
Studants: $*0
Rec Sporu Members: $46
Participant Limit: 25 '

Fill mOrC I'lfci
.lbmii any of those
program1
call
372 2711

